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Gain Capital
Attn: Glenn H. Stevens

135 US Highway 202/206, Suite 11
Bedminster, NJ 07921

Re: Notice of OANDACorporation Patent Rights
Client Matter No. 096803.0017

Dear Mr. Stevens:

We represent OANDA Corporation (“OANDA”) in connection with certain intellectual property
matters, including patent matters. As you know, OANDAis highly respected in the financial
sector, providing leading and innovative solutions in the areas of currency data, trading, and
exchangerate services for a wide range of organizations and investors.

At considerable expense, OANDAhaspursued and obtainedcertain intellectual property
protection for its innovative products, including numerouspatents, trademarks, trade dress,
copyrights, and other intellectual property related to its business. For years, OANDA has owned
various patents related to its unique solutions to providing currency trading services, including
the following:
 

  

  

  

Patent Reference No. Title

U.S. Patent No. 7,146,336 Currencytrading systems, methods, and software

U.S. Patent No. 7,496,534 Methodsfor trade decikfon making
USS. Patent No. 8,392,311 Currency trading systems, methods, and software

 
 

Wehaveattached copies of the above-listed patents for your convenience.

Aswe understand it, Gain Capital currently sells, offers for sale, uses, or imports currency
trading products or services in the United States that may infringe OANDA’s patents, including
one or moreofthose listed above.
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By way of example only, claim 1 of U.S. Patent No. 8,392,311 recites:

1. A method oftrading currencies over a computer network connecting a trading system
server andat least one trading client system, comprising the steps of

(i) at the trading system server, determining and dynamically maintaining a
plurality of current exchangerates, each current exchangerate relating to a pair of
currencies and includinga first price to buy a first currency of the pair with respect to a
second currencyofthe pair and a secondprice tosell the first currency of the pair with
respect to the second currencyofthe pair;

(ii) transmitting data from the trading system serverto a trading client system, the
transmitted data representing at least one current exchangerate at the time of the
transmission;

(iii) at the trading client system, displayingthefirst and second prices for each
received current exchangerate to a user,

(iv) at the trading client system, accepting input from the user identifying a pair of
currencies the user desires to trade, an amountofat least one currencyofthe pair desired
to be traded and a requested trade price at which it is desired to effect the trade;

(v)transmitting the accepted input fromthe trading client system to the trading
system server;

(vi) at the trading system server, comparing the requested trade price to the
respective first price or second price of the corresponding current exchangerate at that
time and,if the respective first price or second price of the corresponding current
exchangerate at that time is equal to or better than the requested trade price, effecting the
trade at the corresponding respective current exchangerate first price or second price and
if the corresponding current exchangerate is worse than the requested tradeprice,
refusing the trade; and

(vii) transmitting from the trading system serverto the trading client system an
indication of whether the trade was refused or transacted and,if transacted, an indication
of the price the trade wastransactedat.

To the extent Gain Capital sells or offers to sell products or services that are covered by
OANDA’s patents, Gain Captial maybeliable for patent infringement, directly or indirectly,
underone or more subsections of 35 U.S.C. § 271. Thoughit is likely that you were already
aware of OANDAandits patent portfolio, to the extent you had not been, we hereby put you on
notice of the potential for infringement and Gain Capital’s liability thereunder.

To the extent the sale or use of Gain Capital’s products or services infringe one or more of
OANDA’s patents, those acts would allow OANDAto seek numerousequitable and legal
remedies against Gain Capital, including, without limitation, an injunction, statutory damages,
enhanced damagesfor willful infringement, attorney’s fees, and any other remedies available
under applicable law.
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To avoid a potential dispute, we recommendthat Gain Capital review OANDA’s patents and
discuss with us a potential license. To the extent Gain Capital wishes to discuss suchalicense,
please contact me directly by November9, 2018.

Sincerely
/   

\ i,
Ahsan Shaikh

Enclosures:

e USS. Patent No. 7,146,336
e USS. Patent No. 7,496,534
e US. Patent No. 8,392,311
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CURRENCY TRADING SYSTEM, METHODS,
AND SOFTWARE

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

This applicationclaimspriority to U.S. provisional appli-
cation No. 60/274,174, filed Mar. 8, 2001, and incorporates
the entire contents thereof herein by reference.

PIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is related to currency trading, more
particularly, the inventionis related 10 trading currency over
a computer network.

BACKGROUND

In a traditional on-line currency market, a trade occurs
through three steps: (1) the trader specifies (o a dealer the
currency pair and the amount that he would to trade (but
does not specify whether he would like to buyorsell); (2)
the dealer specifies to the trader both a bid and anask price
and gives the trader several seconds to respond(the dealer
not knowing whether the trader will buy, sell, or reject the
offer); and (3) the trader either rejects the offer or specifies
whether he is buying or selling (his response must occur
within-a time frame-of-a-few’seconds):

But perlorming such a three-way handshake over the
Internet is somewhat impractical because of Internet delays:
the trader might not actually have a few seconds to respond
before the dealer withdrawsthe offer. Thus, there is a need
for a system and methodofon-line currency trading thatis
based on a trading model that is superior to the three-way
handshake described above.

Another problemis that many corporationshavefirewalls
that restrict access to the corporate network, and that typi-
cally restrict access to the Intemet (and to well-known
services such as email, the World Wide Web, etc.) [rom
within the corporation. This inhibits the ability of on-line
trading systems to access information from and transfer
information to users behind corporate firewalls.

SUMMARY

Thepresent invention overcomesthe above-described and
other disadvantages of previous currency trading systems
and methods. In one aspect, the present invention comprises
a-systen-for-trading currencies over a.comiputer network. As
preferred embodiment comprises: (a) a server front-end; (b)
at least one database; (c) a transaction server; (d) a rate
server; (e) a pricing engine; (f) an interest rate manager; (g)
a trade manager; (h) a value at risk server; (i) a margin
control] manager; (j) a trading system monitor, and (k) a
hedging engine. Each of these components is described in
detail below in the Detailed Description section.

In another aspect, the present invention comprises meth-
ods for trading currency over a computer network. In one
embodiment, a preferred method comprises: (a) transmitting
currency market information over a computer network to an
end user; (b) receiving a currency trade order from the end
user, wherein the currency trade order comprises limits
within whichthe currencytrade will be acceptable to the end
user; (c) calculating a market exchange rate for the currency
trade order; and (d) executing the order if the market
exchange rate is within the specified limits.

1
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In another embodiment, a preferred method comprises:
(a) transmitting currency market information over a com-
puter network to an end user; (b) receiving a currency trade
order from the end user, wherein the currency trade order
comprises a threshold exchangerate; (c) calculating a mar-
ket exchangerate for the received currency trade order, and
(d) executing the order (1) if the market exchange rate is or
goes abovethe threshold exchangerate and the orderis a sell
order, and (2) if the market exchange rate is or goes below
the threshold exchange rate and the order is a buy order.

In a further embodiment, a preferred method comprises:
(a) receiving currency market information over a computer
network from a trading system server; (b) transmitting a
currencytrade order to the trading system server, wherein
the currency trade order comprises limits within which the
currency trade will be acceptable; and (c) if a market
exchangerate is within the specified limits, receiving infor-
mation from the trading system server indicating that the
currency trade order was executed.

In another embodiment, a preferred method comprises:
(a) receiving currency market information over a computer
network from a trading syslem server; (b) transmitting a
currencytrade order to the trading system server, wherein
the currency trade order comprises a threshold exchange
rate; and (c) if (1) the applicable market exchangerate is or
goes abovethe threshold exchangerate and the orderis a sell
order, or (2) the applicable markel exchange rate is or
becomes below the threshold exchangerate and the order is
a buy order, receiving information from the trading system
server indicating that the currency trade order was executed.

In another aspect, the present invention comprises soft-
ware for currency trading over a computer network. In one
embodiment, preferred software comprises: (a) software for
receiving data over a computer network from a trading
system server; (b) software for displaying a first graphical
user interface displaythat: (1) displays continuously updated
currency exchangerates in real-time based on data received
from the trading system server; and (ii) displays action
buttons. including a buy/sell button; (c) software for dis-
playing, in response 1o a user clicking the buy/sell action
button, a buy/sell windowdisplay that: (i) comprises trade
order parameter fields; and (ii) accepts trade order data
entered into the trade order parameterfields by a user, and
(d) software for transmitting said trade order data to said
trading system server over said computer network.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 depicts parties involved in a preferred embodi-
ment.

FIG. 2 depicts a graphical user interface of a preferred
embodiment.

FIG. 3 depicts modules of a preferred trading systemserver.

FIG. 4 depicts hardware components of a preferred
embodiment.

FIG. 5 depicts a graphical user interface of a preferred
embodiment.

FIG. 6 depicts an account summary table display.
FIG. 7 depicts an opentradestable display.
FIG, 8 depicts an open positions table display.
FIG. 9 depicts an open orders table display.
FIG. 10 depicts a transactions table display.
FIG, 11 depicts a currency rates table display.
FIG. 12 depicts a currency exchange rate graphdisplay.
FIG. 13 depicts a buy/sell pop-up window display.
FIG. 14 depicts an acknowledgment window display.
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FIG. 15 depicts an entry order display.
FIG.16 depicts steps of a method ofa preferred embodi-

ment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

The Currency Trading Systemofa preferred embodiment
(hereinafter “‘Irading System”) of the present invention
allowstraders to trade currencies over a computer network.
Preferably, this computer network is the Intemet, and the
subsequent description herein is primarily in terms of the
Internet. However, those skilled in the art will recognize that
the following description also applies to other computer
networks. Traders interface to the system using ordinary
Web browsers running feature-rich Java applets; they obtain
real-time data feeds of current exchange rates, they can
analyze past exchangerates using graphical tools, they can
review their current portfolio and past trades, and they can
place buy and sell orders in the real-time market. Businesses
interface to the systemusing an API. Innovative features that
set the Trading System apart from the competition are: (1)
extremely lowspreads onthe order of a fewbasis points, (ii)
the ability to trade very small amounts as low as $1, and(iii)
24 hour a day, 7 days a weekavailability. This system has
the potential to revolutionize the way currency trading is
done and to openup currencytrading to a new,large market
segment ofinvestors and speculators for whom currency
trading is not feasible today. Moreover, il allows businesses
to address their currency exchange requirements in the most
cost-effective and efficient way.

A description ofthe preferred server infrastructure used in
the Trading System follows. Wefirst give a brief introduc-
tion of the system as a whole.

The Trading System involves three components(sce FIG.
1): (1) traders that are distributed around the world; (2)
Trading System servers, and (3) “Partners” consisting ofthe
financial institution(s) through which real currency
exchangetrades are executed, and from whichreal-time data
feeds are oblained.

Traders communicate with Trading System servers over a
secure, encrypted Internet connection to review their
accounts, to monitor currency exchange market conditions,
orto initiate currency exchangetrades. The Trading System
servers ure preferably connected lo the partners’ back-ollice
systems, using direct. private lines.

Atradertrades with the Trading System similar to the way
she currently trades with a broker, exceptthat the trading is
over the Web, occurs 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and
allows-very_small.trades with very lowspreads. Moreover, 5
an initial deposit, which may be as low as $20, can be
charged to a credit card to get started. Alternatively, the
trader cantransfer initial funds directly to the Partner bank
to be credited to her Trading System account.

The end user interface to the Trading System is a Web
page that can be displayed on anystandard Java-cnabled
browser. The Web page (one version is shown in FIG. 2; a
second, preferred version is shown in FIG. 5) depicts a
summary of the trader’s current position, recent trading
activities, profit/loss performance of the portfolio, and a
graphical display of recent past performanceof the curren-
ciesthe trader has positions in, as well as real-lime exchange
rates.

As discussed above, in a traditional on-line currency
market a trade occurs through three steps: (1) a trader
specifies a currency pair and an amount he would like to
trade (and does not specify whether he would like to buy or
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sell); (2) a dealer provides both a bid and anaskprice to the
trader and gives the trader several seconds to respond (the
dealer does not know whether the trader will buy, sell, or
reject the offer); and (3) the tradereither rejects the offer or
accepts the offer and specifies whether he is buying or
selling, within the response period set by the dealer.

In the Internet domain,this type of three-way handshake
is problematic. The timing constraints are difficult to imple-
ment because of frequent delays in transmission over the
Internet. To overcome this problem, the present invention
uses a “two-way handshake,” in which:(1) a trader specifies
in her trade order: (a) a currency pair; (b) a desired amount
to trade; (c) whether she wishes to buy orsell; and (option-
ally) (d) upper and lowerlimits on an acceptable exchange
rate; and (2) a dealer (in this case, a preferred Trading
System) executes the trade using the most current “market
rates” (as calculated by the system). However, the system
only executes the order if the calculated market rate lies
above any specified lower limit and belowany specified
upperlimit. Note that this method does not require the use
of timing constraints, and thus avoids the Internct-imple-
mentation disadvantage of previous methods.

In the present invention, trades can be initiated by the
trader at the push of a button. A trading request form pops
up with fields properly initialized so as to minimize the
numberofkeystrokes required. A trader mayelect to execute
a trade right away, in which case the buyer ofa currency will
buy at the current exchange rate market offer price. Con-
versely. a trader can sell a currency at the current bid price.
A rangeofautomatic trading optionsis available, including
setting bid/offer prices with a certain duration and “all-or-
nothing”rules. Furthermore,the trader can limit herrisks by
placing stop-loss orders that are executed automatically.
Similarly, she can lock in profits, by issuing take-profit
orders.

All communication betweenthe trader’s browser and the

Trading System server occurs through the Internet, prefer-
ably using the strongest available encryption (e.g., 128 bit
keys). Moreover, the trader must authenticate herself using
private passwordsorcertification keys obtained from certi-
fication authorities, such as Verisign or Entrust.

A request for a market trade preferably proceeds as
follows: the trader, at a push of a button, obtains a trade
order ticket in a popup window on the browser with key
fields pre-initialized (see FIG. 13). Whenthetrade orderis
issued, again by the push of a button, a messageis sent to a
Trading System server, where the marketpriceis calculated
based onsuchfactors as market data, size ofthe transaction,
time of day, the Trading System’s current exposure, and
predictions on market direction, The trade orderis executed
using this market price. (The trader can specify limits, so
that the trade occurs only if the price falls within these
limits.) As such, the Trading System operates as a market
maker. A messageis then sent backto the trader with specific
trade details, which is displayed in a popup window (see
FIG. 14) on the trader’s browser together with a transaction
id (for future reference). Moreover, an open orders table (see
FIG. 9) and current portfolio summary table (not shown)is
updatedto reflect the change.

Altematively, the trader can issue in a similar manner an
entry order(see FIG. 15) that requests a trade be made when
the currency exchange rate reaches a specified threshold.
The trader may specify howlong the entry order will be
valid.

Referring to the attached figures, a preferred embodiment
comprises a method of trading that in tum comprises the
followingsteps (see FIG. 16): At step 1605,a trader desiring
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to trade opens a Trading Station display, and at step 1610
clicks a “Buy/Sell” button 510 on the Trading Station
display (see FIG. 5). At step 1615 an order window is
displayed (see FIG. 13). At step 1620 the trader decides
whetherto place a market order or anentryorder, If'a market
order, then the trader proceeds to step 1635 and enters
desired order parameters (as shownin FIG. 13). If an entry
order, then the trader proceeds lo slep 1625 und clicks an
“Entry” tab 1320 (see FIG. 13). At step 1630 entry order
fields are displayed (see FIG. 15). Then the trader proceeds
to step 1635 and enters desired order parameters (ss shown
in FIG. 15).

Onceorder parameters are entered at step 1635, the trader
submits the order by clicking a “Submit” button 1310 (see
FIG. 13) if the order is a market order, or clicking a
“Submit” button 1510 (see FIG. 15)ifthe order is an entry
order, At step 1645 data describing the order is sent by the
Trading Station application to a Trading System server,
wherethe data is stored. At step 1650 a current market price
for the currency the trader desires to purchase is calculated.
At step 1655 the trader’s orderis executed if(a) the trader’s
order is a market order and the calculated market price is
within the limits set by the trader in the market order form
at step 1635; or (b) orderis an entry order and the calculated
market price meets the threshold(s) specified in the Entry
order format step 1635.

Atstep 1660 the Trading Systemserversendstradestatus
data to the trader's Trading Station application. This data
includes an indication that the order has been executed, if
that is the case, and at any rate includes anindicationthat the
order has beenreceived. At step 1665, the Trading Station
application displays an order acknowledgment window(see
FIG. 14) that displays order status information.

Overtime, the Trading System will accumulate an imbal-
ance inits currency portfolio and, at times, it will need to
neutralizeits risk exposure to adverse currencyfluctuations.
The Trading System Pricing Engine can influence its expo-
sure by setting its price quotes accordingly. Moreover,it can
close out ils posilions periodically or take hedging positions
by executing larger trades through its Partners. Preferably
the Trading System’s positions are managed based onstate-
of-the-art trading models. Preferred trading models are
described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/855,633,
filed May 14, 2001, the contents of which are incorporated
herein by reference, as well as U.S. provisional application
No. 60/274.174, filed Mar. 8, 2001.

The Trading System servers preferably operate 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week. Theseserversinterface with the traders
over the Internet onthe one hand:and-or-the other-hand-with—>
the Partner’s back-office operations. Using standard, state-
of-the-art database technology, it maintains the accounts of
all traders and executes trades issued by the traders. The
‘Trading Systemthusplaysthe role of'a market makerin that
it internally aggregates all trades and only occasionally
balances its internal positions bytrading larger sums through
the Partner. These larger trades are issued to the Partner in
an automated way. The Trading System also takes hedging
positionsso as to minimizerisks on the unbalanced portions
of the traders’ account aggregates.

Partner’s Role

The Partner maintains all actual funds. It is the source and
target ofall fundtransfers to and [rom customers; it main-
tains the aggregate accounts; andit executesall trades issued
automatically by the Trading Systemservers. From a legal
point ofview,all funds must be maintained in money market
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instruments. Hence, the Partner will maintain a Long and a
Short money market fund for each currency supported.

Overview of Currency Trading System Server Internal
Design

The Trading Systemserver architecture is designedto be:
(1) modular, in order to: (a) simplify development(time-

to-market); (b) easily allow extensions and modifications;
(c) ensure correctness and robustness, and (d) keep it main-
tainable:

(2) efficient, in order to provide fast response times to
online users and minimize the computational and network-
ing resources required to support the service;

(3) scalable, in order to support (with suitable computing
infrastructure) a large number of online users and high
transaction volumes; and

(4) fault resilient, so that any individual failure of a
computing node or network connection does not interrupt
service.

The Trading System server software preferably runs
exclusively on Unix platforms, and is composed of the
following modules, each with a distinct set of responsibili-
ties (see FIG, 3):

(1) Database (DBMS)310.Thisis the heart of the server.
It keeps track ofcustomerprofile information,all customer
accounts and all transactions, and ensures that atomicity,
consistency, independence, and durability (“ACID”) prop-
erties are maintained. The databaseis the reference point for
all information kept by the system.

The database is preferably a standard commercially-
available SQL database, configured for full replication for
reliability, availability, and improved performance. The pre-
ferred embodiment is based on IBM’s DB-2 productline,
but Oracle, for example, could also easily be used.

(2) Server Front-end 315. The server front-end 315 is
responsible for all communication with the Web-basedcli-
ents. It supports both persistent and non-persistent connec-
tions to the traders. The persistent connects are used prima-
rily for periodic (i.¢., every few seconds) transmission of the
latest currency rates so that the traders can update the
currency graphs and tables in real-time. Using persistent
connections significantly reduces protocol processing over-
head and reduces network bandwidth requirements. Non-
persistent connections are used forall transaction-oriented
requests, such as orders, transaction history requests, logins,
etc. All transaction-oriented communication between the
trader browsers and the Server Front-end occurs fully
encrypted, while rate information is transmitted in unen-
crypted form for efficiency reasons.

‘Traders preferably communicate with the server using a
request-response type ofprotocol, The Server Front-end 315
interprets each request it receives and, for each, takes
appropriate action. For login requests, it sets up appropriate
data structures so that all future requests can be serviced in
the mostefficient way. It also sets up encryption keys for
secure communication, and logs the start of a new session
with the Transaction Server. For rate requests, it returns the
requested rates it obtains {romtherate server. For orders, it
exectiles the orders by issuing appropriate requests to the
transaction server after checking the margin requirements,
the availability of funds, and using rates as determined by
the pricing engine. For stop-loss/take-profit andfixed-price
orders (that may get executed in the future), the Trade
Manager 365 is also informed. For eachtrade that gets
executed, the Hedging Engine 340 and Margin Control 350
modules are informed, so that they always have an up-to-
date snapshot of the state. For transaction history, the
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appropriate informationis returnedto the client after obtain-
ing il from the Transaction Server 355.

The Server Front-end 315 ulso encupsulates a standard
Web server(a la Apache), that services other trader requests
that entail formatted text; this includes all of the Help pages,
large transaction history requests, and server monitoring
information. The Server Front-end 315 also acts as a Fire-
wall.

Internally, the Server Front-end 315 is structured as a sct
ofthreads that service one request after another. Thethreads
allow concurrent request servicing so that many requests can
be serviced in parallel.

(3) Rate Server/Pricing Engine 325. The Rate Server
obtains currency exchangerate informationfromavariety of
external rate sources and stores it locally. The Pricing
Engine computes the currency exchangerates that the trad-
ers see and that are used for trading. These are computed
from the currency exchangerates obtained from the external
rate sources, the directional movement and volatility of the
market, the current Trading System exposure and a number
of other parameters. The computed rales are made available
to the other modules of the system, and are also stored on
persistent media, Various methodsofcalculating such rates
are knownto those skilled in the art. A preferred methodis
described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/764,366,
filed Jan. 18, 2001, to Miiller etal.

Traders-can-request-historical-rate-data-so-that-they-can
graphically display the movements ofanypair ofcurrencies.
The Rate Server serves such requests and preferably has
several years of currency exchangerates available forthis
purpose.

Forfast response time, the Rate Server caches in memory
all of the frequently and recently requested rates so as to
minimize the number ofdisk accesses required.

(4) VAR (Value at Risk) Server 320. This server obtains
and serves Value at Risk information. Various methods of
calculating VARare knownintheart. A preferred methodis
disclosed in U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/200,
742, filed May 1, 2000, to Miiller.

(5) Transaction Server 385. This server encapsulatesall
(ransaclion functionality and communicates the transactions
to the Database 310 server (which runs on a separate host)
aficr validating the transactions. The Transaction Server 355
also updates all other modules that need to be informed of
new transactions. Finally, the Transaction Server 355
informs the currently online traders when a transaction (that
may have been issued by a stop-loss, take-profit, or limit
order-daemen—or_by_the-Margin Control Manager) takes
place.

(6) Interest Rate Manager 360. The Interest Rate Manager
360 periodically (for example, every few minutes, every few
seconds,or tick-by-tick) goes throughall trader accounts to
compute the interest rate due or owed based on the instru-
ments currently in the portfolio, cach resulting in a trans-
action of the trader account. The portfolio information is
obtained through the Transaction Server 355. The interest
rates used are obtained from external sources, and the
history of interest rates are stored on persistent storage.
Becausereal-time (or near real-time) informationis used,
the Interest Rate Manageris capable ofcalculating, paying
out, and collecting interest by the second. Interest calcula-
tion formulas are knownto those skilled in the art, and any

appropriate formula can be used in the Interest Rate Man- ¢
ager without departing fromthe scope of the invention. An
example is the formula
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whereP is the principal, r is the annual interestrate,t is the
lime(in years) over whichinterestis earned, mis the number
of times per year that interest is compounded, and A is the

) amount owed (principal plus interest). The interest earned
during time t is A-P. Thus, for example,if the annualinterest
rate is 3%, and the interest is compounded daily, then the
interest I, earned over each time period T,=1,-l,_,, where
each t, is a clock-time(i.c., a particular day-hour-minute-
second-fraction-of-a-second)to the nearest second (thus T,
is in seconds), is calculated accordingto the formula I,=A,-
P,, where P,is the principal (the amount eaminginterest, nat
the “original”principal) al lime t,_,, and

M7;
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Since there are 31,536,000 seconds per year,

ime

31,536,000 "*

the time in years over whichthe interest is being calculated.
Similar formulas canbe used whent, is given to the nearest
tenth, hundredth, or other fraction of a second.If interest is
compounded continuously, those skilled in the art will
recognize how to apply the well-known formula A=Pe”
appropriately. Thus, to calculate interest on atick-by-tick
basis, the above formulas can be used, with T, representing
time betweenticks.

(7) Trade Manager 365. The Trade Manager 365 continu-
ously checks whether a trade should be executed on behalf
ofa trader, and if so executes the trade by interacting with
the transaction server. The Trade Manager 365 consists of
multiple subcomponents: (a) a stop-loss daemon continu-
ously checks to see whether stop-loss orders should be
executed and, if so, executes them through the Transaction
Server 355; (b) a take-profit daemon continuously checks to
see whether take-profit orders should be executed and.if so,
executes them through the Transaction Server 355; and (c)
a limit-order daemon continuously checks to sec whethera
limit order should be executed and.if so, executesit through
the Transaction Server 355.

The daemons continuously monitor the current rates to
determine whether action is required. Moreover, each of the
daemons caches in memory all of the orders that it may need
to execute. They keep the orders suitably sorted so that they
can take fast action when necessary, for example, the
stop-loss daemon sorts the orders in descending order of
stop-loss price, the take-profit in ascending order of take-
profit price.

(8) Margin Control Manager 350. This module continu-
ously monitors the margin requirements of all trader
accounts. When necessary, the Margin Control Manager 350
will liquidate some(orall) ofa trader’s holdings. It caches
in memory all of the information necessary for this compu-
tation, sorted in decreasing orderofrisk, so that it can take
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swift action when necessary. Holdings are liquidated
through the Transaction Server 355, when necessary.

(9) Trading System Monitor 330. This module continu-
ously monitors the current state of the Trading System.
Amongothers, state parameters include:(a) current 'l'rading
System currencypositions; (b) current margin situation; (c)
a summary of stop-loss, take-profit, and limit orders that
exist; (d) the number of currently online users; (c) the
number, size and type of trades executed per second;and(f)
a summary of the accountpositions held by the users.

This information is made available (a) to the Pricing
Engine 325 (where it is used to set the currency exchange
rates made available to the traders), (b) to the Hedging
Engine 340so thatit can determine whento issue trades with
the Partner Bankend Bank, and (c) to system operators and
Trading System financial engineersinreal time via a feature-
rich Web interface. Morcover, this information is logged on
persistent storage for later, off-line analysis.

(10) Hedging Engine 340. This module continuously
monitors current Trading System currency positions, the
positions held inthe trader accounts, recent trading activity,
and the market direction and volatility to determine when to
issue a trade with the backend Partner Bank. Various meth-

ods of performing such calculations are known to those
skilled in the art. The Hedging Engine 340preferably uses
the hedging tool described in U.S. patent application Ser.
No. 09/764,366, filed Jan. 18, 2001, to Miiller et al., the
contents-of which are-incorporated-herein-by ‘reference.

(11) Partner Bank Interface 335. This module communi-
cates directly with the backend Partner Bank to issue trades
and obtain account information.

(12) Computer Systems Monitor 345. This module con-
tinuously monitors the operation and state of the computer
systems on which the Trading System is running. Besides
error conditions, such metrics as memory, processor, disk,
and network utilization; paging activity; the number of
packets sent over the various networks: the number of
transactions: and the numberofprocesses andthreadsare of
interest. This information is made available to system opera-
lors in real time via a feature-rich Web interface and local
consoles. In addition, it is stored on persistent storage for
later, off-line analysis.

The Server modules described aboveare structured so that

they can run independently as separate processes that can be
independently mapped onto an arbitrary computer within a
cluster. Moreover. each of the modules can minin replicated
form, providing both fault tolerance and increased through-
put.

Preferred Physical Organization of the Trading System
Server

A Trading System Serverofa preferred embodiment runs
on a hardware base consisting ofa cluster of hosts and disk
farms connected by networks. All of the hardware compo-
nents are preferably replicated for fault tolerance, as
depicted in FIG. 4.

The clusteris connected to multiple ISPs so that ifone ISP
goes down,traders canstill communicate with the server.
The ISPs are connected to the Server through a pair of
routers 410 that monitor each other; if one of them goes
down,then the other will automatically take over.

For security reasons, the Database 310 is on a separate
back-end network; this way. it is not connected directly to
the Intemet and can only be accessed by the Transaction
Server 355. The Database 310 is setup in a dual configura-
tion, so that the system can continue operating with a single
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database failure. All disks are mirrored, again, so that any
single disk failure will not result in a loss of data.

All of the other server processes run ona cluster of servers
420, connected to the Internet routers 410 on the one side,
and connected to the backend database 430 ontheotherside.

A virtually unlimited numberof servers can be used in the
cluster, allowing the system to scale up to support a large
numberof users. The servers can be parlitioned by func-
tionality, allowing specialized servers to be used, optimized
for the particular functionality. For example, the Rate Serv-
ers 325 need minimal CPU power, and only a limited
amount of memory. They also can be replicated casily
without the introduction of any complexity or overhead.
Hence, smaller, less costly hardware can be used for this
purpose.

After login, traders typically communicate with a particu-
lar server in “sessions” for performance reasons. Using
sessions improves cache locality, resulting in far fewer
database accesses, and it allows the cost of creating session
encryption keys to be amortized over many communication
actions. For load balancing purposes, the trader software is
directed to henceforth communicate with the least loaded

server at the time whenthetraderfirst logs in. In case of
severe load imbalances, individual traders are redirected to
new,less loaded servers. If any of the servers crashes, then
the client software that was communicating with the crashed
server will detect the failure and automatically (transpar-
ently-to-the-user)-go-through-a-new-login-procedure:

User Interface Description

Overview

The followingis a description ofa preferred userinterface
of a preferred Trading System. The main user interface
display is called a “Trading Station,” and it is used forall
interactions with the trading system by a trader, such as
analyzing changes in currency exchangerates, reviewing the
trader’s current currency positions, reviewing the trader’s
past transactions, or issuing buy and sell requests. The key
features of the Trading Station are that: (1) it runs on any of
the popular Web browsers connected to the Internet; (2)it
displays continuously updated currency exchange rates in
real-time; (3) it displays all pertinent information in one
window; and (4) all interaction with the server occurs over
fully-encrypted Internet connections.

System Requirements
The UserInterluce is preferably implemented in Java so

as to run on any browser with JDK1.2 support, which
includes all Netscape Navigators versions 4.2 and up as well
as Microsoft’s Intemet Explorer versions 5.0 and up. The
Trading Station is preferably supported for Windows 95,
Windows 98, Windows 2000, Windows NT, Linux, Sun
Solaris, and other Unix-based operating systems.

If operated from behind a firewall, then the Trading
Station may operate properly only if the firewall allows
HTTP requests to Port 90. Many corporations havefirewalls
that restrict access to the corporate network to well-known
services such as email. Typically this restriction is accom-
plished by restricting the ports that may be used. For
example, Port 80 is typically used for http (Web-based)
traffic. Some firewalls inspect traffic going through Port 80
to ensure that the port is being used only for Web-based
traffic. This is problematic for trading systems that do not
use http messages—it causes users behind corporate fire-
walls to be inaccessible. However, a preferred embodiment
of the present invention overcomesthis obstacle by prefac-
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ing Trading System messages with standard http headers to
make them appear to be http requests and responses, even
though they are not.

Log In Procedure
In order to log in, a trader must be a registered user.

Registering is preferably free and can be accomplished by
clicking on a “newusers” link on a login page. Logging in
requires a userto provide a user-ID and password.Ifa trader
forgets her password, she can click on the “forgot your
password”link and fill in the information requested; her
password will be then be emailed to her.

If user-ID and password are entered correctly, a small
windowappearsindicating that the Trading Station is being
loaded. After a short time, a larger window appears with the
Trading Station Graphical User Interface shownin FIG, 5.
Once the Trading Station is properly loaded, the contents of
the small window is changed to include a numberofuseful
links. It is important that this small window not be closed
while the Trading Stationis to remain in operation, although 2
it may be minimizedso as nottobe in the trader's way. (This
small window is necessary due to the limitations oftypical
Java implementations on most browsers that would other-
wise not allow a trader to continue browsing the Web while
the User Interface is active.)

Main WindowofTrading Station
The Trading Station user interface is shown in FIG. 5. It
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can be resized to a convenient sive, by tsing the’ standard” ~~
resizing mechanisms supported by the trader’s operating
system’s windowing system.

The Trading Station is preferably partitioned into a num-
ber of components that each serve a different purpose:

(A) Action buttons: a vertical panel located on thelefi
hand side of the Trading Station contains a set of action
buttons that allow a user to perform the most common
operations.

(B) Menus: a set of pull-down menus across the top
allows a user to invoke additional operations.

(C) Avcounl summiury: an area in the middle of the
Trading Station that gives a summaryof the user’s account.

(D) Table: an area located across the top of the Trading
Station that is used to display various information in tabular
format. The information displayed depends on the most
recently clicked Action Button, It might display currently
held instruments, current open positions, or a history of
recent transactions.

(E) Currencyrates: an area at the bottomleft that displays
various currency rates. These rates are continuously
updated in real time.

(F) Graph: located at the bottom-right corner, graphs
display currency rates over time, The graphs are also
updatedin real-time as new rates becomeavailable.

Subsequentsections describe each of these componentsin
detail.

Action Buttons

The Trading Station preferably has the following action
buttons in a panel ontheleft side. Clicking the appropriate
button will invoke the described operation:

Buy/Sell: Pops up a Buy/Sell window, from which a
trader can isstte trade requests. (See the description of the
buy/sell window (FIG. 13) for more information.)

Positions: Displays the currently open positionsin 4 table.
(Svethe description ofthe Open Positions Table (FIG. 8) for
the contents of the table.)
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Trades: Displays the currently opentradesin a table. (See
the description of the Open Trades Table (FIG. 7) for the
contents of the table.)

Orders: Displays the open orders (that may be executed
some timein the future)in a table. (See the description of the
Open Orders Table (FIG.9) for the contents ofthe table.)

History: Displays a recenthistory of the trader’s transac-
tions in the table. (See the description of the History Table
(FIG. 10) for contents ofthe table.)

Analysis: Pops up a new browser window with access to
a numberofanalysis tools that might help in making trading
decisions.

News: Pops up a new browser window with the latest
currency news.

Forums: Pops up a new browser window with accessto a
number offorums (sometimes known as newsgroups) that
allowa tradertoparticipate in discussions with other traders
and currency trading experts.

Pull-down Menus

There are preferably 5 pull-down menus (not shown),
each offering different operations or services:

Connection Menu: (1) Disconnect: disconnects the Trad-
ing Station from the Trading System server. The Trading
Station will remain open, but currency rales will no longer
be updated, and transactions will not be possible. (2) Con-
nect: connect the Trading Stationto the server. so the trader
is back online. (3) Quit: quit and exit this application.

Avccount-Menu:-(1)-Transaetion--history:-pep-ip-a-new
browser windowto display an extensive list of all transuc-
lions that occurred ona trader's account. See the Transaction

History section (relating to FIG. 10) for a description of
what is displayed. (2) Clear account balance and P/L: for
those who haveincurred large losses on their account,this
operation allows atrader to start over again with a cleared
P/L and new funds in the account. This feature is primarily
useful when an account on the Trading System is used as a
game—i.e., no real money changes hands. (3) Add funds to
account: for a game account, add funds to the account for a
real money-aecount, transfer money into the account from
the trader’s credit card or obtain instructions on howto wire

transfer money into the trader’s account. (4) Buy/Sell: issue
a trade or market order (see FIG. 13). (5) Openpositions:
display the open positions in a table (see FIG. 8). (6) Open
trades: display all open trades in a table (see FIG. 7). (7)
Openorders: display all open orders in a table (see FIG.9).
(8) Recent transaction history: display the most recent
transactions in a table (sce FIG. 10).

Commands Menu: (1) Change passwords. (2) Graph:
specify the currency pair to be displayed in the graph.

Tiforiation Menus (1) Interest rates: display interest rate”
information in a separate browser window. (2) Market
News:display up-to-date currency market newsin a separate
browser window.(3) Analysis tools: usc an analysis tool in
a separate window.(4) Forum:participate in various forums
related to currency trading. (5) Rankings: see a list of the
most successful currency traders using the Trading System.

Help Menu: (1) Documentation:links 1o descriptive docu-
ments. (2) About: display software version number and
credits. (3) Debug: display debugging information in a new
window.

Account Summary
The account summary display (see FIG.6 for an example)

is a small table that provides a summary of the trader’s
accountstatus. It preferably shows: (1) Account Balance:the
amountof the trader’s cash holding in the trader’s account.
(2) Realized P/L: the amountofprofit or loss the trader has
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incurred with the trader’s trading activity to date. (3) Unre-
alized P/L: the amountofprofit or loss that the trader holds
with the trader’s current open positions.If the trader clears
all of his openpositions, then this amount would be added
to the Realized P/I. amount. (4) Margin Used: the amount of
the trader’s account balance and unrealized P/L tied up for
margin purposes. (5) Margin Available: the amount ofthe
trader's account balance and unrealized P/L available as
margin for newtrading transactions.

This information is preferably continuously updated in
real-time to take current market conditions into account.
Moreover, the information is always shown in the trader’s
homecurrency.

Tables

The table area of the Trading Station shows different
information depending onthe ast Action Button-selected.It
can include: (1) open trades; (2) open positions; (3) open
orders; and (4) transaction history. The default is open
positions.

How the information in the table is displayed can be
controlled in two ways: (1) Scroll bars are used to scroll the
table up or down, allowing a trader to see informationthat
is hidden from view. (2) Sorting can be achieved byclicking
on a columnheader, which causes the table to be sorted so
that the columnis in increasing or decreasing order, Clicking
once sorts the column in increasing order; clicking again
sorts it in decreasing order.

Por all tables exceptTransaction history,clicking oira' row
ofthe tble will cause a pop-up windowto uppear, offering
further actions for thal open trade. position, or order.

Open Trades Table
The open trades table (see FIG. 7) shows alist of the

trader’s currently open trades, The table preferably has 9
columns, described fromleft to right (not all are depicted in
FIG. 7):

(1) Short/I.ong: Indicates whether the position is short or
long.

(2) Ticket Number: a number that uniquely identifies an
opentrade. A trader can use this number as a reference for
inquiries to the Trading, System orits operators, or to search
for particular entries in the transactionhistory Lible.

(3) Currencypair: the pair of currencies involved in this
trade. Thefirst currency ofthe pairis referred to as the base
currency, while the second oneis referred to as the quote
currency.

(4) Units: the number oftransacted units for this trade,
expressed in the base currency.

(5) S/L: the trader’s stop-loss for this trade. This trade will
be-closed-automatically-as-soon-as the -currency-exchange—s
rate for this currency pair crosses the S/L value. A stop-loss
limit is used to limit the loss a trader may incur with this
trade,

(6) T/P: the trader’s take-profit for this trade. This trade
will be closed automatically as soon as the currency
exchangerate for this currency pair crosses the T/P value. A
take-profit limit is used to realize the trader’s profit as soon
as it reaches the T/P value.

(7) Rate: the exchange rate obtained when the trade got
executed.

(8) Market: the current exchange rate for this currency
pair.

(9) Profit: the unrealized profit (when positive) or loss
(whennegative) expressed in base currency and ona per unit
busis,

Clicking on the scroll buttons will cause thetable to seroll
up or down, Clicking on a-column headerwill sort the table
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so that the contents ofthe columnare displayedinincreasing
or decreasing order. Clicking on a row with an open trade
will cause a pop-up window to appear offering two opera-
tions: (1) Close trade. (2) Modify trade. This is used to
modify the S/L. or the T/P limits.

Open Positions Table
The Open Positions ‘Table (see FIG. 8) displaysalist of

the trader's open positions. It is similar to the Open Trades
table, except that all trades of the same currency pair are
aggregated into one line.

Thetable preferably has 6 columns, described fromleft to
right (notall are shownin FIG.8):

(1) Short/Long: Indicates whetherthe position is short or
long.

(2) Currencypair: the pair ofcurrencies the position refers
to. The first currency of the pair is referred to as the base
currency, while the second oneis referred to as the quote
currency.

(3) Units: the number of units held in this position,
expressed in the base currency.

(4) Rate: the average exchangerate obtainedforthe trades
in this position.

(5) Market: the current exchange rate for this currency
pair.

(6) Profit; the unrealized profit (when positive) or loss
(when negative) expressed in base currency and on a per unit
basis.

Clicking-onthe-seroll-buttons will-cause- the tableto-serell
up or down, Clicking on a column header will sort the table
so that the contents ofthe columndisplayed in increasing or
decreasing order. Clicking on a row with an openposition
will cause a pop-up windowto appearoffering the option to
close the position,

Open Orders Table
The Open Orders Table (see FIG. 9) showsa list of the

trader’s currently open orders. An open order is a request
that a particular trade should be made automatically when
the exchange rate of the specified currency pair crosses a
specified threshold.

Thetable preferably has 9 columns,described fromleft to
right (notall are shown in FIG.9).

(1) Short/Long: indicates whetherthe position is short or
long.

(2) Order ID: a number that uniquely identifies the order.
A trader can use this number as a reference for inquiriesto
the Trading System.

(3) Currency pair: the pair of currencies to be traded.
(4) Units: the numberofunits to be traded, expressed in

the_-base_currency.
(5) S/L: the stop-loss for this trade. This trade, once

executed, will be closed automatically as soon as the cur-
rency exchangerate lor this currencypair crosses the S/L
value. A stop-loss limit is used to limit the loss a trader may
incur with this trade,

(6) T/P: the trader’s take-profit for this trade. This trade,
ance executed, will be closed automatically as soon as the
currency exchangerate for this currencypair crosses the T/P
value, A take-profit limit is used to realize the trader’s profit
as soonas it reaches the T/P value.

(7) Rate: specifies that the trade should be executed as
soon as the exchange rate for the specified currency pair
crosses this value.

(8) Market: the current exchangerate for this currency
pair.

(9) Duration:specifies the amountoftime an order should
stand, until it is automatically canceled.
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Clicking on the sero!l buttons will cause thetable toscroll
up or down. Clicking on a column header will sort the table
so that the contents ofthe column are displayed in increasing
or decreasing order. Clicking on a row with an order will
catise a pop-up windowto appear offering two operations:
(1) Cancel order. (2) Modity order. This is used to modify
the exchange rate threshold at which the trade is to be
executed, or the S/L or T/P limits.

‘Transactions Table

‘The Transactions (or Transaction History) Table (see FIG.
10) shows a list of the most recent Uansuctions on the
account. For access to a full list of past transactions, a user
selects the Information pull-down menu and then sclects
Transaction History.

The Transaction History Table preferably has 6 columns,
described from left to right:

(1) Transaction ID: uniquely identifies the transaction.
(2) Type: identifies the type of transaction.
(3) Currency pair: the pair of currencies associated with 3

the transaction.

(4) Units: the numberofunits to traded in the transaction,
expressed in the base currency.

(5) Price: the currency exchangerate applied when buying
or selling a currency pair.

(6) Date/Time: the date and time of the transaction.
Clicking on the scroll buttons will cause the table to scroll

up-or-down;Clicking-on-a-columa-header-will-sartthe table
sothat the contents of the column are displayedinincreasing
or decreasing, order.

Currency Rates
The Currency Rates Table (see FIG. 11) showsthe current

exchange rate for the currency pairs supported by the
Trading System. ‘They are preferably updated in real time,
approximately every 5 seconds, When there is a significant
exchange rate movement for a currency pair, up/down
indicators show the direction of the rate change in order to
alert a trader, should a trader not currently have the currency
pair displayed in the graph.

Clicking onthe seroll buttonswill cause the table toscroll
up or down, Clicking on a currency pair's ask price will pop
up a buy window for that currency pair. Clicking on a
currencypair's bid price will pop up a sell windowfor that
currency pair.

Graphs
Graphs(see FIG, 12) show howcurrency exchange rates

change over a period of time, ranging from minutes to
months. All graphs. are updated in real-time, as new currency
rates arrive.

At any given time, the difference between the lower
boundary and the upper boundaryofthe curve represents the
difference between the bid and the ask price, and the
difference may vary over time depending on market condi-
tions, Thus,the top part of the curve indicates the ask price,
and the bottom of the curve indicates the bid price.

As a mouse cursor 1220 is moved over the graph, a
sub-area 1230 in the graph shows precise exchange rate
informationfor the target currency pair corresponding to the
time instance represented by the position of the mouse
cursor,

The graph may also display Buy or Sell widgets that
indicate at which point in time a trader bought or sold a
currency pair. Downward pointing red arrows indicate asold
curreney pair (where a trader is hoping the rates will go
downafter that point), and upward pointing green arrows
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indicate a bought curreney pair (where a trader is hoping the
rates will go up after that point).

A trader can adjust what is shown in the graph: (1) The
currency pair displayed is selected using the pull-down
menu 1240 at the bottomleft. (2) The granularity of the
griph is selected using the pull-down menu 1250 at the
bottomright ofthe graph. Selecting afine granularity, such
as 5 seconds (where each point on the horizontal axis
represents 5 seconds of time), will displayarelatively short
time interval (less than an hour, in this case). Selecting a
larger granularity, such as one day, will display longer-tern
trends (9 months of exchangerate informationinthis case).

Scroll buttons 1260at the top rightof the graph area allow
a trader to shift the time interval showntotheleft or to the
right (backward or forward in time). Clicking on the graph
with the mouse will hide the Buy/Sell widgets. Clicking
again will cause them to reappear.

Buy/Sell Window
A Buy/Sell pop-up window(see FIG. 13) allowsa trader

to issue buy orsell orders. The window canbe caused to pop
up either by: (1) clicking on the Buy/Sell action button (see
FIG. §); (2) clicking on the bid or ask price in the Currency
Rates Table (see FIG. 11); or (3) clicking on an existing
trade, position, or order in the Table area of the Trading
Station display (see FIG. 5).

‘Twotypes oforders are supported: (1) Market Orders are
orders that are transacted immediately based on market
exchangerates. (2) Entry Orders are orders that are executed
when the exchange rate crosses a certain threshold.

The type of order can be selected by clicking on the
appropriate tab in the Buy/Sell Window (see FIG. 13).
Market order comesup asthe default order.

Issuing a Market Order. To issue a market order with the
Buy/Sell Window and the Market Tab selected. a number of
fields must be filled out (although most of the fields are
pre-initialized with reasonable values):

(1) ACTION:choose between buy andsell.
(2) CURRENCY: choose the currency pair the trader

wishes to buyor sell. By default, this field will be initialized
as follows: (A) If the Buy/Sell button was used to obtain the
window,the currency pair currently shownin the graph. (B)
If the bid or ask price was clicked to obtain the window, the
currency pair for which the price wasclicked. (C) If a trade
or position was clicked in the Table area, the currency pair
corresponding to the (radeorposition. The pull-down menu
can be used to select another currency pair.

(3) UNITS: the numberofunits of the currency pair the
trader wishes to buyorsell, with units expressed in terms of
the base currency.

(4) LowerLimit: the order will result in a trade only if'a
price is obtained that does not lie below this limit. By
default, no limit is selected. but one can be set by checking
the check box. If the check box is checked, thenthefield is
automatically initialized with a reasonable value, however
the value can be changedeither by modifying the number
directly or by using the +/- buttons to increase or decrease
the value, respectively.

(5) Upper Limit: the order will result ina trade only ifa
price is obtained that does not lie above this limit. By
default, no limit is selected. but one can be set by checking
the check box. Ifthe check box is checked, then thefield is
automatically initialized with a reasonable value; however,
the value can be changed cither by modifying the number
directly or by using the +/- buttons to increase or decrease
the value, respectively.
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(6) Stop Loss: if the order results in a trade, then the
stop-loss value given will be associated with the trade, By
default, no stop-loss limit is selected, but one can be set by
checking the check box.If the check box is checked, then the
field is automatically initialized with a reasonable value;
however, the value can be changed either by modifying the
numberdirectly or by using the +/- buttons to increase or
decrease the value, respectively.

(7) Take Profit: if the order results in a trade, then the
stop-loss value given will be associated with the trade, By
default, no take profit limit is selected, but one can be set by
checking the check box.If the check box is checked. then the
field is automatically initialized with a reasonable value;
however, the value can be changed either by modifying the
numberdirectly or by using the +/- buttons to increase or
decrease the value, respectively.

The RATEfield is set by the Trading Station and corre-
sponds to the most recent exchangerate for the selected
currency pair.

To issue the order, a Submit button 1310 mustbe selected.
If the order is successful, and a trade occurs, then an
acknowledgment window (see FIG. 14) pops up with a
Ticket numberthat can be used for future reference. More-

over, the Open Trades Table (sce FIG. 7) will be updated to
reflect the new trade, as will the Open Positions Table (see
FIG. 8) and the Transaction History Table (see FIG. 10),

Several issues are important to note:
(1)-If.an-order.is_successful_and_a trade occurs, then the

exchangerate obtained for the trade will correspond to the
most current exchange rate maintained at the Trading Sys-
tem servers and not necessarily the rate displayed in the
Buy/Sell window.

(2) An order without Lower and Upper Limits will always
result in a trade.

(3) An order with both Lower and Upper Limits will result
in a trade if and only if the exchange rate for the potential
trade lies betweenthe two limits.

Issuing an Entry Order. To issue an entry order with the
Buy/Sell Windowand the Entry Tab selected (see FIG. 15),
a numberoffields must be filled out (although most of the
fields are pre-initialized with reasonable values):

(1) ACTION:choose between buyandsell.
(2) CURRENCY: choose the currency pair the trader

wishesto buyorsell. By default, this field will be initialized
as follows: (A) if the Buy/Sell button was used to obtain the
window, the currency pair currently showninthe graph; (B)
if the bid orask price wasclicked to obtain the window,the
currency pair for which the price was clicked. ‘The pull-
down menucan be used to select another currencypair.

(3) UNITS: the number-ofunits-ofthe currency pair the
trader wishes to buy orsell, with units expressed in terms of
the base currency.

(4) RATE; the order will result in a trade as soonas the
exchange rate for the selected currency pair crosses the
given value;that is, for buy orders, ifthe rate goes belowthis
value, and for sell orders if the rate goes above the given
value

(5) Duration:this value is used to limit the amountoftime
an outstanding order will remain effective. By default, the
order remains effective indefinitely. However, the duration
can be set to the end of the day or for an hour.

(6) Stop Loss: if the order results in a trade, then the
stop-loss value given will be associated with the trade, By
default. no stop-loss limit is selected, but one can be set by
checking the check box. If the check box is. checked,then the
field is automatically initialized with a reasonable value;
however, the value can be changed either by modifying the
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number directly or by using the +/- buttons to increase or
decrease the value, respectively.

(7) Take Profit: if the order results in a trade, then the
stop-loss value given will be associated with the trade. By
default, no take profit limit is selected, but one canheset by
checking the check box.Ifthe check box is checked, then the
field is automatically initialized with a reasonable value;
however, the value can be changed either by modifying the
numberdirectly or by using the +/- buttons to increase or
decrease the value, respectively.

To issue the order, a Submit button 1510 must be selected.
This results in an acknowledgment window (see FIG. 14)
popping up with a Ticket numberthat can be used for future
reference. Moreover, the Open Orders Table (see FIG. 9)
will be updated to reflect the new order. Note that a trader
can modify the parameters ofan open order(including the
rate representing, the trade threshold, or the S/L and T/P) by
clicking on the order in the Open Orders Table.

Whatis claimedis:

J. A system for trading currencies over a computer
network, comprising:

(a) a server front-end in communication with said com-
puter network:

(b) a database;
(c) a transactionserver in communicationwith said server

front-end and with said database;

(d) a rate server in communication with said server
front-end;-and

(e) a pricing engine in communication with said rate
server; and further comprising aninlerest rate manager
in communication with said transaction server and said
database, wherein said interest rate manager is opera-
tive to calculate, pay out, and collect interest on a
tick-by-tick basis.

2. A system for trading currencies over a computer
network, comprising:

(a) a server front-end in communication with said com-
puter network;

(b) a database;
(c) a transaction server in communication with said server

front-end and with said database,

(d) a rate server in communication with said server
front-end; and

(e) a pricing engine in communication with said rate
server; and further comprising a trade manager in
communication with said transaction server and said
database, wherein said trade manager comprises a
stop-loss daemonthat (a) continuously checks whether
stop-loss orders should be executed, and (b) if a ‘stop-
loss order should be executed, executesit through said
transaction server.

3. A system for trading currencies over a computer
network, comprising:

(a) a server front-end in communication with said com-
puter network:

(b) a database;
(c) a transaction server in communication with said server

front-end and with said database;

(d) a rate server in communication with said server
front-end; and

(e) a pricing engine in communication with said rate
server. and further comprising a trade manager in
communication with said transaction server and said

database, wherein said trade manager comprises a
take-profit daemon that (a) continuously checks
whether take-profit orders should be executed, and (b)
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if a take-profit order should be executed, executesit
through said transaction server.

4. A system for wading currencies over a computer
network, comprising:

(a) a server front-end in communication with said com-
puter network;

(b) a database;
(c) a transaction server in communication with said server

front-end and with said database;

(d) a rate server in communication with said server
front-end: and

(c) a pricing engine in communication with said rate
server: and further comprising a trade manager in
communication with said transaction server and said
database, wherein said trade manager comprises a
limit-order daemon that (a) continuously checks
whether limit orders should be executed, and (b) if a
limit order should be executed, executesit through said
transaction server.

5, A system for trading currencies over a computer
network, comprising:

(a) a server front-end in communication with said com-
puter network;

(b) a database;
(c)atransaction server in communication with said server 2

front-end and with said database;

(d) a rale server in communication with said server

(e) a pricing engine in communication with said rate
server, wherein said pricing engine is operable to
compute currency exchange rates based on: (a) data
obtained from external rate sources; and (b) market
directional movement and volatility.

6. Asystem as in claim 5, wherein said pricing engineis
further operable to compute currency exchangerates based
on positions held by said system.

7, A system for trading currencies over a computer
network, comprising:

(a) a server front-end in communication with said com-
puter network;

(b) a database:
(c) a transactionserver in communication with said server

front-end and with said database;

(d) a rate server in communication with said server
front-end: and

40
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(e) a pricing engine in communication with said rate
server: further comprising a hedging engine in com-
munication with said transaction server, wherein said
hedging engine is operable to perform at least two of
the following calculations: (a) calculate a total amount
of home currency appearing in all openpositions; (b)
calculate an out-of-equilibrium exposure; (c) calculate
a new potential net exposure; (d) calculate an equilib-
rium position; (e) calculate boundaries of possible
exposures; (f) calculate values for a pair of quoting
functions; and (g) calculate an average price and an
average spread.

8. A system as in claim 6, wherein said positions are
managed based on one or moretrading models.

9. A system as in claim 8, whereinatleast one of said one
or more trading models comprises: (a) a price collector
component; (b) a pricefilter component: (c) a price database
component; (d) a gearing calculator component: (e) a deal
acceptor component;and (f) a book-keeper component.

10. Asystem as in claim8, whereinat Icast one ofsaid onc
or more trading models comprises: (a) a price collector
component; (b) a price filter component; (c) a price database
component; (d) a gearing calculator component; (c) a deal
acceptor component; (f) an opportunity catcher component,
and (g) a book-keeper component.

11. A system for trading currencies over a computer
network, comprising:

(a) a server front-end in communication with said com-
puter network;

(b) a database;
(c) a transactionserver in communication with said server

front-end and with said database,

(d) a rate server in communication with said server
front-end; and

(e) a pricing engine in communication with said rate
server; further comprising a margin control manager in
communication with said transaction server and said
database, wherein said margin control manageris oper-
able fo monitor on a tick-by-tick basis margin require-
ments of accounts and onsaid tick-by-tick basis liqui-
date holdings as needed to maintain specified margins.
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METHODSFOR TRADE DECISION MAKING

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

‘This applicationclaimspriority to U.S. Provisional Appli-
cation No. 60/274,174,filed Mar.8, 2001. The contents ofthe
above application are incorporated hereinin their entirety by
reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The subject invention is directed to trading on financial
markets, in particular to methods of using real-time trading
models to trade on foreign exchange markets.

BACKGROUND

An exchangerate is the price at which one national cur-
rency can be exchanged for another. The most commoncur- 4
rency value notionis the bilateral exchangerate (or simply the
foreign exchange (FX) rate) quoted by an FX trader or
reported by a quote vendor. This is a nominal exchangerate
because it is the number of units of a currency offered in
exchange for one unit of another (for example, 1.5 German
marksfor 1 U.S. dollar). The spot exchangerateis a particular
example ofa nominalbilateral exchangerate, where the trans-
action takes.place immediately. Another example is the for-
ward exchange rate, where the price is agreed now but the
transaction takesplace inthe future. An FX price is composed
of two quantities: a price at which a bidder offers to buy
(termed the bid price) and a price at whicha seller offers to
buy (the ask price).

‘The bid and ask prices of major financial institutions are
conveyed to dealers’ screens by quote vendors such as Reu-
ters, Telerate, or Knight Ridder. Deals are typically negoti-
ated via telephone. The FX market operates globally and
aroundthe clock. Any market maker may submit newbid/ask
prices at any time, and manyinstitutions have branches
worldwide, so that they can participate in continuous FX
trading.

Although the IX market operates continuously,individual
traders orinstitutions generally participate in this market for
only part of each day. Thereis thus a need for trading models
(hat uke take local business hours and holidays into account.

There is a need for trading models that offer real-time
analysis of FX-rate movements and generate explicit trading
recommendations. A clear distinction should be made
between a price changeforecast and anactualtrading recom-
mendation: A trading recommendation-naturally-includes~se
somekindofprice changeforecast, but must also accountfor
the specific risk profile of the dealer or user of the respective
trading mode!, Another distinction is thal a trading model
musttake into accountits past trading history. while a price
forecast is not biased bya position the trading model might be
in. A trading modelthus preferably goes beyondpredicting a
price change: il should decide whethera certain action bas Lo
be taken. This decisionis subject to the specific risk profile,
the trading history,andinstitutional constraints such as busi-
ness hours. These different parameters can be integrated into
the decision-making process and are importantfor construct-
ing practical modelsfor professional traders.

There is a further need for models that follow the FX
market and imitate it as closely as possible. These models
should be based on data from continuouscollection andtreat-
mentofFX quotes by market makers around the clock (up to
5000 non-equally-spaced prices per day for the German
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mark,or the euro, against the U.S.dollar). In order to imitate
real-world trading accurately, the models also should take
into account transaction costs in their return computation,
generally avoid trading outside market working hours, and
avoid trading too rapidly.

SUMMARY

A preferred embodiment of the subject invention com-
prises a system and method for operating a setofreal-time
trading models. An over-all system that utilizes the subject
invention includes mechanismsfor data collection, data vali-
dation, generation oftrading recommendations, communica-
tion ofthese recommendations to user-agents, and graphical
presentation ofthese recommendations on the user-agents.

A preferred trading model is based onaset of indicator
computations combined with a collectionofrules. The former
are functions ofthe price history. The latter determine the
applicability ofthe indicator computationsin generating trad-
ing, recommendations.

A preferred embodiment comprises a method oftrading
assets ona market, comprisingthestepsof: (1) receiving price
data for an asset over one or more computer networks; (2)
receiving current systemposition information; (3) storing the
received asset price data and current system position infor-
mation ina computer-readable medium;(4)calculating trade
recommendation information from each ofone or moretrad-
ing sub-models. wherein each sub-model is based on a dif-
ferent time horizon. the calculation based on the received
assetprice data; and (5) calculating a trade recommendation
regarding the asset based on the trade recommendation infor-
mation fromeachofthe trading sub-models. In this embodi-
ment, each sub-model hasits ownindicator.

A further preferred embodiment comprises a method of
trading assets on a market, comprising the stepsof: (1) receiv-
ing price data for an asset over one or more computer net-
works; (2) receiving current systemposition information; (3)
storing the received asset price data and current system posi-
tion information in a computer-readable medium; (4) calcu-
lating trade recommendation information from each ofone or
more trading sub-models, wherein each sub-model is based
on a different time of day, the calculation based on the
received asset price data; and (5) calculating a trade recom-
mendation regardingthe asset based on the trade recommen-
dation information from each of the trading sub-models. In
one version of this embodiment, 24 sub-models are used. In
another version, each sub-model further comprises a pair of
sub-models, each pair consisting of a trend-following sub-
model and a contrarian sub-model.

Acfurther-preferred-embodiment-comprises- a-method_of
trading assets on a market, comprisingthe steps of: (1) receiv-
ing price data for an asset over one or more computer net-
works; (2) receiving current system position information; (3)
storing the receivedasset price data and current systemposi-
tion information in a computer-readable medium;(4) calcu-
lating trade recommendationinformation from cach ofone or
moretrading sub-models, wherein each sub-model is based
onthe view and actionsofone groupoftradersin the asset and
is further based on its owntimehorizon,the calculation based
on the received asset price data; and (5) calculating a trade
recommendation regarding the asset based on the trade rec-
ommendationinformation from eachofthe trading sub-mod-
els. In this embodiment,the step ofcalculating trade recom-
mendation information from each of one or more trading
sub-models comprises, for each sub-model, the following
steps: (1) calculating a suitable main indicator for the sub-
model, which after application of a nonlinear discretization
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function provides a first raw gearing, (2) calculating a fre-
quency indicator: (3) calculating a channel indicator; (4)
computing a weightto be applied tothe raw gearing: and (5)
computing afinal gearing by multiplying the weight timesthe
raw gearing andthen discretizing the product.

In cach of these embodiments, cach sub-model preferably
comprises: (1) a price collector component; (2) a price filter
component; (3) a price database component; (4) a gearing
calculator component; (5) a deal acceptor component; and (6)
a book-keeper component. This overall structure and data-
flow ofa preferred trading modelis depicted in FIG. 1,

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 depicts a data flow and structure diagram of pre-
ferred trading model software.

FIG.2 depicts an exampleofa total return curve overthree
periods: in-sample, out-of-sample, and ex ante.

FIG.3 depicts the USD-DEMautocorrelation function of
the price changes (with sign) with lags in units of 1 day in
physical time upto a lag of 100 days.

FIG. 4 depicts the USD-DEMserial correlation condi-
tional to volatility.

FIG.5 depiels the intra-day USD-DEMserial correlation
conditional to volatility,

FIG, 6 depicts a scatter plot of 8x,,., along the x-axis
against dx,,,.., long the y-axis for the bin correspondingtothe
maximumpositive correlation in FIG, 4.

FIG. 7 depicts a preferred structure ofa customized trading
model; sub-model and main model.

FIG. 8 depicts sub-model-related steps ofa preferred
embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

At the most general level, a preferred trading model com-
prises a set ofindicator computations combined with a col-
lection ofrules. A detsiled descriptionoftypical indicators is
provided below; indicator computations provide an analysis
of past price movements. The indicators are mappedinto
actual trading positions by applying various rules. For
instance, a model mayenter a long position if an indicator
exceeds a certain threshold. Other rules determine whether a
deal may be made atall, and the timing ofa recommendation.
Thus. indicator computations are based onprise history, and
a collection ofrules determinesthe applicability of the indi-
cator computations to the generation of trading recommen-

ee a
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A deal acceptor 160 validates the recommendations ofthe
gearing calculator 140 underthe following conditions; (1) no
deal maytake place withinfifleen minutes of a deal already
having occurred, and (2) a stringent deal filter determines
whether a given price is suitable for dealing. A stop-loss
detector 150 triggersifthe market moves in the wrong direc-
tion and passes 4 stop-loss price, causing a deal-to-neutral
position, The stop-loss price canbe adjusted dynamically.

An opportunity catcher 170 searches fora realistic price at
whichto execute the deal. preferably ina time windowof2-3
minutes (depending on the currency). Then it executes a
simulated deal and provides signals to a human dealer. A
Book-keeper 180 software module evaluates the trading
modelstatistics.

Imitating the real world requires a system that collects all
available price quotes and that reacts in real-time to price
movements. In a preferred embodimentofthe subject inven-
tion, trading models use mainly Reuters data but other data
suppliers provide similar information in their FX quotes. A
preferred embodiment usesprice quotes that have been col-
lected, validated. and stored in a database. Each recordortick
in the datubase containsthe following items: (1) the time(, in
GMT (Greenwich Mean Time) at which the price quote has
beenrecorded in the database; (2) the bid price p,’"": (3)the
ask price p,"*"; (4) the nameofthe bankthat issued the price
quote; (5) the locationofthe issuing bank; and (6) the result
ofa validationfiller.

The index j identifies individual database records, Reuters
pages provide the bid price p/"” as. a complete number, usu-
ally withfive digits; p,*" is given with onlythe last twodigits
and is recomputed in full by software of a preferred embodi-
ment, The granularity ofthe time stampst, is 2 seconds. The
validation filter information is preferably computed by the
filtering algorithm described in the paper, Mitller, U. A.,
Dacorogna, M.M., Olsen, R. B., Pictet, O.V., Schwarz, M..
Morgenegg. C., Statistical study offoreign exchangerates,
empirical evidence ofa price change sealing law, and intra-
day analysis. Journal of Banking and Finance, 14:1189
(1990) (hereinafter Miiller 1990).

Ina preferred embodiment, trading models are each pref-
crably associated witha local market that is identified with a
corresponding geographical region, In tum, this region is
associated with generally accepted office hours and public
vacation days. The local market is assumed to be open al any
time during office hours, which do not occur during a week-
end ora public holiday. Disclosed trading models support the
Zirich, Londonand Frankfurt markets, hut il is straightlor-
ward to extend this set. ‘lypical open hours for a modelare
between 8:00 and 17:30 local time,the exact times depending

  dations.

Referring to FIG. 1, in computer software that comprises
preferred trading model software,aprice collector 110 cal-
lects price quotes from data feeds received over a computer
network. A pricefilter 120 receives the callected price quotes
andfilters themin real-time,storingfiltered price quotes ina
price database 130 und sending them to a gearing calculator
140, A gearing calculator 140 specifies the recommended
gearing (exposure size), based on indicator computations that
depend onthe received andfiltered price quote data, trading
rules that depend on past dealinghistory, current position, and
other quantities such as current unrealized return of an open
position, Safiwareofpreferred embodimentsusesthe follow-
ing gearings: -1,-0.5,0, +0.5, and +1. correspondingto short
with all of the available capital. short with halfofthe available
capital, neutral, long with halfofthe available capital, and
long withall of the available capital, respectively. The posi-
tionis re-evaluated each time a newprice quote arrives.

0

on-the-particular-local-marketHHHHH4HHH44_
Except for closing an openpositionifthe pricehits a stop

loss limit (described helow)), a preferred modeldoes not deal
outside open hours or during holidays, Note: in this descrip-
tian, we speak ofa trading model “dealing.” or “entering 4
new position,” but preferred trading models do not deal
dircctly (that is, without human intervention), but instcad
provide trade recommendations to a humandealer.

A preferred embodimentofthe subject invention com-
prises a system and method for operating a set of real-time
trading models, These include data collection, data valida-
tion, generation of trading recommendations, communica-
tion ofthese recommendationsto user-agents residing at cus-
tomers and graphicalpresentationofthese on the user-agents.

The overall structure and data-flowof a preferred trading
modelis depicted in FIG.1.

Indicator computations form a central part of a preferred
trading model, providing an analysis of past price move-
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ments. These indicators are mapped into actualtrading posi-
tions by applying variousrules. For instance, a model may
enter a long positionif an indicator exceeds a certain thresh-
old. Otherrules determine whether a deal maybe made atall.
Among various factors, these rules take the timing of the 5
recommendationinto consideration.

Acomplete trading modelthus consists of a set ofindicator
computations combined with a collection of rules. The former
are functionsofprice history. The latter determine the appli-
cability of the indicator computations in generating trading
recommendations.

The mostsignificant item displayed to a user-agent is the
model’s present position or trading recommendation. Pre-
ferred trading models make gearing recommendations of
S-1.0, $-0.5 (short positions), 0 (neutral), 1.40.5 and L+1.0
(longpositions). A gearing ofS-0.5 means“goshort with half
the available capital” A gearing of S-1.0 means “go short
withall of the available capital.”

Softwareofa preferred embodimentis not constructed as a
single huge programwithall the required functionality resid- -
ing in that oneentity. Rather itis constructedas a collection of
separate programs. In computer-speak,the systemis stud ta
beadistributed system hecause the various programsrun in
parallel on several computers.

Each such program preferably performs essentially one
primary function. For instance, a program termed the
Grader takes in collected and validated price data and uses
this data to producetrading model recommendations. (Sev-
eral trading models may reside independentlyof one another
within one GTrader invocation). Other programsin the sys- ~
tem include a price collector for receiving data from the
quote-vendors anda price database manager for storing this
data for future use. Splitting up the system into several logical
components confers several benefits:

Onebenefitis that a failure in one programis localized and
does not affect other programsin the system. This increases
the overall reliability. For example, if a GTrader program
should crash—hopefully, a rare occurrence but one which
may happen asaresult ofhardwarefailure—collection ofraw
price data remains unimpaired.

‘A second benefit is that if a computer should fail. the
programs running on that computer may be transferred 10
another machine. Again, this promotes reliability. A third
benefitis that the performanceofthe system may be enhanced
by adding extra hardware and moving some existing pro-
grams onto the newhardware,Finally, a fourth benefit is that
having separate programs performlogically distinct opera-
tions helps simplify the design andstructureofthe system.

Agearing calculator lies at-the heart of-a preferred.trading— «
model, The gearing calculator provides the trading model :
with its intelligence and the ability to capitalize on move-
ments in the ’X markets. The gearing calculator also provides
the trading model with particular properties. These include
the frequency ofdealing and the circumstances under which ;
positions may be entered. :

In contrast, the other trading model components form a
shell around the gearing calculator, providing it with price
data, detecting whether the stop-loss limit is hit, and exam-
ining the trading recommendations made bythe gearing cal- 4
culator, The gearing calculator re-evaluatesits position every
time a newprice tick is received [rom the quote-vendors, (As
previouslynoted, afilterpreferably validates eachprice quote
beforehand, to eliminate outliers and other implausible data).

The gearing calculator preferably comprises (a) a set of 6
indicators that are produced from the input price data (dis-
cussedin detail below); and (b) trading rules that are fune-
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tions ofthe past dealing history, the current position, and
other quantities (¢.g., the current unrealized return of an open
position).

As the name suggests, an indicator provides a measure of
whether a new position should be entered. Indicators are
preferably analyzed by rules inside the gearing calculator, to
determine whether such a change ofposition should in fact
take place. In the simplest form, an indicator crossing 4 pre-
defined threshold may cause arule to be activatedthat in turn
causes such a change in position to oceur. Thus the relative
values of the indicators signify internal trading recammenda-
tions that are subsequently refined through the application of
various fules. Other, more complicated rules may modify the
indicators’ basic recommendations in additional ways:

1, Byinhibiting a recommendation produced by the indi-
cators. For example, if the price movements since the
previous deal are too small ineither direction, an indi-
calor recommendation to reverse the present gearing is
suppressed,

2, By changingthe indicator thresholds themselves. While
the model is in a neutral position, such a rule may
increase the threshold values.

. By choosing, an opposite positionto the onchintedat by
the indicators. That is, by entering a “contrarian” posi-
tion. (A contrarian position is long when prices are
declining or short when prices are climbing).

4. By imposing new slop-loss values. A smaller stop-loss
smahe established if the recommended position is con-
trarian, The stop-loss is reduced because a contrarian
strategy is consideredrisky.

Therelative valuesofthe indicators determine the gearing
that should be used. Thatis, not only do the indicators deter-
nine the positionto be entered (after subsequent transforma-
tion by the rules), they also determine the magnitude ofthe
wearing to be used. As stated previously, preferred models
employhal{-integral gcarings in the range -1.0 to 1.0.

Other trading, mode] components supporting the gearing
calculator preferably do so through a standardized interface.
Newly developed gearing calculators can thus be placedinto
an existing trading model environment. In addition to
embodiments discussed below, atleast one preferred embodi-
ment comprises three separale gearing calculators, each
working with seven currencies (USD/DEM, USD/CHE,
GBP/USD, USD/IPY, USD/ITL, USD/FRF and USD/NLG).
These gearing calculators differ in their respective trading
frequencies, risk profiles and other properties. Developing a
newgearing calculatoris thus akin to developing a new trad-
ing class while preserving the overall trading modelstructure.
This allows one to customize existing gearing calculators or
torexperiment withnewones.

Thefact that the gearing calculator’s indicators and rules
suggest entering a newposition does not necessarily mean
that the model will make such a recommendation. Whetherit
doesor not dependsonvarious secondary rules that then take
effect.

These rules are preferably comprised in a deal acceptor,
which determines whetherthe deal proposed by the indicators
is allowed to be made. Theprimary constraintis the timing of
the proposed deal. First, no deal other than a stop-loss deal
(discussed below) may take place withinfifteen minutes of a
deal alreadyhaving occurred, This is to prevent overloading a
human dealer who may be following the models. Second. the
gearing calculator may make a recommendation to enter a
newtrading position, but this recommendation can be fol-
lowed only ifthe local market is open.

‘The quality of the most recent price imposes another con-
straint. A stringent deal-filter determines if a piven price is

Ca
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suitable for dealing. This is to ensure that recommended deals
are made only with genuine prices rather than extraneous
data. The deal acceptor permits a new deal only with a price
passing the deal-filter.

If the gearing calculator suggests entering a new position
but the deal acceptor decrees otherwise,the suggestionofthe
gearing calculator is ignored. Eventually, when timing and
other factors are right, the gearing calculator will suggest
entering a new position and the deal acceptor will approve.

Besides being passed onto a gearing calculator,the filtered
price quotesare preferably also sentto a stop-lossdetector.

Thestop-loss detector triggers if the market movesin the
“wrong” direction. If the model enters a trading position
because it anticipates that the market will movein a certain
direction,but in fact the market then moves the other way, the

stop-loss price may behit.
A preferred trading modeldefines a stop-loss price when a

position is entered. If the current price—that is, the most
recent price—moves below the stop-loss price (for a long
position) orabovethe stop-loss price(forashortposition), the
stop-loss js said to be hit, Hitting the stop-loss causes adeal to
ancutral position to be made. In effect, the stop-loss prevents
excessive loss ofcapital should the market go the wrong way.

The stop-loss price may change when a newpositionis
entered or as the current price changes (see below). The
current stop-lossprice is displayed to a user-agent.

A stop-loss deal mayoccur at anytime, even outside mar-
ket hours. The assumptionis that 4positionthat is kept open
outside markel hours is handled by a colleague in the Ameri-
can or Far East markets who will deal appropriately if the
stop-loss is hit. Should this happen, preferably no further
change in position occurs until the local market opens once
again.

The concept of stop-profit is associated withthat of stop-
loss. The stop-loss price starts to movein parallel with the
current price once a trading model has achieved a potential
profit (3%orslightly less) since enteringthelatest position. In
other words, being in a situation whereby the model could
realize such a gain by immediately entering a neutralposition
causes the stop-loss price to start moving. The difference
between the stop-loss and currentprices is kept constant as
long as the currentprice continues movingin a directionthat
increases the potential profit of the open position. Thus,the
stop-loss price movesasa ratchet in parallel with the current
price. The stop price is allowed to move only during open
hours.It is never adjusted when the marketis closed.

A preferred modelthen enters. neutral positionifit detects
prices slipping backwards. This allows a model to save any

————_____—___——-profitithas-generated-rather-than-loseit-when-the-market_,,
abruptly tums. This one-directional movementofthe stop-
loss price allows the modelto capitalize on a price trend.

A preferred trading model may thus make a deal recom-
mendation in two distinct ways. One, the gearing calculator
may make a recommendationthat is subsequently authorized
bythe deal acceptor. Two,hitting the stop-loss price activates
the stop-loss detector.

Whichever way a deal comes about, the opportunity
catcheris activated. The opportunity catcher manifestsitself
ona user-agent display as an eye-catching signal for the PX
dealer to buy orsell according to the recommendation.

While a dealeris actively dealing, the opportunity catcher
in the trading modelcollectsthe best price with whichto deal,
either the highest bid price if going froma longer position to
a shorter one or the lowest ask price if going from a shorter
positionto a longerone.This searchforthebestpricelasts for
twoorthree minutes depending on the currency, the assump-
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tion being that a quoted price hasa usefullifetime ofabout
two orthree minutes evenifit is superseded by later quotes.

After the two- or three-minute search period, a second
signal appears on the user-agent display signifying that the
trading model has madea simulateddealusing the best price
found by the opportunity catcher. The IX dealer then con-
cludes his deal-making activities and waits until the trading
model producesanother recommendation.

Preferably, the opportunity catcheris not activated for a
stop-loss deal occurring outside market hours. In such a case
the trading model deals directly. A human (raderJollowingthe
model should then make a corresponding deal for himself as
quickly as possible.

In a preferred embodiment. a Book-keeper makes simu-
lated deals on behalfofthe trading model. It keeps track ofall
deals that have been made andevaluatesstatistics demonstrat-

ing the performanceofthe trading modcl.
An important variable used by a Book-keeperis the aver-

age price p paid for achieving the current gearing. After a new
deal with index1, this quantity depends on the type oftrans-
action as follows:

Prt if [eel < [gil A grgi-1 > 9 (1)
fra 8 Say.

| gfe] if lel Merl Ageia >o
P= Pr Piet

Pr if 291 <0Vg,) =0
undefined if gy, =0

where g,, and g, are the previous and current gearings,
respectively, p, is the current transaction price, and Py. the
average price before the deal. In the initial case, when the
current gearing is neutral, the average price p is not yet
defined.

The averageprice p is needed to compute a quantity central
toa preferred trading model—thereturn of a deal:

2)

ry 2 (8-1 siP - i °71

‘There are deals with no returns: thosestarting from a neutral
gearing, g,_,=0, and those increasing the absolute value ofthe
gearing while keepingits sign.In these cases, eq. (2) does not
apply (whereas eq. (1) appliestoall deals).

Bothofthe above equationsallow the computationofa set
ofother quantities that are important lor thedifferenttrading——
rules and for the performance evaluation of the models and
which are computed in the book-keeper. These are the fol-
lowing:

the current-retum r,. This is the unrealized return of a
transaction whenthe currentposilionis off the equilib-
rium (g,0). Ifp, is the current market price required for
going back to neutral, generalizing eq. 2 yields the cur-
rent-return,

rea 0(2-1] S)Pr

the maximumreturn whenopenis the maximum valueofr,
from a transactiont to a transaction t+1 reached during

opening hours,
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the minimum return whenopenis the minimum value ofr,
froma transaction t to a transaction t+1 reached during
opening hours,

the total return is a measure of the overall success of a

trading model overa period T andis simply equalto,

(4)

where n is the total numberoftransactions that gener-
ated a retum during the period T. The total return
expresses the amount of gains made by a trader who
would always invest up to his initial capital or credit
limit in his home currency.

the cumulated return is another measure of the overall

success of a trading model wherein the trader always
reinvests up to his current capital including gains or
losses,

a (5)

cre] ] (l+rj-1il

This quantity is slightly more erratic than the total
return.

(he maximumdrawdown D, overa certain period T=1,-lp.
It is defined as

Dyamax(R,-Ry\oStaZh.Ste) (6)

where R,and R,are the total returns ofthe periodsfrom
lg Wo t,, and t,, respectively.

the profit overloss ratio gives anideaofthe type ofstrategy
used by the model. Its definition is:

Pr _ Nr; |r >) (7)
Ty” Nein 20

where Nisa function that gives the numberofelements
ofa particular set of variables under certain conditions
during a period T.

The book-keeper can also compute other quantities, but
they are not central to the invention. Another book-keeper
functionis to savethe trading history ofa particular model so
jtcan be retrieved at any time by auser-agent.

Inapreferred embodiment,status and simulation messages
are issued as appropriate lo keep the FX dealer informed of
the trading models’ states andof anylikely deals.

Status messages typically give advance warning of the
market opening or closing, or notification if the market is
already closed. These messages also indicate whether the
supply ofraw price data from the commercial market quoters
to the trading models has been disrupted for any reason.

Simulation messages give advancenotification of a prob-
able deal. A deal is considered to be probable if the market
continuesits present trend for half an hourorso.

Preferred trading models are event-driven. This meansthat
each model is preferably implemented in terms ofdefined
actions that are triggered when someexternal event occurs.
Anexternal event mightbe the receipt of a new price from the
commercial quote-vendors,or it might be a timerevent such
as a local market opening or closing.

Ul
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This event-drivencharacteristic ofthe trading models sug-
gests an implementation in terms ofa data-flow paradigm.
Reception ofa newprice ora timer event causes somedefined
actionsto be triggered andthese, in turn, cause other actions
to be triggered. An action may, for example, be a calculation
with a new inputprice, generation ofa new trading recom-
mendation, or the transfer of computed data to user-agents.
This process continues recursively, one action triggering oth-
ers, until all dependentactions are executed.

Preferred trading models are therefore preferably imple-
mented in a computer language (such as C++) that supports
sucha data-flowparadigim.

An input stream to software of a preferred embodiment
provides price data and other input in the formofvariables
being updated. Dependentexpressions are then recursively
evaluated before new price data is subsequently provided.

Ina preferred trading model environment,rules provide a
way of ensuring that the separate components such as the
opportunity catcher, deal-acceptor, simulation, and so on do
not interfere with one another. For example, simulation is
disabled while the opportunity catcher is running. Such sepa-
ration of activities is implemented in terms of mela-rules.
These are rules that monitor the activity ofthe other rules and
expressions within the trading model code. Depending on
whatis happening inside the trading models, the meta-rules
set priorities ofother rules thereby enabling or disabling other
components. In short, inclusion of meta-rules prevents the
various-trading-model.components .from.chaoticallydisrupt-
ing one another.

Asnoted above,the indicators form a pivotal componentof
the gearing calculator and henceof the dealing decision pro-
cess. An indicator is a function only of time andthe price
history. It summarizes relevant information ofthe past price
movementsin the formofa single variable.

Theindicator definition needs a time scale on which the

price history is analyzed. The usual physical time scale1is
inappropriate. For example, the market perceivesa price his-
torydifferently when it covers two working days in one case
and two weekend days (Saturday and Sunday) in another,
evenif the price curves against t have the same formin both
cascs. A business time scale, related 10 business activity, is a
beller choice for analyzing price history,

Changingthe timescale can be viewedas an opportunity to
introduce some of the “fundamentals” that are missing in
conventional time series analysis. These fundamental eco-
nomic variables certainly have an influence on price move-
ments. but their individual and combined effects are difficult

to isolate and thusto replicate. ‘heir impact can be better
seen, however, if one views price movements as indelible
“footprints left by these variables: A time-scale -based-on
price movements maytherefore be used to capturethetracks
left by economic factors.

Conventional business-time scales are quite simple: they
omit inactive periods such as weekends and count only the
business hours. A subtler “modified business time” scale is

achieved by expandingperiodsofhighactivity and contract-
ing but not omitting periods of low activity.

The 24 hour FX market indeed has periods oflow activity
(for example, the noon break in East Asia) and high activity
(for example, when the European and American business
hours overlap). In (Miiller 1990), a modified business time
scale called c-time was introduced, modeling the daily and
weekly fluctuations of FX activity. This o-time is used in
preferred embodimentsof the subject invention as the time
scale for indicator computations.

The o-time model considers businessactivity in terms of
statistical means of absolute price movements(a volatility
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measure). Hourly or daily FX transaction volume figures
would be anotheralternative for measuring businessactivity,
but such data is generally unavailable. The discussion in
Dacorogna, M. M., Miiller, U. A.. Nagler, R. J,, Olsen, R.B.,
& Pictet.O.V.. 4 geographical modelfor thedailyand weekly
seasonalvolatilityin the FXmarket, Journal ofInternational
Money and Finance, 12(4), 413-438 (1993) (Dacorogna
1993) argues for using price movements in a business time
scale.

FX activity exhibits distinct daily and weekly seasonal
heteroskedasticity, which can be attributed to the changing
presenceoftraders on the FX markets. The o-time model of
a preferred embodimentdefines theactivity a(t) as the sum of
three activity functions a,(1), corresponding to three sub-
markets of the worldwide FX marketthat are geographically
centered in East Asia, Europe and North America. More pre-
cisely, the a,(t) are functionsofthe time ofday and ofthe day
ofthe week (working day or weekend day). The o-timeis the
integral of a(t) over physical timet.

Whenthethree sub-markets modelis used, hourly absolute 2
price changes lose their seasonality when analyzed against
o-timeinstead oft.

In additionto the daily and weekly seasonalheteroskedas-
ticity, FX prices also exhibit non-seasonal heteroskedasticity
in the formofclusters of high or low volatility. The o-time
model of a preferred embodiment does not take these into
account. ‘I’herefore, o has a regular pattern with a periodof 1
week, aiid may also be determined for the future: Iris cali-
brated so that one full week in o-time corresponds to one
weekin physical time t. Hence,it can be measuredin the same
units as t: seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks or years.
Further details on the modified business time o can be found

in (Dacorogna 1993).
Ina preferred embodiment, one trading modelindicatoris

defined as a momentum—the difference of the current loga-
rithmic middle price x and its moving average (MA) com-
puted in o-time:

m,(AG,, )=x-MA(AG,, 0), (8)

where Ao,is the MA range, a measurerelatedto the length of
past time covered by the MA, The moving averageis a useful
tool for summarizing the past behavior of atimeseries at any
time point. An alternative definition (not used herein) of a
momentum would bethe difference of two moving averages
with different ranges.

A special moving average operator (described below) is
used in a preferred embodiment,Among the MAs, the expo-
nentially weighted moving average (EMA)plays an impor-
tant role: Its weighting function declines exponentially -with~
the time difference of past observations from the present.
Sequential MAsalong «timeseriesare straight-forward to
calculate with the help ofa recursion formula: this is more
efficient than the computation ofdifferently weighted MAs.

Although moving averages are well known for homoge-
neous time series (for instance, see GranceR, C. W. J &
Newson,P., ForEcastING Economic Time Seres (1977)), their
formalism is muchless developed for continuoustimeseries,
to which preferred embodiments ofthe subject invention are
addressed. Tick-by-tick data is not equally spaced over time
(neither t nor o), but can be interpolatedin the timeintervals
betweenthe price quotes. A preferred embodimentuseslinear
interpolation in o-time as the interpolation method. In an
alternative embodiments, the previous quote is taken as a
function value for the whole interval.

Through interpolation, a continuoustime function x(a)is
arrived at, for which the EMAis an integral:
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wherec is the index ofthe current timeseries element and the

range Ag, is the center of gravity of the EMA weighting
function. This EMA can be computed efficiently with a recur-
sion formula:

EMA, (AO,, 6,)=UEMA,(Ao,, O._,)+(1 -p)x(HEY)
ne.

Ax, (10)

where Ax,.is defined as x,-x,_,. Fora timeseries representing
a function with all types ofinterpolation,

ia,- 11
fi=e™ =e a =)

wherethe timeinterval Ao,is defined as o-o,_,; and

“ely (12) 

This is valid under the assumption of linear interpolation
between subsequent series elements. If the function value
within suchan intervalis assumed to be constant and equal to
the precedingseries element, then the recursion formula also
applies by setting v=1 instead of equalto the right-hand side
of eq. (12).

Together with the recursion formulae, the initial EMA
value mustalso be specified. There is usually no information
before the first series element x,, so it thus becomes the
natural choice for the initialization:

EMA,(A0,, 0) )=%4. (13)

The error made by this initialization declines by a factor
eon, A part of the data must therefore be reserved to
build up the EMAs,so thatthis error can be made small.

The exponential weighting function with its steeply
increasing form gives a strong weight to the recent past,
which may contain noisy short-terin price movementstruc-
tures. These can-leadto-inaccurate trading signals. For.this
reasonother, less-peaked MA weighting functions are often
more successful.

Different MA weighting functions can be obtained by
repeated application ofthe EMA operator. The EMAoperator
yieldsa result of the same mathematical nature as its input: a
time series. Because ofthis property, the EMA operator can
be applied iteratively. The result at each stage is a moving
average (MA) with a weighting function more complicated
than a simple exponential function:

EMA,""2EMA(EMA,"" (Ao, 0,)) (14)

where EMA,(Aa,, 0,)=x,. The order of the EMA operator
(how many times the simple EMA operatoris applied) deter-
minesthe kind of weighting applied to the past prices.

Ina preferred embodiment, the moving average is the mean
of EMAsofdifferent orders:
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(15)
EMA™) =
 

a

Sy) EMat! (Ad,0)ismn-me+l

This MA has a weighting function withthe center of gravity
at (m#n)A,/2. The weighting function has the following
properties: (1) a low weight for the most recent past; (2) a
wide,plateau-like weight maximumat time points around the
center of gravity (no sharp peak}; and (3) a rapidly but
smoothly declining weight for more distant times.

Theindicator is a momentuminthe sense ofeq. (8):

i= (x-EMAY™") v0
~~ o( Ad ren) Yao 2

where s(Ao,.m,n) is a scaling factor.
Trading signals are given whenthe indicatorI, crosses over

certain threshold values. There are twotypes of trading sig-
nals, Thefirst type are trend signals. These are recommenda-
tions to follow the trend indicated by 1,. Geod threshold ,
values are somewhat lowso that trends can be detectedrela-
tively early. A “buy”signal is given when I, exceeds such a
value, a“‘sell” signal when |_cxcveds the corresponding nega-
tive value.

The secondtypeoftrading signals are overbought/oversold
signals, These are contrarian instructions—tostop following
anold trend,orto take the opposite position. Good threshold
valuesfor these signalsare high,at levels that are only excep-
tionally reached by 1,. “Overbought” refers to high positive
values, “oversold”to high negative ones.

Preferred trading models use several threshold values of
both types. Different threshold values are used in different
situations, depending on the current position ofthe trading
model and other internal variables of the decision-making
process. Some trading signals recommend taking a new posi-
tion with full gearing, others a newposition with onlyhalf
gearing, again depending on certain internal conditions of the
decision-making process. In many cases, the decision-mak-
ing; process doesnot follow atrading signal becauseanother
decision mule has precedence, as discussed above.

Trading models used in a preferred embodiment are
designed for use in a real-time service. However, for testing
purposes. for tuning the trading models and for producing
statistics, a more stable, reproducible environment is
required. Thus? preferred trading modelscan be drivenfrome ~
database ofhistorical price data. That is, the defined actions
are triggered as though they were being fed from a real-time
stream. The trick here is to use the historical price database to
form a stream of combinedprice andtimer events. In other
words, the timer events are simulated from the historical
prices.

This interchangeability between historical and real-time
modesis invaluable for the trading model developer. Once a
new pearing calculator has been produced, for example, the
developer can test it using historical price data, Without mak-
ing any code changes, he can then switch the trading model
into real-time mode sothatit then reacts lo newprice dataas

they becomeavailable.
Optimizing trading models to have minimumoverfitting is

a difficult task. Overfitting means building the indicatorsto fit
a set ofpast data so well that they are no longer of general
value: instead ofmodelingthe principles underlying the price
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movement, they mode] the specific price moves observed
during a particularlime period. Such a mode] usually exhibits
a totally different behavior or may fail to perform out-of-
sample; that is, with data that was not used for the optimiza-
tion process.To avoid overfitting during optimization, a good
measure of the trading model performance is needed, and
robust optimization andtesting procedures must be used. A
strict division of the available historical data used in the

different phases ofoptimization andtesting is also important.
The first step is to define a value describing the trading

model performancein order to minimize the risk of overfit-
ting in the in-sample period and also to be able to compare
different trading models against one other. The performance
ofa trading model cannot be judgedbyits total return only;
the relevantissue is the overallrisk profile. We need. measure
ofthe trading modelperformancethat takes into account the
following requirements: (a) the besttotal return;(b) a smooth,
almostlinear increaseofthe total return overtime; (c) a small
clustering, oflosses; and (d) no bias towards low frequency
trading models.

A measure frequently used to evaluate portfolio models is
the Sharpe index. Unfortunately, this measure neglects the
risk due to unrealized losses while the model stays in one
position.It alsointroducesa bias in favor ofmodels with a low
dealing frequency. Furthermore the Sharpe index is numeri-
cally unstable for small variance of retums and cannot con-
sider the clustering ofprofit-and-loss trades. This measure
clearly does not fulfill the above requirements.In the deserip-
tion below, we present a measure ofthe trading model per-
formance that is risk-sensitive and indicates the stability of
returns.

As a basis ofour risk-sensitive performance measure, a
new trading modelreturnvariable R is defined to be the sum
ofthe total retum R (eq. (4)) and the non-realized current
returnr, (eq. (3). The variable R is more continuousover time
than R and reflects the additional risk due to non-realized
returns. Its change overa test time interval At is termed X.,,:

Vy HR -RUt-AN, where RQ=R(H4rit) (17)

Wecan makeN independentobservations ofX,,withina total
test period AT, where

AT (18)

Atisk-sensitive performance measureofthe trading model
“wamparabletotheaveragereturn-can-be-derived-tromthe
utility function formalism of Keeney, R. L., & Rata, H.,
Decision with Murtien: Omsectives: PerrereNces an OTHER
‘Trapeorrs (1976) (hereinafier Keeney 1976). In a preferred
embodiment, we assume that the variable X,, is stochastic
and follows a Gaussian random walk aboutits mean valueX,,
andthatthe risk aversion C is constant with respect to X,,.
‘The resulting utility u(X,,,) ofan observationis -exp(-CX.,),
with an expectation value of U=u(X,,) exp(C*",//2), where
c*,, is the variance ofX.,. This expectationofthe utility can
be transformedback to a variable termed the effective return:

Xupar—log(-uy'C. The following definitionis obtained:

Cok, (19)
2
 

Xeg ar = Xar-
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Therisk term Co,/2 can be regarded as a risk premium
deducted from the original return. The variance is computed
from the sample:

None oy (20)

oi, = Nota -X a)

For a particular time horizon At, the variable X,,.,, 1s our
new measure of trading model performance includingrisk.
Unlike the Sharpe index,this measure is numerically stable
and can differentiate between two trading models with a
straight line behavior (07,=0) by choosing the one with the
best average return. Moreover,the definition given in eq. (19)
gives the book-keeping details of a trade a smaller role than
the Sharpe index because X,, also contains elements of the
current return and is computed at regular timeintervals At.

The measure X,¥4, still depends on the size of the time
interval At. It is hard to compare X,¢,, Values fordifferent
intervals. The usual way to enable comparisons betweendif-
ferent intervals is through annualization: multiplication by
the annualization factor, A,=! year/At,

= C, 3 (21)
Xegannst = Aa Xeg ar = X — 7 AarTh:

where X is the annualized return, no longer dependent onAt.
In the second term ofthe last form of eq. (21), we find the
factor A,,0°,,- This factor has a constant expectation,inde-
pendentofAt, if the return function R(t)is assumed to follow
a Gaussian random walk in additiontoalineardrift. For such

a return function(our reference case), we introduce the con-
dition that the expectation ofX44,4, must not depend on At.
This conditionis fulfilled only if the risk aversion C is con-
stant, that is, independentof At. Annualized effective returns
Xcpcanne Computed for different intervals At by eq. (21) witha
constant Cvalue, can therefore be directly compared.

This measure, though annualizedby eq. (21), still hasarisk
term associated with At and is insensitive to changes occur-

ring with muchlongeror muchshorterhorizons. To achieve a
measurethat simultaneously considers a wide range ofhori-
zons, we introduce a weighted average ofseveral Xp.
computed with n different time horizons At,, and thus take
advantage ofthe fact that annualized X,¥¢.,,,,. can be directly
compared:

where the weights w, can be chosen accordingtotherelative
importanceofthe time horizons At, and maydiffer for trading
models with different trading frequencies. Substituting

X-pann by its expression(eq. 21), X,gbecomes

a =
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where the variance o,7 is computed with eq. 20 for the time
horizonAt,, and A,is the corresponding annualization factor
(=1 year/At,). Because 0,720, we have X,,=X. By empiri-
cally balancing risk and retum of sometest trading models,
we found values between 0.08 and 0.15 to be reasonable for
@

By adopting this new measure, we depart from the formal
utility functiontheory defined by (Keeney 1976). I'hat theory
is based on the additivity of utilities, but in eq. (22), we
average eflective returns (which are non-linear functions of
utilities). Nevertheless, we choosethis definition because we
do not see the utility of each horizon as a component of a
meta-utility but ratheras representing atypical seament of the
market. If one of these segments endures a bad phase,its
influence on (he overall outcome need nol be over-propor-
tional, which would bethe case if we kept the formalism of
additive utilities.

In the discussion of eq. (21), we have shownthat the risk
aversion C hasno systematicdependence on the horizon At;:
However, dealers using a trading model mightperceive dif-
ferently the risks of various horizons. We might introduce
special C values for individual horizons according to their
trading preferences. However, we can achieve an equivalent
effect by changing the weights w,, which are already differ-
entiated for each horizon. These weights reflect the impor-
tance ofthe horizonsin termsofthe risk sensitivity associated
with eachhorizon.

Specifically, in a preferred performance measure, a stan-
dard weighting functionis used which determinesthe weights
w,and thusthe relative importance of the different horizons:

2

w(An) = 4)
** ees am

The weight maximum is set to a 90 days horizoninorderto
give sufficient importance to the short horizons compared
with the long-ones. This weighting function.is. designed to. be
applied to horizonsAt, in a roughly geometric sequence.

An approximately geometric sequence ofn horizonsAt, is
chosen with the following construction. Oncea testing period
(full sample ofsize AT) has beenestablished,it is divided by
4, Ifthis divisionresults in a time horizon longerthan2 years,
then the result is divided by 2 and so on, until a horizon At,
strictly shorter than 2 years is reached. Welimit this highest
horizon because dealers usually close their booksafter one
year and are less sensitive to return clustering on longer
horizons. The next horizonis obtained by a division by 2 of
the previous one andso on until a last horizon between5 to 10
days is reached; this shortest horizon is then forced to be
At,=7 days. All horizonsare truncated to full days. lf there is
no integer multiple of a resulting At, that exactly covers the
full sample, then the first analyzed intervalat the start of the
full sample is extended accordingly. The exactAt, valuesto be
inserted in eqs. (23) and (24) are the results of eq. (18).
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TABLE1

At; 594 297 148 74 37 18 7

Wi; 0,086 0,139 0.212 0.234 0.171 0.104 0.056
9; 21.92% 11.80% 7.81% 5.37% 3.64% 2.41% 1.47%
Xa, 36.83% 18.42% 9.21% 4.60% —2.30% 1.12%—0,43%
Xgpannos 7.88% 14.09% 15.15% 15.56% 16.12% 16.75% 16.99%

Typical results for the performance measure according to each horizon. The horizonsAt,
are given in days, the weights are normalized Io one.

Toillustrate the effective return computation, Table 1 dis-
plays typical results for a preferred trading model for the
German mark against the U.S. dollar, tested on six anda half
years (March 1986 to September 1992) ofdata, The analyzed
horizons At,, the weights w,;, the variances g,, the average
returns X,,, and the annualized effective returns Xonar,
(see eq. (21)) are presented in Table 1, The averageyearly
returnofthis run is X=22.65% andthe effective yearlyreturn
(computed according to eq, 23 with C=0.10) is X,=14.91%.
‘Lhe yearly return is preferably reduced by a “risk premium”
of abouta third ofthe original value.

In order to optimize and test trading models, available
historical data is preferably split into three different periods.
Thefirst period is used to build up the indicators, the second ~
oneis for the optimizationof the trading model parameters,
and the third for selecting the best trading models. The con-
tinuously increasing data set collected from the quote-ven-
dors is reserved for real-time (ex ante) testing.

The build-up period generally contains more than ten years
ofdaily dala, whichis used to update long-term indicators. A
few weeks of tick-by-tick data is also needed to build up
short-term indicators. In the disclosed example, the end of
thal period is 1 Mar. 1986 for the USD/DEM, USD/JPY,
GBP/USD and USD/CHF major exchange rates and 1 Dec.
1986 for the USD/NLG, USD/FRF and USD/TL minor
exchangerates.

To optimize the trading model parameters, a three-year
in-sample period starting just after the end of the build-up
period is used. We assumethatthree yearsoftick-by-tick data
is sufficient to optimize the trading models. The end of the
latter period is 1 Mar. 1989 for the major exchangerates and
1 Dec. 1989 for the minorones.

The in-sample performancerefers to the period for which
the model is developed and optimized. Preferably, different
formulae for computing the indicators, different trading strat-
egies, and different parameters are tested until the modelis
found to achieve the optimal return. This process involves
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Only these models are analyzedin the out-of-sample perfor-
mancetest. The out-of-sample period covers the remainderof
the historical data, fromthe endofthe in-sampleperiod until
the end of September 1991. A trading model is consideredto
be valid if the in-sample and out-of-sample periods yield 4
similar quality. Otherwise, the mode] is rejected. ‘lo avoid
overfitting problems, (he out-of-sample results are never used
to select betweensimilar models.

Since these models were developed we can now test them
on a significant ex ante period. (We term ex ante period a
period of time that has never been used in conjunction with
model development).

A private investor may use a margin accountto invest a
multiple ofhis equity in the market. Sucha leveragefactor has
an overriding impact on the total return. But the higher the
leveragethe highertoo thic risk oflarge draw-downs. Working
with a high leverage factor may lead to margin calls during
periods ofdraw-down, thus jeopardizing aninvestor's trading
strategy. We have therefore developed our models without
leverage. This should be borne in mind while evaluating the
results.

The most important performance measureis the effective
return, as defined in eq. (23). While the total return may mask
a considerable risk introduced by high volatility of retum, the
effective return is risk-sensitive: the higher the volatility of
return the lower the effective return. In other words, high

" effective returns indicate highly stable returns.

The maximum draw-down, defined by eq. (6), is also a
significant performanceindicator for a trading modeluser. It
is the largest loss from a local maximumto a minimumofthe
total return curve within the test period. The maximumdraw-
downis a measureofrisk, similar to the difference between
the total return and the effective return.

Another important performance measureis the profit/loss
ratio, defined in eq. (7) to be the ratio between the total

thousands.ofsimulation-runs—lo-selectthebest parameterset,—s¢_number_ofprofitabledealsandthetotal number of losing
choosethe solution in the parameter space that correspondsto
the largereffective return.If different solutions with compa-
rable returns are found, choose the solution that is not too
sensitive to a small change of the parameter set. In some
cases, a period of three years in-sample data is insufficient
because some volatility clusters can be as large as the opti-
mization period.

Because extendingtheavailable historical tick-by-tick data
is not possible, further restrictions are enforced on the choice
of possible parameters. A solution is considered only if a
similar cluster of good resultsexists for different FX rates at
about the sameplacein the parameter space. This impliesthat
various parameters must be scaled withthe volatility of the
individual FX rates in order to make them comparable
betweendifferentrates.

Theresultofthe in-sample optimization process is a small
set of diverse trading models sharing a high effective return.
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deals. The preferred models let profits run and cut losses
early; they are almost always in an open position, and go
neutral only in caseofstop-loss or save profit. Sucha strategy
is boundto result in a lowerprofit/loss ratio than would be
achieved by less active models.

Thefirst quality test of a new trading modelis to compare
the in-sample and out-of-sample performances. The perfor-
mancesin the two periods mustbe ofnearly equal quality for
it to merit further consideration. To receive sufficientstatis-
tical information, a model must be tested for an extended
out-of-sample period and for many differenttimeseries. Ifthe
average out-of-sample performanceis significantly smaller, it
may mean that the model was overfitted. However, a much
lower average volatility in the out-of-sample period can
explain a reduced performanceofthe model, in that there are
fewer opportunitics for profitable trading. The performance
difference, however, must notbe too large.
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An example ofa total return curve overall three periods,
in-sample, out-of-sample, and ex ante,is given in FIG, 2. The
results of Table 2 (see end ofthis description) belong to the
same example.

Table 2 shows the in-sample period (1.3.86 to 1.3.89 for
USD/DEM, USD/JPY, GBP/USD and USD/CHI', and
1.12.86 to 12.3.89 for USD/NLG, USD/FRF and USD/ITL),
the out-of-sample period (1.3.89 to 1.10.91 and 1.12.89 to
1.10.91 respectively) and the ex ante period (1.10.91 to
4.9.92), The performance indicators shown are: the annual-
ized return (X), the risk-sensitive return (X,,eff), the maxi-
mum draw-down (D) over the sample, and the ratio of the
numberofprofitable deals tothe numberofdealsthat resulted
ina loss (P/L).

In Table 2 we compare the in-sample, out-of-sample andex
ante performances ofthe preferred wading models, We
observe that the average values of these quantities are similar
to one another. This indicates the overall stability of our
trading models andthatthe achievedprofits do not result from
model overfitting.

The individual ex ante values do, however, vary. We
attribute this variance to the relative short cx ante testing
period. The USD/IPY model has also performed less
adequately than the others. This is because ofthe relatively
low volatility in USD/JPY wading over the ex ante testing
period.

In table 3, the performanceofpreferred trading models is
comparedto that of @ more conventional 20-daymovil
average model, Both models share the same environment;
they have the same opening hours, book-keeping rules and so
on. They differ in the indicators and the rules on how to use
these. The 20-day moving-average modeluses the difference
between the current logarithmic middle price and a conven-
tional 20-day moving-averageasits indicator, rather than eq.
(16). In this simple model, the indicator threshold level is not
varied and there are no overbought/oversold signals.

Thepreferred trading models surpass the 20-day moving-
average modelin all respects: they produce muchhighertotal
returns and elfective returns and, except for one rate, much
lower drawdowns.

Wheninvesting in equity, it is commonpractice to spread
the risk over different stocks. The samestrategy may also be
applied for currencytrading. For example,the volatility may
suddenlydecline in a particular market and it may then not be
possible to make any real money in this niarket for some
period of time. We have tested such portfolios with a stable
and equal capital distribution among the different models.
The results (see Table 4) showclearly that the maximum
drawdown andthe drawdown. period are significantly lower
than those of the individual models, In line with portfolio
theory, the portfolios with the lowest values(a little above 5%
for the maximum drawdownand 22 (21) days for the draw-
downperiod) are the ones comprising the most diversified
currencies. At the same time these portfolios generate an
impressive unnualized retam, Compared to the individual
models, therefore, a portfolio achieves a more stable return
with lowerrisk.

A second preferred embodiment comprises a trading
model, designated hereinas Trading Model 60, or TM6Q, that
uses different sub-models, each with its own time horizon,
thus modeling the views andactions ofdifferent trader groups
or market components.

In this second embodiment, preferred software supports
general trading model functions suchas opening hours. stap-
loss and profit objective. and internal model performance
bookkeeping including realistic transaction costs. TM60is a
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genuineintra-day real-time model that analyzes every tick
available from the markel to construct ils trading signals.

Trading Model 60 is a multi-horizon model. Il is using
three different sub-models simultaneously, each withits own
time horizon. The idea behind this model structure is the

hypothesis of a heterogeneous market with trader groups that
differ in their views and actions in several respects, most

notablyin their time horizons. The trading model eventually
constructs its recommendation based onthe viewofall these

components together. A preferred TM60 embodiment has
three market components; the centers ofgravity ofthe past
analyzed bythe model indicators are of | day. 4 days. and 16
days (measured in o-time, not just working days. as explained
below). The trading model eventually constructs its recom-
mendation based on the view of all these components

together.
Each sub-model has its own indicator. The indicator is

constructed from the variable x, which is here a very short-
term (range: a few seconds) exponential moving average
(EMA)ofthe logarithmic middle price. This very short-term
smoothing eliminatesa large part of the short-term noisethat
can be attributed to the different buying/selling intentions of
the price quote suppliers,

The indicator | is a “momentum”, that is (he difference

between x and a specially weighted moving average of x:

J=R-EMA

where EMA) js computedthrough the repeated application
of the EMA operator, as defined and explained above (see
equation (15)). The superiority of theEMA®°*) whichis nei-
ther a plain moving average nor an exponentially weighted
one has beenestablished.

Thetime scale chosen for the EMA computationsis o-time
as defined above,in order to prevent the intra-daily season-
ality ofvolatility from negatively affecting the trading bebav-
ior. The depthof the past considered in the indicator compu-
tation corresponds to the time horizon of the sub-model. A
normalizedindicatoris then computed,thatis the indicator
is divided by the square root of its own long-term moving
variance.

This normalized indicatoris the basis for constructing the
sub-modelsignal. The signal of the sub-modelflips its sign
when the indicator crosses'a break level. The break Jevelis a
smallpositive valuefor positive (buy) signals and the inverse
negalive value for negative (sell) signals, The absolute value
ofthe break level is not constant: after each signal flipping,it

so—is-raised -by-afixed amount, the “break penalty.” Afterwards,
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it is fading with time, until a minimum level is reached. This
mechanism ensuresa certain adaptivity to market situations:
the large numberofsignal Dippings in certain sideways mar-
kets is reduced bythe raising of the break level.

As the microstructure of a market changes over the long
term it is quite possible that the numerical values of the
indicators maydrift to a lower or higher numericalterritory.
Because models tend to function on the basis ofthresholds,
this drift effect can cause models to become overactive or

under-active. A preferred methodofguarding againstthis is to
normalizethe raw indicators overtheir long-term average and
to assign thresholds based onthestatistical properties of the
indicator distribution instead of absolute values ofthe raw

indicators, For example, a raw indicator mightbesaid to have
crossed a threshold whenit increases beyond a certain per-
centile of its long-term distribution. This effect is achieved by
normalization.
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Thesignofthe signal is determined by theindicator breaks
explained above. The magnitude ofthe signal is determined
by other factors:

Signal freshness: the signal is strong whenthe indicator
justcrossesthe breaklevel; it is weak whentheindicator
starts to move back to the opposite side.

Overbought/oversold: the signal is modulated to become
weak when the current trend (since the Jast indicator
break) has becomeexceptionally strong.

Spread correction:if the bid-ask spread is large (non-neg-
ligible) as compared to the (non-normalized) indicator
RMSvalue,the signal is weakened; followingthis signal
mightlead to too high transaction costs as compared to
the profit, his effect favors long-term sub-models over
short-termones.

Market condition: the signal is modulated to be weak when
the marketis a “noisy” sideways market. This is mea-
sured through a ratio of recentvolatilities: the volatility
of short-term price moves measured ona fine timegrid,
divided bythe volatility of long-term price moves mea-
sured on a coarsetime grid. A low ratio meansa trending
market with little noise. Statistical studies have shown

that not only volatilities are persistent (clustered), but
also their ratios.

The modulationofthe signal by these factors leads to a more
flexible model behavior and a certain adaptivity to current
market-states-and-behaviors-The-resulting-sub-model-signal
summarizes the “opinion” of the sub-model or the corre-
sponding market component.

The joint TM60signalis simply the sumofall sub-model
signals. TM60 producesa trading recommendation(e.g., “go
long +1.0°, “go neutral”, “go short -0.5”) wheneverthe joint
signal crosses overcertain fixed threshold values.If the trad-
ing model environmentforbids the production of a trading
recommendation(e.g., overnight, outside the trading hours),
there will be no trading recommendation, evenifthe level of
the joint TM60signal would imply one.

The stop-loss and stop-profit mechanism of the trading
model environment over-rides the trading recommendations
ofthe normal TM60algorithm.They constitute a “safety net”;
nomal trading recommendations are much more frequent
than those from a stop-lossor stop-profit. The profit objective
value (3%) is similar to those of other trading models dis-
cussed above. The stop-loss value (1.8%) and especially the
moving loss limit (the moving stop-loss after reaching the
profit objective, 0.1%) are smaller than those ofother models
discussed above,leadingto faster execution. These valuesare
the same for all FX rates in the TM60.

A perlectly adaptive trading model that would constantly
adupl|its behavior according to somebuill-in analysis would
be able to adapt to any FX rate, minor or major, EMS or
non-EMS.and evento any financialprice series. For such a
model, no rate-specific model optimization would be needed;
all FX rates would share the same, hard-wired parameters.

Trading Model 60 is adaptive to a certain degree but not
perfectly. Therefore, it comesinthree versions that share the
algorithm but differ in some parameters:

1. A version with a high transaction frequency for freely
floating rates with high volatility and liquidity and low
bid-ask spreads. Typical application: USD/DEM, DEM/
JPY.

2. A version with a stronger spread correction and other
parameters leading to a lower transaction frequency.
Typical application: minor rates and European DEM
cross rates such as DEM/SEK.
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3, A version with longer horizonsof the sub-models (4
days, 15.6 days and 61 daysinstead of 1 day, 4 days and
16 days), also with low transaction frequency,forall (not
too minor) rates against the USD. except USD/DEM.
Typical application:AUD/USD, USD/CHF.

Preferably, careful optimization and testing procedures are
maintained, so as to minimize the “overfitting” ofmodels to
particularrates and time periods. lor the same reason,allIX
rates have a TM60 parameterchoicestrictly following one of
these three versions, even if it is possible to get a higher
historical performance through another parameter fit.

FIG. 3 depicts the USD-DEM autocorrelation function of
the price changes (with sign) with lags in units of 1 dayin
physical time up to a lag of 100 days. The horizontal lines
represent the 95% confidence interval ofa Gaussian random
process. Typical auto-correlation structure for price changes
(with sign) for FX rates is shown. Notethatthe correlation of
the price change with sign is well within the significance
range. This correlation becomessignificant only when ana-
lyzed conditional to volatility.

A third preferred embodiment comprisesa trading model,
designated herein as model70, that is based on the observa-
tion that although serial price changes are knownto be com-
pletely uncorrelated (see FIG. 3), one can see significant
serial correlation if this is examined conditionalto volatility.
Work in this direction wasfirst presented by Blake LeBaron
in his paper LeBaron, B., Some relations between volatility
and serial correlations in stock market returns. 65 Joumalof

Business 199 (1992). Model 70 usestriplets, (vol(M),8X;452
(H),8x,,.¢H)), each triplet being calculated at regular inter-
vals ofa basic grid interval t, in physical or o time. Here 5x,,,,
and 8X,,.., are price changes(with sign) over somehorizon H
(measuredas an integer multiple oft) and volis the volatility
measured as a mean ofthe absolute log price change; the
mean being taken overthe last M (for memory) consecutive
observationsoflog price change overthe basic grid intervalt.

FIG. 4 depicts the USD-DEMserial correlation condi-
tional to volatility. The volatility is measured as the mean
daily price change over 15 days and the correlation (solid
curve) is measured betweenthe previous 28 dayprice change
against the future 1 day price change. The corresponding
unconditional correlation (horizontal solid line) is positive
but barely above its 95% significance level (short-dashed
line). The conditionalcorrelation for low volatility is clearly
well aboveits significance level (long-dashed curve) as well
as the unconditional correlation. Results are based on daily
interpolated prices at 18:00 GMTfrom 1973 to 1993 (exclud-
ing weekendsandholidays). Eachvolatility bin in the analy-
sis was chosen tocontain 500pairs. The dotted curve gives the
percentile level of the mean volatility of each bin. Typical
conditional correlation seen for FX rates is shown. Note how

the conditional correlation is clearly positive at low volatility
and negative at high volatility and in both cases higher than
the unconditional correlation.

FIG. 5 depicts the intra-day USD-DEMserial correlation
conditional to volatility. The volatility is measured as the
mean over 12 consecutive price changes of J.50 hours, and
the correlation (solid curve) is measured between the price
changeoverthelast 36 o hours and the price change overthe
next 1.50 hours. The corresponding unconditional correla-
tion (horizontalsolid line) is barely but significantly positive
(compare with the short-dashed line representing the 95%
significance level). Results are based on data from 1973 to
1993. Eachvolatility bin in the analysis was chosento contain
500 pairs. The dotted curve gives the percentile level of the
mean volatility of each bin. Typical conditional intra-day
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correlation seen for FX rates is shown. Note that the clear

signal ofa volatility conditional non-linearity as seen in FIG.
4 is absent.

Thecollectionoftriplets is then sorted byvolatility and the
subsetoffirst n price changepairs of the sortedlist are then
examined for their correlation. This exercise is repeated for
every consecutive set of npairs in the sortedlist. As we glide
downthe jist, the mean volatility of the subset ofntriplets
increases. The relation between the meanvolatility ofa bin
and the corresponding price change correlation is shown
graphically in FIG. 4. The main messageofFIG.4 is that there
is significant positive correlationinserial price changesin the
low volatility regime, and marginal anti-correlation in the
extremehigh volatility regime.

Note that FIG. 4 correspondsto a series witha basic grid
interval of24 hoursin business time (skipping weekendsand
holidays). Sucha series is characterized by a specific hour of
the day at which the price changes are reported (the price
change being with respect to the same hour the previous
working day). FIG. 5 showsthe corresponding analysis fora
basicgrid interval of 1.5 hours in o time. Suchaseriesis not
characterized by any specific hour of the day. One postulate
for the poor signal in FIG. 5 is that market microstructure
changeswith the proportionoftraders ofdifferent horizons.
Every timeoneofthe three international markets (America,
Asia and Europe) opens, it brings its own mix oftrading
profiles (particularly~trading~horizons);-and-everytime-it
leaves, itdepletes the market correspondingly, This effect can
significantly distort the volatility definition used for sorting
the triplets. Volatilities which may be regarded as low under
certain market mixes may be numerically high when com-
pared to other mixes of traders. Neighboring entries in the
sorted data therefore will not uniformly correspond to equiva-
lent market conditions with regard to volatility and this will
destroy the signal. On the other hand FIG.4, based onaseries
characterized bya specific hourofthe day, alwaysrefers to a
price change corresponding to one complete cycle of micro-
structure fluctuations.

Theresults above indicate the existence of alucrative non-

linear signal that may be exploited by trading models. The
statistical research could have been continued in ils pure form
and refined in many ways.In particular, investigations could
have been extended to search a function space of volatility
definitions that would most accentuate the effect. An even
more ambitious front would have beento find volatility defi-
nitions corrected for intra-day microstructurefluctuations so
that the effect (now missing in FIG. 5) would also begin to
showin the intra-day regime.

FIG. 4 implies that there is a trend in the low-volatility
regime and a direction change in the extreme high-volatility
regime. This motivates the creation of 2 kinds oftrading
models, one with a trend-following strategy and one with a
contrarian strategy. From the statistical investigation we
knowthat, for the best effect, the models must be based on a
basic grid size of 24 hours of business time (and therefore
characterized by a specific hourofthe day,as is FIG. 4). Such
models will necessarily suffer from one bad side effect: they
would not be truly high-frequency data models and would
therefore give trading recommendationsat the same hour of
each day.

The“trading model incarnation”ofthe effect captured in
EJG.4 is to have a model with the following attributes:

1. A volatility V(M), measured as the mean daily price
change over M (memory) days. (Normalized by the scal-
ing law price change for 1 day).
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2. A direction D(H), measured by the price change (with
sign) over H (horizon) days. (Normalizedbythe scaling
law price change over H days).

3. A volatility threshold value v, below whicha volatility is
regarded as low in a trend-following model and above
which volatility is regarded as high in the contrarian
model.

4. A direction threshold value d, whichthe absolute value
ofthe direction measure must exceedin order to regard
the signofthe direction measureasa solid indicator of
direction.

FIG.6 is a scatter plot of 8x,,,, along the x-axis against
OX,ex, along the y-axis for the bin corresponding to the maxi-
mum positive correlation in FIG.4. It is clear that the distri-
butionofpointsis biased in favor ofthe odd quadrants(as a
positively correlated set with null mean should). Note how-
everthat this effect canbe drastically accentuated ifthe points
within the verticallines are ignored. Item 4 aboveis motivated
by this observation.

Referring to FIG.6, as expected for a positively-correlated
set of numeric pairs, the scatter is biased toward the odd
quadrants. Thebias can be accentuated by further eliminating
data within the vertical lines. Model 70 exploits this effect
throughits parameter d, which represents the width between
the verticallines.

The trend-following model must have V(M)<v, and the
contrarian mode] must have V(M)>v in order to luke a posi-
tion. In addition, both models mustsatisfy the condition ITD
(H)l>d (in keeping with item 4 in the list above) to take a
position. Theposition takenis the sameasthe sign ofD(H)for
the trend-following model and opposite to the sign of D(H)
for the contrarian model (where + is long and - is short).

The simplestructure ofthe model makesit an idea] too! for
investigating market components in terms ofmemory M and
moresignificantly the horizon H. The actual parameter space
investigated for these models is as follows:

1. Volatility Memory M ranging from 1 to 30 days (30
values),

2. Direction Horizon H ranging from 1 to 30 days (30
values).

3, Volatility Threshold v ranging from 0.1 to 3 timesthe 1
day scaling law in sleps of 0.1 (30 values).

4. Direction threshold d ranging from 0 to 1.0 times the H
day scaling law in steps of 0.1 (1) values).

5. The total parameter space contains 297000 points.
As already mentioned, the models are investigated with a

24-hour business timeseries characterized bydata at a spe-
cific hour of the day. ‘There could, however, be subtle but
significant volatility differences in series that measure price
differences: from-open-to-open-as-compared-to-price-difler-
ences from noon-to-noon. By introducing one additional
parameter, the time ofdaycorrespondingto theseriesstudied,
we can use the trading model to study the evolution ofthe
mostrelevant horizonsthrough the day. Aside fromthelatter
academic aspect, such a study is also motivated by the tem-
poral delocalization issue to be addressed below. The addi-
tional parameter, referred to as update-hour, takes values
from 0 to 23 in increments of| (24 values), and represents the
hourofthe day characterizing the series studied. A complete
databaseofresults for a given currency pair would therefore
contain approximately 297,000x24x2=14 million results—
approximately 7 million each for the trend-following and
contrarian models. With such a large database ofresults for
each currency, there is an extreme risk of over-fitting. The
description below presents procedures developed to reduce
this risk and also showsevidencethat the procedures work as
expected.
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“Temporal delocalization”refers to the problem that any
single model as just described, corresponding lo a certain
update hour, will only give a recommendation once in 24
hours. The problemis to be able to use the relatively clean
information contentin the daily business time series, but at
the sametimeto havea final modelthatis flexible enough to
take action at any hourofthe day. Thesolutionto this problem
is to regard the models at different hours to be simply sub-
modelsthat are ingredients of a final model, which weshall
referto hereafter as the grand model. The grand modelis thus
a portfolio ofmodelsthat are each updatedindividuallyby the
daily business time series correspondingto every hour of the
day. The grand modelthenacts at any hour, onthe hour, based
on somevoting schemeapplied to the most recently updated
sub-models within the past T (0ST=23)hours. For example,
if p, (+1, 0 or-1) represents the recommended position ofthe
sub-model] updated at hour hthen the grand modelgets into a
long orshort position at hour h if

Tr

Pre » Phishi=l

is suchthal [P,|>S,,, with the position being long if the sum is
positive and short if negative. ‘The model gets out ofthis
position and becomesneutral if P),|=5,,,,,. Ofcourse we must
have the strength parameters §,, and §.,,,, (thresholds deter-
mined during voting rule optimization) such that S,,28..4
0SS,,<T, 0FS,,,<T. (Note that if S,,2T, the grand model
will never take a position). Some other variations are
described below.

Note that the input sub-models have to be optimized for
update hours at every hourofthe day, including hours when
the market may actually be closed. During optimization ofthe
sub-models, the environment must be specially modified so
that deals can be executed even during closed market hours. In
the grand model. deals will never be executed whenthe mar-
ket is clased (barring stop losses) but the positions of the
models correspondingto the hours when the marketis closed
will be held in memory since,as seenin the above equations,
the grand model uses the sum ofsub-model recommendations
as an indicator.

In addition to the abovestrategy, which achieves temporal
delocalization up to a one hourgrid (besidesalso increasing
robustness as a welcomeside effect, by pooling the recom-
mendations of multiple models), there is an additional strat-
egy for further delocalization tothe continuous time level:
This is achieved by a deal delay mechanism that works in a
waysimilar to the moving stap loss. The deal delay mecha-
nism will prevent the immediate execution of a deal on the
recommendation of the grand model. Instead, the grand
model will be forced to wait until a better price for the deal
becomes available. The wait will continue until a price is
obtained that is worse than the best price so far (bid or ask
depending on the recommendedposition) by a configurable
ratio referred to as the max-loss (say 0.1%). On some occa-
sionsthis will be a price worse than the price that would have
been obtainedif the deal was executed immediately; but the
gambleis that on most occasionsit will be a better price. This
algorithmis configured to work only during open hours when
deals are possible and only fora duration of | hour between
sub-model updates. After a sub-model update (on the hour)
the deal-delay mechanism is reset based on the latest grand
model recommendation.
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Thecontrarian andthe trend-following modelsare prefer-
ably used together. The same algorithm that allows for the
pooled opinions ofthe models atdifferent times ofthe day can
be extended to include the “vote” ofmultiple models updated
at the samehour. Thus a grand modelcanbe used that has not
just 24 models but 48 models with 2 synchronous sub-model
recommendations (one trend-following and one contrarian)
at every hour. It is expected that by andlarge oneofthese will
be neutral when theotheris in a long or short position. Thus,
the 2 models complementeachother.

Asalready described, during optimization ofsub-models a
database is preferably generated (with perhaps 14 million
results) for a given exchangerate. To conserve disk space,
preferably only thoseresults are entered in the database that
correspond to a positive-definite value of X,,, Each result
consists ofa single line that, besides specifying the param-
eters. also specifies the X,, the neutral fraction o (as a per-
centage ofthe in-sample during which the model was neu-
tral), and the mean annual return of the model, Due to this
large database, it is nota straightforward processto select the
bestor set ofbest sub-models that would constitute the grand
model. In fact, the selection procedure mustitselfbe an algo-
rithm that producesa final candidatefortesting in the out-of-
sample. This is described below, after we introduce a new
performance measure,the effective-X,p

The effective-X_», or Ixf]v], is defined by:

 X,
f ifn<yJed i-—

pb=)1-7
0 otherwise

The measure fxf[v] has the advantage of evaluating the per-
formance of the modelin relation to the amountoftimeit is

exposed torisk. This is apreferred measure in viewofthe final
usageofthis (daily) model only as a componentin the grand
model. The goal is to find a set of sub-models that are indi-
vidually conservative andactselectively (havinglarge neutral
fractions), but when placed together in the grand model
complement each other, causing the grand model to have a
much lower neutral fraction. The cutoffv is necessary so that
models with very large neutral fractions (due to very few
trades) would nolbe rated as very high simply onthebasis of
a few trades, since this would notbestatistically robust.

Effective-X,is preferable to X,-cases where models are
largely neutral but under specific market conditions make
money, Because such models are lartely neutral. their abso-
jute-return- can-be-lower-than-that-of.models-that-are more

ofien in position. The effective-X,- scales the X,~- measure
with respect to the amount of timeit actually was in position.
Throughthe effective-X,,, measure models with drastically
different neutral fractions become incomparable.

There are many schemes one could use to transfer the
database of results for a given currency (up to 14 million
results) into a single grand model. A straightforward scheme
is to construct a grand model by choosing the best trend-
following and best contrarian modelat every hour, based on
some performance measure such as X,,, or {xi]50]..A4 more
robust selection scheme would be to use as the best model at
hourh the modelthat has the highest mean value ofa perfor-
mance measure (e.g., X,or fxf]50]) over some ofthe neigh-
boring hours aroundh. Such a selection schemeis character-
ized bya distance d in hours over which the mean should be
taken.If the index i represents a specilicset ofthe 4 principle
parameters of the model and j represents the update hour of
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the mode] with parameters i, then the performance measure of
this model may bedenoted as, With the latterdefinition and
parameter d we can determine a parameterset i at hour hfor
which¥,,, defined by

et
Vote Pape OVSXin =) jated

0 otherwise

is maximum.Notethat the effectofthis schemeasd increases
is to preventrapid variation of sub-models over consecutive
hours. The seasonality of the market is in effect at cross
purposestothis scheme, so a compromise must be made so
that sufficient intra-day market seasonality is captured while
robustness of the choice of sub-models is increased.

It is convenient at this stage to formalize the selection
schemes byreferring to them as ©-O(y, d), where x 1s the
choice of performance measure and d is the distance param-
eter. A preferred embodiment uses 16 selection schemesas
possible candidates for choosing the final model. These are:
Q(X.d) and O({xf]v], d) ford {0, 1, 2,3) and v€ {25, 50,
75}. These selection schemesare to be separately applied to
each database (of 7 million results) for the trend-following
and contrarian models for a given currency. The result ofeach
of-the-(automated).selection-schemes.is.a_set_of (up.to24)
sub-models, denoted by S(rate, strategy, y, d), when the
scheme O(y, d) is applied to the currency “rate” and to a
model of specific strategy (trend-following, or contrarian),
‘The (up to 24) sub-models in a given set cach correspond to
the recommended components, based on the selection
scheme used, for each hour of the dayin the grand model.
(Note that 24 models may not be obtained in all cases, since
the selection algorithm mightnotfind a sub-modelthat has a
positive ,, in all neighbouring hours over which ¥,,, is com-
puted).

In general the grand model can be constructed from these
sets as the union

S(rate,trend-following, x, d, )U S(mate,contrarian,x2,d.).

Note the subscripts on x and d. Since we have 16 choices of
the pairs {y, d}, there could be 256 choices of the grand
model, Tolimit this number we define:

S(rate, mix, y, d)=S(rate. trend-following, 7%, d) U S(rate,
contrarian, ¥, d)

as the grand model comprising up to | trend-following and 1
contrarian modelat every hour, obtained by using the same

and contrarian sub-models.

Preferred voting schemes are now described. A scheme
based on the sum ofsub-model recommendations was men-
tioned above. The recommendations ofall, say N, models
withinthe last T hours are summed.If the current position is
neutral, then the grand mode] recommendsa long (+) or short
(-) position sameas the sign of the sum, provided that the
ratio ofthe sum to N exceedsS,,,. If the modelis already in a
position (not neutral), then the model becomes neutral if the
aboveratiofalls to S.,,,, or less. The motivationforS,,,, to be
distinet from (and less than) S,,, is to inhibit the grand model
from changing position rapidly, The smaller S,,,, is fromS,,,
the more difficult is the return to neutral after taking a posi-
tion. If the successive sub-models (every hour) are not too
different in their parameters this would be automatic, because
the sub-model at the next hour is then more likely to have the
same recommendationas the current one. Thus the choice of
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S,, 38 far more crucial than the choice ofS,,,. The logical
moveis to first study the case S,,=S,,,, for various values and
thenfinallyset S,,,, marginally lowerthat S,,,. We shall refer to
this voting scheme as scheme1.

Another voting schemeis to allow '4 gearing.It is similar
to the above schemeexceptthattheratio ofthe sum ofmodel
recommendations of all N models in the past T hours to the
total number of models is taken literally as the gearing.S,,,
and S,,,, are still used as before. If the position is currently
neutral andthe ratio exceedsS,,,, the environmentwill set the
gearing to 4, -4, 1 or -1 depending on whichofthe these
values is closest to the ratio. We refer tothis as voting schemie
2.

The above two methods are fully democratic among the
quorum of sub-models and make no distinction between
trend-following, and contrarian models. A third, layering,
schemeis differentin that it introducesa hierarchy among the
syochronous models. As mentioned above, the final grand
modelwill preferably have one trend-following and one con-
trarian model acting synchronously at every hour. These mod-
els are largely likely to be uncorrelated by construction since
one (the trend-following) takes a position whenthe volatility
is belowa certain threshold, and the other (the contrarian)

takes a position when it is abovea certain threshold. Never-
theless. because ofdifferences in volatility memory between
ihe two models, it is occasionally possible for themto act
simultaneously. A layering scheme introduces a hierarchy
whereby. the non-neutral_recommendation of the trend-fol-
lowing sub-model can havea veto-like effect, overruling the
recommendation of the synchronouscontrarian sub-model,
or vice versa. In other words, the subordinate sub-model can
only act ifthe one with precedenceis neutral. If, as stated, the
trend-following sub-model has precedence. this scheme is
referred to as voting scheme 3t, and if the contrarian sub-
modelhas precedence,it is referred to as scheme 3c.

We now describe a preferred optimizationstrategyfor this
embodiment (model 70). We choose the in-sample region to
be alternating bands of$46 days from01.01.87 onwards. This
gives us 3 bands for optimization. The preferred strateyyfor
optimization of model70is tofirst create a database ofsolu-
tions for the trend-following and contrarian models (forall
hoursof the day for a given currency)using onlythefirst two
in-sample bands.

Thedatabaseis then searched bythe 16 candidate selection
48 procedures to arrive at the set of sub-models S(rate, trend-

following. y,. d,)and S(rate,contrarian,y,, d)), where i€| 1.4]
andj¢(0-3]. and where d=j,z,=xell,~-=[xl] 25], y,=?xf] 50).
and z.—fx{]75|. In addition tothe selection ofthe sub-models,
the high-frequency grand model also needs to be specified

srlectionscheme0(7,1)forchoosing-the-trend-following—se—aceording-to-thefollowing5high-frequencyparameters;-(1)
the parameter T, whichsets the number of hours in the past
that play a role in determining the current position; (2) the
strength parameterS,,,; (3) the strength parameterS,,,,; (4) the
voting scheme(1,2,3t and 3c); and (5) the max-loss param-
eter.

Note that here the selection procedure itself becomes a
meta-parameter. The selection procedure (determined by ¥,
and d) and the aboveset of5 parameters shall be referred to as
the high-frequency parameters, since theyare the parameters
that determine how individual sub-models (acting only once
daily) are to be converted into a high-frequency grand model
with temporal delocalization.

For the samechoice of x and d, the choice ofsub-models
can differ between currencyrates. For robustness, the strategy
is to find x, d, and the aboveset of 5 parameters(the set of
high-frequency parameters) such that the mean value of the
X,overall currencyrates is maximized by their choices in
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the third in-sample band. Thus, the sub-models are them-
selves currency-rate-specific, but the high-frequency param-
eters (including the selection scheme) are common between
currencyrates. It is reasonable to expect that the degree of
overfitting is diminished by (1) a judicious choice of high- 5
frequency parameters; (2) by optimizing them in an
in-sample bandthat has never been exposed to the ingredient
sub-models; and (3) choosing these to be globally uniform
over all exchangerates.It cannot be over-emphasized that the
sub-models are chosen by the selection schemesbased only 10
on their individual performancein the first two in-sample
bands. Thereis preferably no optimizationto pick the models
so that they work well together. (Such a scheme would be
drastically prone to overfitting).

Preferably, individual sub-models are optimized on a first 15
in-sample band, and the grand model parameters (including
voting scheme) are optimized on a second in-sample band.
This allows the grand model parameters, which gover how
all of the sub-model recommendations will be used (o arrive

at a final trading signal, to be optimized on a band that is 20
out-of-sample for the sub-models. This in tum allows the
grand model parameters to be optimized in a mannerthat
“buys insurance” against possible over-fitting of the sub-
models on their in-sample.

There is one complication that must be discussed. The
optimalselection procedure for the trend-following models
may not be the same as the one that works best for the
Contrarian models. Thus the above strategy must be applied to
separately construct purely trend-following and purely con-
trarian high-frequency models. The X,» for these are then 3
separately averaged over currency rates (in the third
in-sample band) to determine the best choice ofselection
procedure for the trend-following sub-models and the possi-
bly distinct best choice for the contrarian models. These two
selection procedures are then applied to construct the mixed 35
model, and re-optimized in the third in-sample bandto deter-
mine the remaining 5 high frequency parameters enumerated
above—again by averaging the performanceover different
exchangerates as usual. We shall refer to models constructed
by this procedure as hybrid models.

In additionto the strategyofthe last paragraph, we can also
lest the effect of choosing the set S(rate, mix, x, d), defined
earlier, although it does not allow separate selection proce-
dures for the trend-following and contrarian models. We shall
refer to models constructed by this procedure as mixed mod- ~
els.

A databaseofresults for the USD-DEM, USD-JPY and

GBP-USDhas been completed for the trend-following as
__.well.as contrarian.models. Theresultspresentedbelowreflect_

testsin the third in-sample band but by limiting 3 of the 5 high
frequency parameters enumerated above in the following
way:

1. T is fixed (T=23). This is a conunon-sense choice since
it seems reasonable that the more sub-models used to ,<
pool their opinions, the better the model must behave.
Sometest runs allowing this parameter to vary have
confirmed that this is reasonable. although thestrictly
best models seemedto be clustered around T=20.

2. Sout is fixed (SouSin
is expected that performanceshould marginally improve
if S,,,, i marginallyless thanS,,,, but the morecritical
value is definitely S,,,.

3. The parameter max-loss is fixed (max-loss-0). This
essentially disables the deal delay mechanism. The max- 65
lossis the leastcritical of the parameter set. The value
can beset as the last step of the optimization process.
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All ofthe above parametersare preferably allowedto vary at
a later stage of the optimization process. Thefirst step is to
identify the best choice of selection procedure and theS,,,
parameter. The results presented below,for the 3 databases
ready so far (USD-DEM, USD-JPY and GBP-USD), are with
the above-enumerated parameter-space limitations.

Table 5 evolves as optimization proceeds over morerates,
If the displayed state ofTable | (having studied only 3 rates)
is any indicationofits future evolution,it seemsreasonable to
expectthat the best selection procedureforthe trend-follow-
ing sub-models will differ from that for the contrarian sub-
models, The mixed modelresults in Table 5 are for the case

where both the trend-following and contrarian models are
selected by the same scheme O(y, d). After the databasesfor
many more currencies are prepared, onefinalstep is prefer-
ably to test a mixed model constructed, not with the same
selection schemeforthe twostrategies, but with the different
and optimal selection schemesfor the twostrategies.

Also note in Table 5 that the strength parameter for the
mixed modelis lowerthanthatfor the single strategy models.
This is to be expected since the synchronoustrend-following
and contrarian sub-models are unlikely to sum to a value
greater than | (by design,as discussedearlier). Thus the sum
of sub-modelpositions will on an average not change much
(compared to the single strategy models), but the total number
of models is doubled, thus requiring the strength S,, to be
reduced, For this reason, the parameterS,,, for the purely
trend-following.and_-purely.contrarian models is varied from
0.0 to 0.6, in steps of 0.1, but the same parameter for the
hybrid and mixed modelsis varied from 0.0 to 3.0,in steps of
0.05.

Ags mentioned above, the selection scheme muststrike a
balance between allowingintra-day seasonality (by not tak-
ing d very high) and robustness (by not taking d very low).
Tables 6 and 7 show the evolution of the horizon H (in days),
whichis the mostcritical of the 4 sub-model parameters, for
each exchange rate, using the best selection schemefor the
purelytrend-following and purely contrarian grand models as
determinedby the currentstatus of Table5.

The rather gradual variation of the horizons from hourto
hour andthe fact that only a few relevant horizonsstand out in
Tables 6 and 7 provide lestimony to (he reasonableness of the
selection schemesandtheir ability to thwart over-fitting.

In the final round, a new database ofresults must be con-

5 structed for each currency rate, wherein the sub-models are
exposed to all three in-sample bands. Then the candidate
model for the real out-of-sample test, for each currencyrate,
is the model constructed with these more robust sub-models

(by virtue ofbeing exposed to a larger in-sample) by applying
so-the selection procedure—and—high-frequency—parameters—

gleaned from the tests andcriteriain the third in-sample band
discussedabove.

A fourth preferred embodiment comprises customized
trading models. The basic motivation for the trading modelof
this embodiment, referred to herein as a customized trading
model, is that the FX and other markets can change their
nature and behavior overthe years. The performanceoftrad-
ing models can vary with different market states. Financial
markets are known to exhibit distinct and persistent patterns
and certain clusters of behavior. In 1995 and 1996, for
example, FX markets were characterized by sideways move-
ments with few large trends, while volatility was still high
when measuredathighresolution.Institutional changes, such
as the development of the European Monetary System, can
also cause behavior shifts. These changes can affect the per-
formanceofa trading model (TM)optimized during periods
withparticular behavior(e.g., large trends). Thus,a preferred
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embodiment comprisestrading models with a variety ofdif-
ferent strategies, according to different market states indi-
cated by volatilities ofdifferent time horizons and other non-
linear indicatorsrelatedto volatility.

This embodimentpreferably uses indicators that observe
and predict the characteristics of the market. Different strat-
egiesfor different types ofmarkets are then followed.Inother
words, specifically designed market state indicators, fune-
tions of the present state ofthe market, are used that help a
mode] to adapt its strategy to the market situation, These
adaptive strategies account particularly for the situation of
sideways markets, where some other trading models under-
performsignificantly. In sideways markets, short-termnoise,
rather than large movements, dominates. Ifa trend-lollowing
model is applied, this leads to frequent loss-making transac-
tions, Detecting these states and adjusting thestrategy corre-
spondinglycan avoidthis. Adaptivity of the model refers also
to structural breaks ofthe market, where old marketstates are
disrupted. In this case, the model should react quickly and
“forget” about the old marketstate.

To address these problems,a preferred embodiment imple-
ments different sub-models with individual time horizons,

thus modeling the views and actions ofdifferent trader groups
or market components. These different components range
fromintra-day horizonsto time horizons ofabout one month,

Preferably, from a user’s perspective, this trading model
(TM)is seen as just another real-time trading model. With
respect to the other embodiments described above.there ‘re
no additional architectural or functional requirements for the
customizations.

Whereas previously-described TMs and the instant cus-
tomized trading modelcanbe operated in the same technical
way, they differ in other respects: the so-called customiza-
tions. Some aspects, such asthe choiceofthe active day-times
of the model, are discussed only briefly below, since they are “*
common1o the generaltrading model architecture described
above. The most important customization is described in
detail below.

The trading model architecture is preferably constructed
using C++. It has verysimilar features and properties as the
trading model technology described ubove with respect tothe
other preferred embodiments. FIG. 1 provides a graphic illus-
tration of this structure.

Asin other preferred embodiments, the gearing calculator 4
constitutes the heart ofthe instant trading model and supplies
its characteristic features. The model-specific indicators and a
raw gearing of the model are calculated. The result is then
processed in the other partsof the architecture. The expres-

~——siongearing”refers-to-the-direction-and-size ofthe position
takeninthe market; a negative gearing meansashortposition.

Financial markets are knownto be constituted ofdifferent
types oftraders whose behaviorsdifferin several respects: the
markets are heterogeneous. The most important difference
between market componentsis related to the time horizon:
short-term traders observe and cause minute-by-minuteprice
movements, whereas some long-term investors rebalance
their positions only in weeks or months.

A trading modelalgorithmbased on a deep understanding
ofmarket mechanisms should accountforthis heterogeneity.
Anefficient way of dealing with heterogeneity is throughthe
construction ofdifferent sub-models, where eachofthese has
its own time horizon. Each sub-modelincorporates the view
and the actions of one trader groupinits analysis and arrives
at its owntrading recommendations. These recommendations
are then weighted together in order to obtain the overall
model gearing.
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Each sub-model ofa preferred embodiment has the same
structure, and most parameters are identical amongdifferent
sub-models (someofthem are simple powerlaw functions of
the time horizon). This is algorithmically advantageous and
makes the optimization process easier and moreresistant
against overfitting than letting al] parameters be optimized
independently. The essential parameterofan individual sub-
modelis, of course, its time horizon.

The algorithmused for the customized trading model has
some less specific clements that are described above with
respect to other embodiments, such as the price filter, the
stop-loss detector, the opportunity catcher (pickinga realistic
execution price), and others. These elements are adoptedby
the customized trading model, with an appropriate choice of
(optimized) parameters.

Price filtering (checking incoming quotes from the data
suppliers for outliers) is necessary to avoid trading signals
that result from misquoted prices. A description of a basic
approachtofilteringis given in Dacorogna, M. M., Miller, U.
A., Nagler, R. J., Olsen, R. B., and Pictet, O. V., 4 geographi-
cal modelfor the daily and weekly seasonalvolatility in the
FX market, 12 Journal of International Money and Finance
413 (1993) (hereinafter Dacorogna 1993). A preferred price
filter is based onthat approach.

Astoploss detector triggers ifthe market movesindisfavor
ofthe taken position by passing the stop-loss price, and
causes adeal to enter a neutral position. This can happenalso
overnight, 2vhen_markets_areclosed.Overnight_stop-loss
Iransactions can be executed by a trader located in another
lime yone,

A special caseis profittaking..A stop price is set as soon as
a profit objective is reached. This stop price is moving in
parallel with the level of the bestprice achievedso far during
the openperiods ofthe market,

The deal acceptor validates the recommendations of the
gearing calculator using the following rules: (1) no deal is
allowed to take place withinfifteen minutes of another deal
having occurred; (2) adeal filter (even morestringent than the
normal quotefilter) determines il'a given price is suitable for
trading: and (3) trading can only take place during the open
hours of the specific market ofthe model(exceptfor stop-loss
trading. whieh is supported around the clock).

An opportunity catcher searches for a realistic price to be
taken for the internal book-keeping of the model. This hap-
pens in a time window of2-3 minutes (depending on the
currency), where the median ofthe applicable price quotes
(bid or ask) is taken, A signal is sent to a humanuser hefore
this time window(to tell him to execute the deal) and after-
wards (to inform him ofthe price used for internal book-
keeping),

The book-keeper evaluates trading modelstatistics such as
current (unrealized) return, total return, cumulated return,
maximum drawdown, and protit-over-loss ratio. FIG. 7
depicts a preferredstructureofthe customized trading model:
sub-model and main model.

Thefinal gearing as well as the trading recommendation
and someotherusefulresults are displayed onthe screen of a
user’s computer.

We now describe in detail the structure of a single sub-
model, analyzing the dynamicsof onespecific time horizon.
Then wedescribe the integration ofall different sub-models
in the main gearing calculator.

A visual idea ofthe overall structure as proposedhere can
be obtained from FIG.7. As indicated in FIG. 7 the combi-
nation of different sub-models at the end leads to thefinal

gearing recommendation of the gearing calculator(see also
eq. 54).
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A sub-model comprisesdifferentparts that serve different
tasks: generating raw gearings, analyzing the marketstale,
generatingstrategies depending on rawgearings and market
state, and finally giving a recommendation for the trading
model position, Within this structure twodifferent market
state indicators, a “channel indicator” (whichis indicated on
the upperright in FIG. 7 anda “frequeney indicator” I,,..44, joy
(defined throughthe mainindicator and boxed underneathin
the upperleft in 1G. 7) are implemented. The different indi-
cators and strategies for the single sub-models aredefined
below.

Sub-models can be seen as complete trading models, but
the final goal is to combine sub-models of different time
horizons into one main model. The different sub-models
share the samestructure andalgorithm,but the time horizons
(and some dependentparameters) are different.

Thestructure of one sub-model canbe essentially divided
into five parts (see FIG.8):

1. The calculation at step 810 ofa suitable main indicator
for the specific sub-model, whichafterthe application of
a simple nonlinear discretization function provides a
first raw gearing (either | or -1).

2. The calculation at step 820 of a first market indicator, the
frequency indicator1),44ez,» Which describes the cur-
rent degree of noisiness in the market (and therefore
whether trend=following should-be-avoided).

3. The calculationat step 830 ofa second market indicator,
the channel indicator I.j,4:n0) Which describes to what
degree the current and most recent market situation can
be characterized by channel configurations.

4. Computing at step 840 a weight wto be applied to the
raw gearingat the end. This weight representsthe strat-
egy chosenin view ofthe marketindicators. Thisis a key
feature in makingthe trading modeladaptive. This func-
tion w is also modulated by a “spread function’that
accounts for the loss due to bid-ask spreads (each
“round-trip” transaction leads to a loss of one spread,
which may affect the performance in case of frequent
transactions of the sub-model).

5. Computingat step 850 the resulting gearing as the prod-
uct of the rawgearing computedinpart 1 and the weight
derived from the marketindicators. This gearingis later
combined with the gearings of other sub-models. The
combinationis then discretized to providethefinal, dis-
crete gearing recommendation of the model.

The wadingmodel works im realtime; with tick-by-ticks¢°
intra-day data. Therefore,it preferably has a wayto deal with
the strong intra-daily seasonality of volatility. Price move-
ments around 4:00 GMT, when volatility tends to be low,
should be treated differently from price movements ofthe
samesize around 14:00 GMT,whenvolatility is usually high.

Thetime scale o has been developed for the deseasonal-
ization of volatility; its computation is explained in detail
above and in (Dacorogna 1993). In all the indicator compu-
tations presentedin the following description, we use o-time
rather than physicaltime as the basic time scale.

A main indicatorzis created with the help of exponential
moving averages (EMA). These are computedby aniterative
application ofthe EMA-operatortothe (not necessarily regu-
larly-spaced) time series x(t}. Depending on the number of
iterations, we obtain a moving average based ona specific
kemel function. We define:
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yin) (25)

FMAM. fel)  

witha scaling function in the denominator, where

XO

EMALAthore 14,57) 2/Q-C4€)EMA[Aline Jt
XP)HEEMA[Mpone bb 27) (26)

and x denotes the mean logarithmic value of bid and ask
prices:

& logpid + lopPeu (27)7

Thetime t is meant to be the a-time, as explained above.
The parametersi andj determinethe form ofthe kemelofthe
moving average: 1$iSj. Choosing i>] results in a kernel
whoserectangular-like form starts after a lag, rather than
immediately. See U.S. Provisional Pat. Application 60/200,
743, filed May 1, 2000, to Zumbach & Miiller, the contents of
which.are incorporated herein by reference; see also Zum-
bach. G. O. & Miiller, U. A., Operators on Inhomogeneous
Time Series. International Journal ofTheoretical and Applied
Finance (2000.

The EMA-function EMA[At,,,or1-13 X](t) serves the pur-
pose of obtaining steadier data (avoiding “bid-ask bounc-
ing”); the time horizonAt,,,,,,, 18 therefore chosento be inthe
range of seconds. The specific time horizon of the given
sub-model is given by At,,,e7 The main indicator(with posi-
tive small €) leaves space for accounting weakly for possible
curvalure effects. This is done by including a component
corresponding to the (discretized) second derivative which
can be done with the help ofa moving average EMA[AL,,,,..1,
j;x](0 with longer memory At,,,,.. Preferably At;,,,.=2Atoder
is chosen.

Conceming the scaling function (EMAIAt,iysX71(0). a
specific choice of At, and(i', j') is necessary, We choose At,
to be multiple of At,,,4.7 (ie. x is scaled with its own long-
term moving average). For the iteration numbersi' and j' we
choose i'=] and J'=4, which correspondsto a kernel function
that has a plateau for values close to zero and decays slowly
for larger values (the center of gravity is given by At,).
Althoughthis indicator scaling provides some adaptivity, the
overall ability of the entire sub-model to adapt to different
markct‘states is not yet reached bythis scaling function. For
this purpose, we need the market state indicators described
below.

Theindicator z serves as the argument of the following
iteratively defined discrete gearing function: Given a gearing
g at the previous quote(at t,,,.,), the gearing at the currentprey,

quote(att,,,,,) is defined to be

(+) if 5> Z (28)

8 (how) = {th if |] <% |-] if 2 < Zo
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wheretheinitialization is given by g(t,,,;)=0. This defines the
first raw gearing ofthe mainindicator. The threshold value z,
is a fixed parameter of the model (to be optimized), constant
overtime.

In order to accountfor different conditions of the markets

(where a certain gearing g must be interpreted differently) the
gearing g is weighted with a market state indicator function
w=w(markel, z) such that a modulated gearingg,, is finally
obtained:

&ma'(Market,z)¢ 29)

The function w. which will be defined in detail below,is a
function ofseveraldifferent marketstate indicators. The gear-
ing values g,, of the different sub-models thenserve as the
basis fora last discretizationstep that provides thefinal gear-
ing ofthe overall model (see below,eq. 54).

The market indicator function w(market, 7) accounts for a
wide range of market states. Here we choose w to be non-
negative, w € [0,1]; the model avoids contrarianstrategies
(positions opposite to the gearing recommendation g(z)). The
weight function w(market, z) and the strategy of the model
depend on two different marketstate indicators, a channel
indicator and a noisy market indicator.

One market state indicator is designed to detect sideways
markets through the identification and characterization of
what wecall channel configurations (a term that originates

__ from technicalchartanalysis). Channel configurations are the
result of a market consensus among traders.Here, we use a
speciully-designed channelindicator describing the degree to
which arecent price developmentcan be described as a chan-
nel by counting the number(und amplitude) ofoscillations of
prices withina giventimeinterval anda rangeofprices. This
channel indicator recognizes not onlystatic price ranges;it
adjusts to an overall linear trend of the channel as well as a
possible narrowing (“triangle formation”).

Forthe definition of the channel indicator T.y,asn02 WE Pro-
ceed as follows: We choose a time horizon ATjanye tO
specify the length of possible channels (other sub-models
have channels ofdifferent lengths). This length AT y,jj,)018.9
high multiple ofthe time horizonAt,,.,,,;.. of the main model
indicator(a parameter that needs to be optimized). The chan-
nel extends over the time interval C of size ATjanner At a
given time t we define the interval

C=[t-ATpanneUf (30)

which covers the immediate past until timet.
In the following the variable x refers to the logarithmic

price ina smoothed form: a moving averageofthe original x
fronveq: 27: witha memory (center ofgravityofthe kernel) of;
At=1/120-ATomer This smoothing leads to neglecting
extremely fine details of the price history details in the chan-
nel determination—-a desiredeffect that reflects also the view
ofmarketpractitioners. The usage of MAsinsteadoforiginal
prices also leads to a higher degreeofstatistical stability for
the definition ofthe channel. Within the interval C we store

120 different past values of the moving average (with a cer-
tain overlap ofthe kernelfunctions) that we name x,=x(t,), ,€
C, indexed by k={1,..., N} (where N=120).

We make different particular choices for the time horizon
AToponnes tf eq. 30, In order to adapt the channel indicator to
particularsituations where a marketjust enters into a channel,
we choose different time horizons jAT.,,,,..,,; that are certain
fractions Of ATjaune (@-B5 -{0-5, 0.6, 2... 0.9. 1), and
choosej suchthat thecorresponding time interveval Cshowsthe
ihe mostconvincing channel!features (measured bya variable
introduced below; see eq. 38).
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Thefollowing steps lead to the definition of the market
state indicator:

1. De-trending: We evaluate a possible trend ofthe price
movements in the interval C regression and obtain the
slope m for the trend ofprice movementsin the interval
Casthe offset constant a. This trend is then subtracted
such that we obtain the residuals

r(Q,)=x(1,)-(ate). (31)

2. Narrowing of the channel interval: As a subsequent
step we perform a secondlinear regression,this time on
the absolute valuesIr(1,)| of the residuals of eq. 31, in
order to account for possible channel narrowings(‘‘tri-
angle formations”). This leads to the slope s and the
offset b. In case of a negative slope s the residuals r(t,)
are resealed with the inverse of the resulting (decreas-
ing) linear function to give i(t,). We require s=0 ifthe
linear regression resultsin a positive slope, as we are not
interested in the unusual configuration of a widening
channel:

(32) . rig hebh)=
An) bis,

A further constraint that we imposeis a lowerlimit for s
suchthat the channelwidth at the end ofthe interval C be
smaller than 30% ofthe channelsize at the beginning of
c

. Defining the channel frequency: We next define the
interval [min,,,,max,,,] by choosing min,, (max,,,) as the
minimum (maximum)ofthe price residualsf(t,) fort, €
c;

we

ming, = mio [Fj )) max, = max [Fy] (33)nel ec

The value of (max,,,-min,,,) defines a sort ofwidth ofthe
residual channel. Instead of using this value for further
calculation, we define another width AP of the channel]
that has a certain narrowing termin the case of triangle
formations(s<0):

AP=(max,,-Ming,H9°ATpannel (34)

Wenow track the numberoftimesthe residual function

#(t,) approaches min,,, and max,,(alternating between
the two borders). This numberis given bythe following
expression

O- WATshane Ve)N{Kimyainty_ 5: 2KEN}) (35)

where

-1 if (Aq) —miny) <r (36)
mg =4 +l if(maxy, -FK)) < te

m,-,; otherwise (0 in the case k = 1)

witha tolerancelevel r.. Together with this number Q we
obtain a sequenceoftimeintervals separated bythe time
points t,, ofthe crossings overr. that lead toa countin eq.
35. Within all these Q intervals, we find local minima
and maximaof#(t,), which are usedto define our modi-
fied oscillation frequency. This is defined as the sum of
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absolute differences between subsequentlocal extrema
(scaled by the range of global extrema):

Fs F(AT comets Yc) (37)

Q

> [maxtlPCE Ite © [ey—t- fg]} + maxilla © [gs tye Dtql
= -1

max,}, —MITy
 

Instead of choosing just onetolerance level r, of an
approach to the top or bottom of the channel, we take
several r, values in the range of 20%-40%ofthe channel
width. The average value of F over this range oftoler-
ancelevels r, is calculated. This average is more stable
andless sensitive to random effects than an I’ based on

only oner, level. An offset of -1 is introducedto account
for the minimum numberof counts(there must be one
countat least, even ifthere are no oscillations).

4. Definition of the channelindicator: In order to obtain a
final indicatorfor the strength ofa channel configuration
in the market, the function F is scaled with a factor
containing the width AP, the slope ofthe trend m,and the
time interval jATsonnet

AP i (38), (war \ Wr
(6 fTanaes Fer bh Y) = s Pte fATctamets Ve)

HAT usenet iyi

where the second factor F is more important than the
only moderately-varying first factor. The variable
v(AT,)) is a long-term moving averageofthe volatility
measured with a memory of a multiple of the channel
length. This definition is aimed at making the scaling
factor adaptiveto structural changesofthe FX rate (e.g.,
a substantial volatility increase). The indicator I’
receives a high value whentheprice alternates often
between the borders of the considered interval, which
corresponds exactly to what we want to describe as a
channel. The wider this channel (factor

, AP

lanl!
 

with an exponent 1=0.3), the longer the channel(factor
GAT-annes)” With v=0.5) and the smaller the slope as
comparedto the width

 aar(|
the higher the indicatorvalue.
We emphasize here again that we choose channels of

different lengths in order to makethe channel indica-
tor more flexible, especially in situations where the
market just entered a new channel (whichis short at
the beginning). The final indicator I.y,,,,,¢7 18 then
given as the maximum among these channels:

10
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Fensanet(ATohnnets Fes= MAX (GATteanet» Pes #9) (39)

The channelindicator 14.01 8 found to be correlated to
volatility (and theratio or difference of coarse and fine vola-
tility), All these quantities measure. in one way oranother, the
intensity of price changes, An advantage of the channel indi-
eatorlies inits ability to quickly catch the disruption ofanold
market state (channel break). These breaks may occur very
suddenly; purely volatility-based indicators are unable to
catch them with the same speed.

Another measure of the market state is introduced by a
second marketstate indicator, one that measuresdirectly the
“noisiness”ofthe market. In sideways markets (which are not
always described by a clear channel configuration) the short-
term noise dominates the large movements and long-term
trends. This can lead to frequent, loss-making transactions of
a trend-following model. A noise indicator aimsat detecting
these situations, and enablesthe incorporation ofcorrespond-
ing features into the definition of the market state function w.
The indicator is similar to a direction change frequency as
defined in Guillaume, D. M, Dacorogna, M.M., Davé, R. D.,
Miiller, U. A., Olsen, R. B., and Pictet, O. V., Fromthe bird’s
eve to the microscope: A surveyofnewstylizedfacts ofthe
intra-dailyforeign exchange markets, | Finance and Stochas-
ties 95 (1997), but is directly associated with the main indi-
cator z itself. ‘he definition of the noise indicator is as fol-
lows:

Tradfoeg “EMA[Miradfreq»Si8J(E) (40)

with a moving average with a specific kernel and a long
memory At,,,,,.p.,, that is another parameterin the optimiza-
tion of the model. The function 6 is defined as follows:

1 (41)
if glinow) # 8Uprev.)6 =4taney

0 otherwise

where t,,,,.40d t,,,,,, denote the times of the current and pre-
vious quote, respectively, and g is defined by eq. 28. This
definition of Lary, essentially corresponds to the trading
frequency ofan unconditional trend-Lollowing model, thatis,
a modelthatstrictly follows the trading rule specified in eq.
28,

This indicator essentially tells us when trend-following is
dangerous:a high value of I),..407 occurs in markets with a
high degree of noise. An unconditional trend-lollowing
model makes many transactions that Jead to subsequent
losses. Accordingly, a trend-following strategy should only
be followed in market situations with a low value of the

indicatorI,.,,,,7gy. The indicator defined in eq. 40 has a very
important feature: a high autopredictive power(high autocor-
relation). Indeed, our studies have shown that ],,.asmeq, POS-
sesses significant autocorrelation extending to lags of one
order of magnitude longer than the memory Atyjagreq, Of the
moving average. By being based on the mainindicator z,
Tpaidfey, 2180 has the advantage ofindicating exactly the type
ofnoise that is most damagingfor trading.

Thetwo marketstate indicators—the channelindicator and
the noise indicator—are now used to define the marketstate
function.
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Whendefining an adaptive weight function w for the main
indicator wefirst want to differentiate (hree market slales.

1. The priceis located within a clear channel(high value of
I

2. A break out of' a clear channel occurs (high value of
Lenannen and the currentprice clearly moves out of the
boundaries of the recent channel).

channel)

3. Thereis no channelpresent(low valueof14,4,07): In this
case wedifferentiate between marketstates with a high

valueofthe noise indicatorI,,44freq. and those with a low
trading frequency.

Thesedifferent marketsituations must betreated differently
for the definition ofafinal gearing—eachone ofthemleadsto
a different form of the weight function w.

Before defining the specific strategy, we must set up rules
1o differentiate the different configurationsofthe market with
respect to the channelindicator. In order to definea price to be
“inside a channel”or in a “channelbreak,” we mustrefer toa *
specific channel ofthe recent past. One way to dothis is to
choosethe last computed channel without accounting for any
other recent channel computedata previoustime. Ifwe want
to account for possible different relevant channels in the
recentpast, we must construct a “channel memory”in order
to find the most significant channel of the recent channels.
The “quality of a channel” at time t is measured by the
iICAOFTye Porourmodel therule-forselectionofthe
most relevant channel at a time 1 is as follows: Given the
currentindicatorvalue]met); the most significant channel
] hest(t) at the current time t is chosenaschannel

_ thglre (42)be ict
Petet) = MON Leei lbefore ® MY, Lehane 2)

whiere tyeeq, iS a Suitably-chosen decay constant, The channel
boundariesofrecent channels are extrapolated with the linear
trend only. and not with the narrowingtrend.

The “inside a channel” as well as the “channel break”
situation at time t is conditional to a considerable channel
formation, characterized by a high value of lonannet'(t). We
choose a threshold tr, (which becomes an important param-
eter of the model), below which wedo not considerthe price
to be in a channel. This parameteris also exposed to a certain
“hysteresis”: it acquires a higher value if the recent market
configuration has not beendetected to be a channel, whereas
it is lowered if the market has already been in a channel
before.

In orderto detecta currentpriceto be inside a channelstate
at timet, the following formal conditions haveto be satisfied:

Coronet!”)(2)2172) ®(riy-t0-panneAPeXt) <Mit
(OlerannetAP) (43)

wherethe parameter “tolj,anne?” defines a tolerancelevel that
has to be exceeded before wedetect an outbreak.

Thesituation of a channelbreak differs from the “inside the
channel”situation only insofar as the price movesoutside the
channel borders. In order to detect a channel outbreak at point
t, the following formal conditions haveto be satisfied:

Copannet(>t)

[(x(t)-ma%,4)>10lpanneAPV(=3) (0)4mithg,)>t0lchon
nethP] (44)
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Once the market is in a channel-break situation, it remains
there as long as the main indicator z keeps its sign, irrespec-
tive ofeq. 44,

Thesituation of no channel presence in the market can be
simply characterized by

FearedMe, (45)

Thenoise indicator I,,. je, 18 only considered in the no-
channelsituation: I.j:jynor  (l)<tr., eq. 45. Here, we differ-
entiate between twocasesforthe definition ofthe marketstate

function W: 1,,..:f ry, exceedsa threshold parameter tr,,,,,. OF is
lowerthan this threshold:

L Tradfrognoise (46)

2. Tpadfrog?noise (47)

Being inside a channel can be a dangerouscondition for a
trend-following model (as well as a high value of L,,aa.freq.):
The model is likely to recommend frequent transactions
mostly at the wrong time—just before the trend to be fol-
lowedis turning. A price developmentinside a detected chan-
nel should not be followed. As a consequence, a preferred
(sub)model doesnotgive any trading recommendationin this
case, in other words:

w=0 (48)

There will beneither trend-following (w>0) nor contrarian
strategies (w<0) in this case. The expression “contrarian”
refers to the given time horizon. Evidently, the global model
can take a position “contrarian” to the raw gearing g. of a
single time horizon, in the case that other horizonsinterpret
the market differently. There is the possibility of adapting a
veryrestricted trend-following strategy for the case that the
price moves from a channel border with a main indicator
indicating a trend towardsthe otherside ofthe channel, This
strategy component can be systematically tested indepen-
dently, First tests did not yield a convincing improvementof
the results, though. whenthis additional strategyis applied.

A break ofachannel configuration constitutes a substantial
or sometimesevenstructural changein the market and should
be specifically accountedforin the trading model. Theprice
development occurs outside a former “murket consensus” as
formulated by eq. 44. The model should react quickly—old
assumptions on certain turning point behavior inside the
channellose their validity, We distinguish between whether a
break occurs in the samedirectionas the trend of the channel

or againstthattrend. The latter case should be considered with
more caution. We define the strategy function as follows:

l if mg >0 (49)
ws 7 . pk, >O(1-K,) otherwise

The final w is obtained by a modulation with a function
F (distance, Tanner”) depending on the distance of the
price from the channel border and on the channelindicator
value:

wen(distance]jaanelds OSF= 1 (50)

Whenthe distance trom the channelis small,right after the
break, F, is also small, but it rapidly grows and saturates at a
higher level with increasing distance fromthe channel. This
saturation level is 1 for clear channels with high Lojane
and lowerin case of lower Iojannet
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Incasethere is no channelpresentin the market(1.4,an07
(t)<tr,), the noise indicator I,,.,7. pe, Comes into play. The
market state function is here defined as follows:

best

if Trad, freg. < Wroise 61)we
0 otherwise

where

Worend@C22(Fchannet9SF221, O<ez<1 (52)

‘The parameters tr,,,,,. and ¢, enter into the model, As before
with the case of a channel-break, the final wis scaled with a
function OSF.1, depending on the channel indicator, in
orderto give a smooth transition betweenchannel and out-
of-channelsituations.

It should be mentioned thatthe presented threshold values
are all subject to a “hysteresis” modulation In other words,
their value dependsonthe previousstate of the market. This
avoids random oscillalion between different market stales
and makes them moreinert.

[ach sub-model has a gearing, recommendationg,, result-
ing from eg. 29. A preferred trading model algorithm inte-
grates these gearing recommendations to produce one final
pearing recommendation G,

‘She setofsub-models andtheir horizons has to be chosen,
A factor ofabout 2 between neighboring sub-modelhorizons
is preferably selected. The longest mainindicator has a hori-
zon of 32 days, its channel a length of a few months. We
choosethe shortest main indicatorto have a horizon of3 hours
in o-time (correspondingto an houror less in physical time
during the most active trading periods), However. a sub-
model with a mainindicator horizon ofabout 12 hours makes
little sensc as there is an empirically observable gap between
genuine intra-day traders and traders with overnight pasi-
tions. Altogether 8 sub-models are preferably employed.

The goal is to optimize the risk-corrected return ensuing
from the gearing recommendations G. G is changing over
time and can be seenas a timeseries. Noisyoscillations ofG
should be avoided as every move of G implies a transaction
and thus transaction costs. Therefore, the formula for G
should dampen the noise originating fromthe varying ¥,,
values of the many sub-models.

The following sub-model integration formula is chosen to
produce gearing recommendations G:

(53)
Gp =e
 

E 5, 8m,
1+ dwn

where n is the total number of sub-models (n=8 in this
embodiment). G,, mainly reflects those sub-models with a
clear view, Sub-models in a channel or sideways (noisy)
market (where the value L,,.44 jog, ‘8 large) have w and thus g,,
values close to zero: they hardly contribute to G,,—theyare
“switched off’. The constant ¢ is a scaling constant that is
chosen such that the following discretization can be per-
formed with threshold values between -1] and 1.

G,, isa volatile quantity changingits value at every tick. It
has to be converted to a discrete gearing value G with as few
noisy oscillations as possible. The discrete gearing values are
preferablyeither -1, -/4, 0, 2. | (short, half-short. neutral,
half-long.long). A finer gearing scheme can be implemented

15
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in orderto lowerthe risk and, in thin markets, to keep trade
sizes small and avoidslippage. The following formula for G
is related to the above 5-position scheme and canbeeasily
adapted to other schemes:

I if G, 21 (54)
1

max 5. Ga ifl>Gazy1
max(0, Guy) ify > Gn = 72

G=% Gow if yr > Gy <-Y¥2
min0, Gaz) if -y2 = Gm <-1

1

min~ 5, Gu] if -y,)2Gn <-Yo
-l if -yo2Gm

where G.,,, is the G value before computing the newG,,,. This
formula acts like a hysteresis with a dampening effect (or a
dragging anchor): G moves onlyifG,, substantially deviates
fromthe old value G,. The threshold values havethe following
relation:

I ayyeo (55)

Manyparameters ofthe algorithm are “weak” parameters
and are not subject to systematic parameter optimizations,
Theyare chosen according to the logicsofthe algorithm and
frony separate’ studies; and then they are frozen.

Only a {ewessential parameters such as the mainthreshold
values are systematically optimized. Limiting the overall
numberofparametersto be optimized decreases the danger of
overfitting—fitting random featuresofthe specific in-sample
periodrather than real market structures. The parameterval-
ues are as much as possible optimized for all time horizons
and FX rates together; different treatments of these should
followfromthe adaptivity of the algorithm rather than from
separately optimizing parameters. The mostrelevant param-
elers for optimization are:

the channel length ATJ,anner (see eq. 39)
thresholds fr Tsuisrep, (SECA 46), Lopanner (SEE EY. 45), and

the mainindicator z (z,, see eq. 28)
the memory Alynaifag, (See eq. 40)
the channeltolerancetol.j,,y,¢) (see eq. 43)
the channel memory t4,,q,(see eq. 42).

An importantadditional parameteris the scaling constantcin
eq. 56.

The full sample (the full time period with available raw
data)is preferably divided into alternative pieces of a length
of-about15-months;-in-sample, out-of-sample, in-sample,
out-of-sample, .... Only the in-sample periods are used for
performance measurement during the whole optimization
phase.

After the in-sample optimization, the algorithm and its
parameters are frozen. The out-of-sample test then measures
the performanceofthe model in the out-of-sample periods —
those that have not been tested yet.

If some FXrates(or otherfinancial instruments) have been
left out in the in-sample optimization, their test in the full
sample can also be considered as a valid out-of-sampletest.

It is to be expected that the model performanceis not as
good oul-of-sample as in-sample. The out-of-sample perfor-
mance is a much better (though not perfect) measure ofthe
true performance in the future than the in-sample perfor-
mance.

While the subject invention has been particularly shown
and described with referenceto preferred embodimentsofthe
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system and methods thereof, it will also be understood by
those ofordinary skill in the art that various changes, varia-
tions, and modifications in form, details, and implementation
may be made therein without departing fromthe spirit and
scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims. For
example, although the description ofpreferred embodiments
has focused on a currency trading system,it will be apparent
to those skilled in the art that the subject invention is also
applicable to securities markets, options markets, and other
markets, Also, because U.S, Provisional Application No.
60/274,174, filed Mar. 8, 2001, has been incorporated herein
in ils entirely by reference, the trading models disclosed
therein, in particular in Chapter 11 (pages 286-338), are part
of this disclosure, and are intended to be encompassed by the
appended claims.
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TABLE2-continued

FX rate Sample x X,eft D P/L

USD/ITL in sample 11.2% 5.8% 13.3% 0,46
out of sample 20.2% 14.9% 64% 0,47
ex ante 18.8% 13.5% 2.9% 0,56

Average in sample 16.9% 11.7% 93% 0,54
out of sample 18.7%=12.5% 8.1%=0.51
ex ante 17.4%=12.7% 45% 0,59

In-sample period (1.3.86 to 1.3.89 for USD/DEM, USD/JPY, GBP/USD and
USD/CHF,and 1.12.86 to 12.3.89 for USD/NLG, USD/FRF and USD/ITL),
the out-of-sample period (1.3.89 to 1.10.91 and 1.12.89 to 1.10.91, respec-
tively) and the ex ante period (1.10.91 to 4.9.92).

 

 

 

TABLE 3

FX rate Model x X,et D PL

USD/DEM MA(20) R.8% 3.3% 14.3% 0.37
Preferred model 21.9% 14.1% 7.7% Al

USD/IPY MA(20) -0.7% -7.1% 39.9% 0.16
Preferred model 16.2% 12.1% 8.2% 0.66

GBP/USD MA(20) 8.7% 4.3% 9.3% 0.45
Preferred model 17.7% 11.4% 109% 0,43

USD/CHF MA(20) 79% 1.1% 18.9% 0,35
Preferred model 17.7% 10.7% 13.0% 0.62

USD/NLG MA(20) 10.5% 6.3% 12.8% 0.41
Preferred model 20.1% 14.2% 8.9% 0.57

USD/FRF MA(20) 8.8% 44% 12.7% 0.30
_Prefexredmodel—_ 22.1% 15.9%.__8.6%_.__.0.49.

USDATL MA(20) 6.6% 2.3% 144% 0,34
Preferred model 15.3% 10.3% 9.2% 01.46

Performance Comparisons with a 20 Day MA Model (betweenthepreferred
trading models and a more conventional 30-day moving-average model).
Thetest was conducted from 3.3.86 to 1.10.91 (major rates) and from
3.12.86 to 1.10.91 (minorrates). The same performanceindicators as in
Table 2 are displayed.

TABLE4

Preferred ‘Trading: Model

TABLE2SSF

FX tate Sample Xx Xeff ) PIL,

USD/DEM in sample 19.1% 135% 84% 0.48
out of sample 26.9% 19.0% 7.6% 0,41
ex ante 28.8% 22.2% 3.9% 0.69

USD/JPY in sample 15.1% 9.7% 7.5% 0.61
out of sample 13.4% 8.7% 8.2% 0.70
ex ante 0.2% -L.1% 4.2% 0.57

GBP/USD in sample 14.6% 89% 111% 0,43
outof sample 20.9% 149% 7.5% 0.46
ex ante 13.7% 118% 7.1% 0.38

GSD/GHF———in-sample——. 18.4%—14.4% __6.9%,.—.0.68
out of sample 12.5% 6.2% 120% 051
ex ante 22.7% 15.7% 3.2% 0.68

USD/FRF in sample 19.3% 13.0% 10.3% 0.48
out of sample 17.4% 124% 63% 0.48
ex ante 91% §=6.5% 5.7% 0.49

USD/NLG in sample 20.3% 16.6% 7.6% 0,63
out of sample 19.6% 111% 84% 0,53
ex ante 28.9% 20.4% 4.2% 0.74

Exchange
Tales

USD/GBP
USD/DEM
USD/JPY
USD/DEM
USD/CHF
USD/JPY
USD/GBP
USD/CHF
‘SSDUPY:
USD/DEM
USD/CIIF
USD/GBP
USD/FRF
USD/DEM
USD/IPY

Annualized Maximum Drawdown

Preferred Trading Model Portfolios 

Annualized Maximum Drawdown
reluril drawdown period return drawdow1l period

17.61% 11.07% 95 days
23.06% 8.36% 133 days 18.35% 5.24% 22 days
14.19% 8.24% 21 days
23.06% 8.36% 133 days
15.77% 12.00% 142 days 17.73% 5.41% 22 days
14.19% 8.24% 21 days
17.61% 11.07% 95 days
15.77% 12.00% 142 days 15.95% 6.26% 21 days
Lie: Hla 2 chiys:
23.06% 8.36% 133 days
15.77% 12.00% 142 days 18.95% 6.62% 149 days
17,61% 11.07% 95 days
18.51% 10.28% 129 days
23.06% 8.36% 133 days 18.28% 6.54% 129 days
14.19% 8.24% 21 days

Performance Results of a Portfolio of Trading Models(portfoliosofthree preferred trading models
with a stable, equal distribution of capital amongthe three models overa test period from Mar.3,
1986 (Dec. 1, 1986) to Mar. 2, 1992).

TABLE5SS

Selection Voting=§,, Xy Xe of Xy
Strategy Scheme Scheme S,,, USD-DEM USD-JPY GBP-USD Mean

Trend @(fxf]50], 2) 2 0.4 1.46 1.61 0,22 1.10
Following
Contrarian @(fxf75], 1) 0.3 2.66 6.93 516 491
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TABLE5-continued

Selection Voting =S;, Xey Xe Xy Xe
Strategy Scheme Scheme S,,, USD-DEM USD-JPY GBP-USD Mean

Hybrid—@(Fxf[50], 2) i 0,15 3.00 9,20 169 4.63
O(fxf[75], 1)

Mixed O(fxf[75], 3) 1 0.2 1.28 11.8) 0.20 4.43
Model 40 1.80 -3.61 -18.35  -6.72
Model50 -1,21 -0,34 -1033 -3,96

Results for the purely trend-following and purely contrarian models as well ns for the mixed
and hybrid models (constructed with one trend-following and one contrarian sub-mode|
acting synchronously at every hour) in the thirdin-sample hand(to which the sub-models
lave not been exposed). Indicated in the able are the set hhggh frequency panuneters (innecluid-
ing the selection scheme} in order to get the highest mean X,,,over the 3 mates studiedsofir,
Theindividual performancesfor cach rate that contribute to the mean are also included, (1t
should be voted thot the best results for the individual mates are of course different), For
comparison, the corresponding performance for other preferred models in the third
in-sample band (24.12.92 10 22.06.04) are also presented.

TABLE6
i

  

Rate/Hour 041 2 3 4 5 6 7 8&8 9 10 11 12

‘Trend-Following Horizonte weing OL ff?

13°14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
ue

USD-DEM 28 28 18 28 28 18 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 15 15 15 18 28 28 28 28 28 28
USD-JPY 17.17 18 18 18 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
GBP-USD 14 14 14 14 16 16 16 16 16 15 15 15 17

_-Variation-of.trend-following sub-modelhorizons(indays) overthe hours of the
exchangerates studied.

TABLE 7

Rate/Hour Oo 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

 

15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 16
14 14 14 14 14 14 14 16 16 16 16

sing the selectionscheme8(fx{]50)].2) for the

 

USD-DEM 4 5 4 4 4 3 7 3 3 3 3 3 7 6 777 7 «7 «3 «3 3 3
USD-JPY 4 3 3 6 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 5 66 6 6 4 6 3 3 3
GBP-USD 393477 7 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 7 14413 4 4 3 4 4 4 G 6

Variation of contrarian sub-modelhorizons(in days) over the hoursof the dayusing the selection scheme O(fx{[75],1) for the
exchangerates studied.

Whatis claimedis:

1. A methodoftrading assets on a market, comprising the
stepsof:

(a) receiving price data for an asset over one or more
computer networks;

(b) receiving current system position information;
(c) storing said received asset price data and said current

system. position information. ina _computer-readable
medium:

(d) calculating trade recommendation information from
each ofa plurality oftrading sub-models, wherein cach
sub-model is based on a different time of day, said cal-
culation based on said received asset price data:

(e) calculating a trade recommendation regarding said
asset based on said trade recommendationinformation
from each ofsaid trading sub-models.

2. Amethodasin claim 1, wherein 24 sub-modelsare used.
3. A method as in claim 1, further comprising the step of

evaluating the performanceofsaid sub-models using a risk-
sensitive performance measure.

4. A method as in claim 3, wherein said risk-sensitive
performance measureis used to optimize the performance of
the trading, models.

5, A method as in claim 3, whercin said risk-sensitive
performance measureis an effective return.

ati
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6. A method as in claim 1, wherein each sub-model com-
prises:

(a) a price collector component;
(b) a price filter component;

(c) a price database component;
(d) a gearing calculator component;
(e) a deal acceptor component; and
(fya book-keeper component.
7, A method as in claim 1, wherein the step of calculating

a trade recommendation regarding said asset based on said
trade recommendation information fromeachofsaid trading
sub-modelsis performed by summing weighted trade recom-
mendations of the sub-models.

8. A method as in claim 1, wherein the step of calculating
a trade recommendation regarding said asset based on said
trade recommendation information from eachofsaid trading

4S

gq sub-modelsis performed by summing weighted trade recom-
mendations ofN sub-models within the last T hours, where N

and T are positive integers.
9. A method as in claim 1, wherein the step of calculating

a trade recommendation regarding said asset based onsaid
65 trade recommendation information from eachofsaid trading

sub-models is based on a ratio obtained by summing
weighted trade recommendations ofN sub-models within the
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last T hours, where N andTare positive integers anddividing
that sum bythe total number of sub-models.

10. A method as in claim 1, wherein each sub-model is
basedonatriplet comprising price change and volatility data
calculated at regularintervals of a basic grid interval.

11, A method as in claim 10, wherein the volatility is
measured as a meanof absolute log price change.

48

12. A method as inclaim 11, wherein the mean is taken over
the last M consecutive observationsoflog price change over
the basic grid interval, where M is a positive integer.
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1610

 Trader opens Trading Station
display  Traderclicks “Buy/Sell” button
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Order windowis displayed  

  1625 
  Traderclicks

"Entry’ tab
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Trader decides whetherto place Market
Order or Entry Order 1630 
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CURRENCY TRADING SYSTEM, METHODS,
AND SOFTWARE

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

Thepresentapplicationis a continuation ofapplicationScr.
No. 09/858,610 filed May 16, 2001 now U.S. Pat. No.7,146,
336 whichclaimspriority to U.S. provisional application No.
60/274.174, filed Mar. 8, 2001, and incorporates the entire
contents thereof herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

‘Lhe presentinventionis related to currency trading; more
particularly, the inventionis related to trading currency over a
computernetwork.

BACKGROUND

In a traditional on-line currency market, a trade occurs
through three steps: (1) the trader specifies to a dealer the
currency pair and the amountthat he wouldto trade (but does
not specify whether he would like to buy orsell); (2) the
dealer specifies to the trader both a bid and an ask price and
gives the trader several seconds to respond (the dealer not
knowing whetherthe trader will buy,sell, or reject the offer);
and (3) the trader eitherrejects the offer or specifies whether
he is buying orselling(his response must occur within a time
frameof a few seconds).

But performing sucha three-way handshakeoverthe Inter-
net is somewhat impractical because of Internet delays: the
trader might not actually have a few seconds to respond
before the dealer withdrawsthe offer. Thus,there is a need for

a system and methodofon-line currency trading that is based
ona trading model that is superior to the three-way handshake
described above.

Anotherproblemis that many corporations have firewalls
that restrict access to the corporate nctwork,andthattypically
restrict access to the Internet (and to well-knownservices
such as email, the World Wide Web, etc.) from within the
corporation. This inhibits the ability of on-line trading sys-
tems to access information from andtransfer information to

users behind corporate firewalls.

SUMMARY

‘The presentinvention overcomes the above-described and
other disadvantagesofprevious currency trading systems and
methods. In one aspect, the present invention comprises a
system for trading currencies over a computer network. A
preferred embodiment comprises: (a) a server front-end:(b)
at least one database;(c) a transaction server; (d) arateserver;, 55
(c) a pricing engine; (f) an interest rate manager; (g) a trade
manager; (h) a valueat risk server; (i) a margin contro] man-
ager; (j) a trading system monitor; and (k) a hedging engine.
Eachof these components is described in detail belowin the
Detailed Descriptionsection,

In anotheraspect, the present invention comprises methods
for trading currency over a computer network. In one embodi-
ment, a preferred method comprises: (a) transmitting cur-
rency market information over a computer network to an end
user; (b) receiving 4 currencytrade order from the end user,
wherein the currency trade order comprises limits within
which the currencytrade will be acceptable to the end user;
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(c) calculating a market exchangerate for the currency trade
order; and (d) execuling the orderifhe market exchange rale
is within the specified limits.

In another embodiment, a preferred method comprises: (a)
transmitting currency market information over a computer
network to an end user: (b) receiving a currency trade order
from the end user, wherein the currencytrade order comprises
a threshold exchangerate; (c) calculating a market exchange
rale for the received currency (rade order; and (d) executing
the order (1) if the market exchangerate is or goes above the
threshold exchangerate and the orderis a sell order, and (2)if
the market exchangerate is or goes below the threshold
exchangerate andthe orderis a buy order.

Ina further embodiment,a preferred method comprises: (a)
receiving currency marketinformation over a computernet-
work from a trading system server; (b) transmitting a cur-
rency trade order to the trading system server, wherein the
currency trade order compriseslimits within which the cur-
rencytrade will be acceptable; and (c) if market exchange
rate is within the specified limits, receiving information from
the trading system server indicating that the currency trade
order was executed.

In another embodiment, a preferred method comprises: (a)
receiving currency market information over a compulernet-
work from a trading system server; (b) transmitting a cur-
rencytrade orderto the trading system server, wherein the
currencytrade order comprises a threshold exchangerate; and
(c) if (1) the applicable market exchangerate is or goes above
the threshold exchangerate and the orderisa sell order. or (2)
the applicable market exchangerate is or becomesbelow the
threshold exchangerate and the orderis a buy order, receiving
informationfrom the trading system serverindicating that the
currencytrade order was executed.

In anotheraspect,the present invention comprises software
for currency trading over a computer network.In one embodi-
ment, preferred software comprises: (a) software for receiv-
ing data over a computer network from a trading system
server; (b) software for displayinga first graphical uscrinter-
face display that: (i) displays continuously updated currency
exchangerates in real-time based on data received from the
trading systemserver; and(ii) displays action buttons, includ-
ing a buy/sell button; (c) software for displaying, in response
to auserclicking the buy/sell action button,a buy/sell window
display that: (i) comprises trade order parameter fields; and
(ii) accepts trade order data entered into the trade order
parameterfields by a user; and (d) software for transmitting
said trade order data to said trading system server over said
computer network.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 depicts parties involvedina preferred embodiment.
FIG. 2 depicts a graphical user interface ofa preferred

embodiment.

FIG. 3 depicts modules of a preferred trading system
server.

FIG. 4 depicts hardware components of a preferred
embodiment.

FIG. 5 depicts a graphical user interface of a preferred
embodiment.

FIG.6 depicts an account summarytable display.
FIG.7 depicts an open tradestable display.
FIG. 8 depicts an open positions table display.
FIG. 9 depicts an openorders table display.
FIG. 10 depicts a transactionstable display.
FIG. 11 depicts a currencyrates table display.
FIG. 12 depicts a currency exchange rate graphdisplay.
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FIG.13 depicts a buy/sell pop-up windowdisplay.
FIG. 14 depicts an acknowledgment window display.
FIG. 15 depicts anentry orderdisplay.
FIG.16 depicts steps of a method of a preferred embodi-

ment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

The Currency Trading System ofa preferred embodiment
(hereinafter “Trading System”) of the present invention
allows traders to trade currencies over a computer network,
Preferably. this computer network is the Intemet, and the
subsequent description herein is primarily in terms of the
Internet. However, those skilled in the art will recognize that
the following description also applies to other computernet-
works. Traders interface to the system using ordinary Web
browsers running feature-rich Java applets; they obtain real-
time data feeds of current exchange rates, they can analyze
past exchange rates using graphical tools, they can review
their current portfolio andpast trades, and they can place buy
andsell ordersin the real-time market, Businesses interface to

the system using an API. Innovative features that set the
Trading Systemapart fromthe competition are: (i) extremely
low spreadson the order of a few basis points,(ii) the ability
to trade very small amounts as lowas $1, and(iii) 24 hour a
day, 7 days a week availability. This system hasthe potential
to.revolutionize.the way. currency trading is done and to open
up currency trading to a new,large market segment ofinves-
tors and speculators for whomcurrencytrading is notfeasible
today. Moreover, it allows businesses to address their cur-
rency exchange requirements in the most cost-effective and
efficient way.

A descriptionofthe preferred server infrastructure used in
the Trading System follows. Wefirst give a brief introduction
of the system as a whole.

The Trading Systeminvolves three components (see FIG.
1): (1) traders thatare distributed around the world; (2) Trad-
ing Systemservers; and (3) “Partners”consisting ofthe finan-
cial institution(s} through which real currency exchange
trades are executed. and from which real-time data feeds are
obtained.

‘Traders communicate with ‘lrading System servers over a
secure, encrypted Internet connection to review their
accounts, to monitor currency exchange market conditions,or
to initiate currency exchange trades. The Trading System
servers are preferably connected to the partners’ back-office
systems, using direct, private lines.

A tradertrades with the Trading System similar to the way
she-currently-trades-with-a-broker,except-that-thetrading-is—so_on-marketdirectionThetrade order is executedusingthis
over the Web, occurs 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and
allowsvery small trades with very low spreads. Moreover, an
initial deposit, which may be as low as $20, can be charged to
acredit card to getstarted. Alternatively, the trader can trans-
fer initial funds directly to the Partner bank to be credited to
her Trading System account.

The enduserinterface to the Trading System is a Web page
that can be displayed on any standard Java-enabled browser.
The Web page (one version is shown in FIG. 2; a second.
preferred versionis shownin FIG. 5) depicts a summaryof
the trader’s current position, recent trading activities. profit/
loss performanceofthe portfolio, and a graphical display of
recent past performanceofthe currenciesthe trader has posi-
tions in, as well as real-time exchangerates.

As discussed above, in a traditional on-line currency mar-
ket a trade occurs through three steps: (1) a trader specifiesa
currency pair and an amounthe wouldlike to trade (and does
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not specify whether he would like to buy orsell); (2) a dealer
provides both abid and anaskprice to the trader and gives the
trader several seconds to respond (the dealer does not know
whetherthe trader will buy,sell, or reject the offer), and (3)
the trader either rejects the offer or accepts the offer and
specifies whetherhe is buying orselling, within the response
period set by the dealer.

Inthe Internet domain,this type ofthree-way handshakeis
problematic. The timing constraintsare difficult to implement
because of frequent delays in transmission overthe Internet.
To overcomethis problem, the present invention uses a “two-
way handshake,” in which: (1) a trader specifies in her trade
order; (a) a currency pair; (b) a desired amountto trade; (c)
whether she wisheslo buy orsell; and (optionally) (d) upper
and lowerlimits on an acceptable exchange mate; and (2) a
dealer(inthis case, a preferred Trading System) executes the
trade using the most current “market rates” (as calculated by
the system). However, the system only executes the orderif
the calculated marketrate lies above any specified lower limit
and below any specified upper limit. Note that this method
does not require the use of timing constraints, and thus avoids
the Internet-implementation disadvantage ofprevious meth-
ods,

Inthe present invention. trades can beinitiated by the trader
al the push ofa button. A trading request formpops up with
fields properlyinitialized so as to minimize the number of
keystrokes required. A trader may elect to execule a trade
right away, in which case the buyer of a currency will buy at
the current exchange rate market offer price. Conversely, a
trader can sell a currency at the current bid price. A range of
automatic trading optionsis available, including, setting bid/
offerprices with a certain duration and “all-or-nothing”rules.
Furthermore, the trader can limit her risks by placing stop-
loss orders that are executed automatically. Similarly, she can
lock in profits, by issuing take-profit orders.

All communication betweenthe trader’s browser and the

Trading System serveroccurs throughthe Internet, preferably
using the strongest available encryption(e.g., 128 bit keys).
Moreover. the trader must authenticate herself using private
passwords or certification keys obtained fromcertification
authorities. such as Verisign or Entrust.

A request for a market trade preferably proceeds as fol-
lows: the trader, at a push of a button, obtains a trade order
ticket in a popup window on the browser with key fields
pre-initialized (see FIG. 13). Whenthe trade orderis issued,
again by the pushof a button, a messageis sent to a Trading
Systemserver, where the marketpriceis calculated hased on
such factors as market data, size of the transaction, time of
day, the Trading System’s current exposure, and predictions

marketprice. (The trader can specify limits, so that the trade
occurs only if the price falls withinthese limits.) As such, the
Trading System operates as a market maker. A messageis
then sent back to the trader with specific trade details, which
is displayed in a popup window (see FIG.14) on the trader’s
browser together with a transaction id (for future reference).
Moreover, an open orders table (see FIG. 9) and current
portfolio summarytable (not shown)is updated to reflect the
change.

Alternatively, the trader can issue ina similar manner an
entryorder (see FIG, 15) that requests a trade be made when
the currency exchangerate reachesaspecified threshold. The
trader mayspecit'y how long the entryorder will be valid.

Referring to the attached figures, a preferred embodiment
comprises a methodof trading that in tum comprises the
following steps (see FIG. 16): At step 1605,a trader desiring
to trade opens a Trading Station display, and at step 1610
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clicks a “Buy/Sell” button 510 onthe Trading Stationdisplay
(see FIG.5). At step 1615 an order windowis displayed (see
FIG. 13). At step 1620 the trader decides whether to place a
market order or an entry order. If a market order, then the

6

The Trading Systemserver architecture is designedto be:
(1) modular, in order to: (a) simplify development(time-

to-market); (b) easily allow extensions and modifications;(c)
ensure correctness and robustness, and (d) keep it maintain-

trader proceedsto step 1635 and enters desired order param- 5 able;
eters (as shownin FIG.13). Ifan entry order, then the trader
proceeds to step 1625 andclicks an “Entry” tab 1320 (see
FIG. 13). At step 1630 entry orderfields are displayed (see
FIG. 15). Then the trader proceeds to step 1635 and enters
desired order parameters (as shownin FIG, 15).

Once order parameters are entered at step 1635 the trader
submits the order by clicking a “Submit” button 1310(see
FIG, 13) if the order is a market order, or clicking a “Submit”
button 1510 (see FIG, 15) ifthe orderis an entry order. At step
1645 data describing the orderis sent by the Trading Station
application to a ‘Trading System server, where the data is
stored. At step 1650 a current market price for the currency
the trader desires to purchase is calculated. At step 1655 the
trader’s order is executedif (a) the trader’s order is a market
order and the calculated marketprice is within the limits set
by the trader in the market order form at step 1635; or (b)
orderis an entry order andthe calculated market price meels
the threshold(s) specified in the Entry order form at step 1635.

At step 1660 the Trading System server sendstrade status
data to the trader’s Trading Station application. This data
includesan indication that the orderhas been executed,ifthat
is the case, and al any rate includesan indicationthat the order
has been received. At step 1665 the Trading Station applica-
tion displays an order acknowledgment window(see FIG. 14)
that displays order status information.

Over time, the Trading System will accumulate an imbal-
ance in its currency portfolio and, at times, it will need to
neutralize its risk exposure to adverse currencyfluctuations.
The Trading System Pricing Engine can influenceits expo-
sure by settingits price quotes accordingly. Moreover,it can
close outits positions periodically or take hedgingpositions
by executing largertrades throughits Partners. Preferably the
Trading System’s positions are managed basedon state-of-
the-art trading models. Preferred trading models are
described in U.S. patent application no. [METHODS FOR
TRADE DECISION MAKING,to Olsenet al.], filed May 14,
2001, the contents ofwhich are incorporated hereinby refer-
ence, as well as in U.S. provisional application No. 60/274,
174, filed Mar. 8, 2001.

The Trading System servers preferably operate 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. These serversinterface with the traders
over the Internet on the one hand andon the other hand with

the Partner’s back-office operations. Using standard, state-of-
the-art database technology,it maintains the accounts ofall

(2) efficient, in order to provide fast response times to
online users and minimize the computational and networking
resources required to support the service,

(3) sealable, in order to support (with suitable computingre ‘
infrastructure) a lange numberofonline users and high trans-
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action volumes; and

(4) fault resilient, so that any individual failure of a com-
puting node or network connectiondoes notinterrupt service,

The Trading Systemserver software preferably runs exclu-
sively on Unix platforms, and is composed of the following
modules, each with a distinct set of responsibilities (see FIG.
3):

(1) Database (DBMS)310. This is the heart ofthe server.It
keeps track of customer profile information, all customer
accounts and all transactions, and ensures that atomicity,
consistency, independence, and durability (“ACID”) proper-
ties are maintained. The databaseis the reference pointforall
information kept by the system.

Thedatabaseis preferably a standard commercially-avail-
able SQL database, configuredforfull replication for reliabil-
ity, availabilily, and improved performance. The preferred
embodiment is based on IBM’s DB-2 productline, but
Oracle, for example,could also easily be used.

(2) Server Front-end 315. The server front-end 315 is
responsible for all communication with the Web-based cli-
ents. It supports both persistent and non-persistent connec-
tions to the traders. The persistent connects are used primarily
for periodic (i.e., every few seconds) transmission of thelatest
currency rates so that the traders can update the currency
graphs andtablesin real-time. Usingpersistent connections
significantly reduces protocol processing overhead and
reduces network bandwidth requirements. Non-persistent.
connections are used for all transaction-oriented requests,
such as orders, transaction history requests, logins, etc. All
transaction-oriented communication between the trader
browsers and the Server Front-end occurs fully encrypted,
while rate informationis transmitted in unencrypted form for
efficiency reasons.

Traders preferably communicate with the server using a
request-responsetypeofprotocol. The Server Front-end 315
interprets each requestit receives and, for each, takes appro-
priate action. For login requests, it sets up appropriate data
structures so that all future requests can be serviced in the

traders-and-executes-tradesissuedbythetraders.TheTrading50_muostefficient way.It alsosets up encryption keys for secure
System thusplaysthe role of a market maker in thatit inter-
nally aggregatesall trades and only occasionally balancesits
internal positions by trading larger sumsthroughthe Partner.
Theselarger trades are issued to the Partner in an automated
way. The Trading Systemalso takes hedging positionssous to
minimize risks on the unbalanced portions of the traders’
account aggregates.
Partner’s Role

The Partner maintainsall actual funds.It is the source and

targetofall fundtransfers to and from customers: it maintains
the aggregate accounts: andit executesall tradesissued auto-
maticallyby the Trading System servers. Froma legalpoint of
view, all funds must be maintained in money market instru-
ments. Hence, the Partner will maintain a Long and a Short
money market fund for each currency supported.
Overview of Currency Trading System Server Internal
Design

$5

60

65

communication, and logsthe start of a new session with the
Transaction Server. Forrate requests,it returns the requested
rates it obtains from therate server. For orders, it executes the
orders by issuing appropriate requests to the transaction
server after checking the margin requirements, the availabil-
ity of funds, and using rates as determined by the pricing
engine. For stop-loss/take-profit and fixed-price orders (that
mayget executedin the future), the Trade Manager365is also
informed. For each trade that gets executed, the Hedging
Fingine 340 and Margin Control 350 modules are informed,
so that they always have an up-to-date snapshot ofthe state.
For transaction history, the appropriate information is
returned to the client after obtainingit from the Transaction
Server 355.

The Server Front-end 315 also encapsulates a standard
Webserver(a la Apache), that services other trader requests
that entail formatted text; this includes all of the Help pages,
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large transaction history requests, and server monitoring
information. The Server Front-end 315 also acts as a Firewall.

Internally, the Server Front-end 315 is structured as a set of
threads that service one request after another. The threads
allow concurrent request servicing so that many requests can
be serviced in parallel.

(3) Rate Server/Pricing Engine 325. The Rate Server
obtains currency exchangerate information from a variety of
external rate sources andstoresit locally. The Pricing Bngine
computes the currency exchangerates that the traders see and
that are used for trading. These are computed fromthe cur-
rency exchangerates obtained from the external rate sources,
the directional movement and volatility of the market, the
current Trading System exposure and a number ofother
parameters. The computed rates are madeavailable to the
other modules of the system, andare also stored on persistent
media. Various methods of caleulating such rates are known
to thoseskilled in the art. A preferred method is described in
US. patent application Ser. No. 09/764,366 filed Jan. 18, 2
2001, to Milleretal.

Traders can request historical rate data so that they can
graphicallydisplay the movements ofanypair ofcurrencies.
The Rate Server serves such requests and preferably has
several years of currency exchangerates available for this »
purpose.

lor fast response time, the Rate Server caches in memory
all of the frequently and recently requested rates so as to
minimize the numberofdisk accessesrequired.

(4) VAR(Value at Risk) server 320. This server obtains and
serves Value at Risk information. Various methods of calcu-
lating VAR are knowninthe art. A preferred methodis dis-
closed in U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/200,
742, filed May 1, 2000, to Miller.

(5) Transaction Server 355. This server encapsulatesall
transaction functionality and communicates the transactions
to the Database 310 server (which runs on a separate host)
after validating the transactions. The Transaction Server 355
also updates all other modules that need to be informed of
new transactions. l'inally, the Transaction Server 355 informs
the currently online traders when a transaction (that may have
beenissued bya stop-loss, take-profit, or lumit order daemon
or by the Margin Control Manager) takesplace.

(6) Interest Rate Manager 360. The Interest Rate Manager
360 periadically (for example, every few minutes, every few
seconds, or tick-by-tick) goes through all trader accounts to
compute the interest rate due or owed based on the instru-
ments currently in the portfolio, each resulting in a transac-
tion of the trader account. The portfolio information is
obtainedthrough the Transaction Server 355. The interest
rates used are obtained from external sources, and the history
of interest rates are stored on persistent storage. Because
real-time(or near real-time) informationis used, the Interest
Rate Manageris capable of calculating, paying out, and col-
lecting interest by the second. Interest calculation formulas
are known to those skilled in the art, and any appropriate
formula can be used in the Interest Rate Manager without
departing from the scopeofthe invention. An exampleis the
formula

roavmt

A=Pl +—]

where P is the principal, r is the annual interestrate, t is the
time (in years) over whichinterest is earned. m is the number
of timesper year that interest is compounded,and A is the
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amount owed (principal plus interest). The interest eamed
during time t is A-P. Thus, for example,ifthe annual inlerest
rate is 3%, and the interest is compounded daily, then the
interest I, earned over eachtime period T,=1,-t,_,, where
each t, is a clock-time (i.¢., a particular day-hour-minute-
second-fraction-of-a-second)to the nearest second(thusT,is
in seconds), is calculated accordingto the formula I,=A,-P,,
whereP,is the principal (the amount earninginterest,not the
“original”principal) at time t,_,, and

 
Since there are 31,536,000 secondsperyear,

q,
31,536,000

is the timeinyears over whichtheinterestis being calculated,
Similar formulas can be used when|, is givento the nearest
tenth, hundredth, or other fraction of a second.If interest is
compounded continuously,those skilled in the art will recog-
nize howto apply the well-known formula A=Pe” appropri-
alely. Thus, (o calculate inlerest on a tick-by-tick basis, the
above formulas can be used, with T, representing time
betweenticks.

(7) Trade Manager 365. The Trade Manager365 continu-
ously checks whethera trade should be executed on behalfof
a trader, and if so executes the trade by interacting with the
transaction server, The Trade Manager 365 consists of mul-
tiple subcomponents: (a) a stap-loss dacmon continuously
checks to see whether stop-loss orders should be executed
and.if so, executes them through the Transaction Server 355,
(b) a take-profit daemon continuously checks to see whether
take-profit orders should be executed and, ifso, executes them
through the Transaction Server 355: and (c) a limit-order
daemon continuously checks to see whether a limit order
should be executed and,if so, executesit through the Trans-
action Server 355.

The daemons continuously monitor the current rates to
determine whether action is required. Moreover, cach ofthe
daemonscaches in memory all of the orders that it may need
to execute. ‘hey keep the orders suitably sorted so that they
can take fast action when necessary; for example, the stop-

sn_loss daemonsorts the orders in descending orderof stop-loss
price, the take-profit in ascending order of take-profit price.

(8) Margin Control Manager 350. This module continu-
ously monitors the margin requirements of all trader
accounts. When necessary, the Margin Control Manager 350
will liquidate some(orall) of a trader’s holdings. It cachesin
memory all of the information necessary for this computa-
tion, sorted in decreasing orderofrisk,so that it can take swift
action when necessary. Holdingsare liquidated through the
Transaction Server 355, when necessary.

(9) Trading System Monitor 330. This module continu-
ously monitors the current state of the Trading System.
Amongothers, state parameters include: (a) current Trading
System currency positions; (b) current marginsituation;(¢) a
summary ofstop-loss, take-profit, and limit ordersthat exist;

5 (d) the numberof currently online users; (e) the number, size
and type of trades executed per second; and (f) a summary of
the accountpositions held by the users.
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This information is made available (a) to the Pricing
Engine 325 (whereit is-used to set the currency exchange
rates madeavailableto the traders), (b) to the Hedging Engine
340 so that it can determine whento issue trades with the
Partner Bankend Bank,and (c) to systemoperators and Trad-
ing Systemfinancial engineers in real time via a feature-rich
Webinterface. Moreover,this information is logged on per-
sistent storage forlater, off-line analysis.

(10) Hedging Engine 340. This module continuously
monitors current Trading System currency positions, the
positions held in the trader accounts, recenttrading activity,
and the market direction and volatility to determine whento
issuea trade with the backend Partner Bank. Various methods

ofperforming suchcalculations are knownto thoseskilled in
the art. The Hedging Engine 340 preferablyuses the hedging
tool described in U.S.patent application Ser. No. 09/764,366,
filed Jan. 18, 2001, to Miilleret al., the contents ofwhich are
incorporated herein byreference.

(11) Partner Bank Interface 335. This module communi-
cates directly with the backend Partner Bank to issue trades
and obtain account information.

(12) Computer Systems Monitor 345. This module con-
tinuously monitors the operation andstate of the computer
systems on which the Trading System is running. Besides
error conditions, such metrics as memory, processor, disk,
and networkutilization; paging activity; the number ofpack-
ets sent over the various networks; (he number of transac-
tions; and the numberofprocesses andthreads are of interest.
This information is madeavailable to systemoperatorsinreal
time via a feature-rich Web interface and local consoles. In
addition,it is stored on persistent storage forlater, off-line
analysis.

The Server modules described aboveare structured so that

they can nin independently as separate processes that can be
independently mapped onto an arbitrary computer within a
cluster. Morcover, cach of the modules can runin replicated
form, providing both fault tolerance and increased through-
put.
Preferred Physical Organization of the Trading System
Server

A Trading System Server ofa preferred embodiment runs
on a hardware base consisting of a cluster of hosts and disk
farms connected by networks. All of the hardware compo-
nents are preferably replicated for fault tolerance, as depicted
in FIG. 4.

Thecluster is connected to multiple ISPs so that if onc ISP
goes down,traderscanstil] communicate with the server. The
ISPs are connectedto the Server througha pair ofrouters 410
that monitor eachother; if one of them goes down, then the
other-will automatically take over,

For security reasons, the Database 310 is on a separate
back-end network;this way,it is not connected directly to the
Internet and can only be accessed by the Transaction Server
355. The Database 310 is setup ina dual configuration,so that
the system can continue operating with a single database
failure. All disks are mirrored, again, so that any single disk
failure will not result in a loss of data.

All ofthe otherserver processes run ona cluster ofservers
420, connectedto the Internet routers 410 on the oneside, and
connected to the backend database 430 on the other side, A

virtually unlimited number of servers can be used in the
cluster, allowing the system to scale up to support a large
numberofusers. The servers canbe partitioned by function-
ality, allowing specialized servers to be used, optimized for
the particular functionality. For example, the Rate Servers
325 need minimal CPU power, and only a limited amountof
memory. They also can bereplicated easily withoutthe intro-
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duction ofany complexity or overhead. Hence, smaller, less
costly hardware canbe used for this purpose.

Afterlogin, traders typically communicate with a particu-
lar server in “sessions” for performancereasons. Using ses-
sions improvescachelocality, resulting in far fewer database
accesses, andit allowsthe cost ofcreating session encryption
keys to be amortized over many communication actions. For
load balancing purposes, the trader software is directed to
henceforth communicate with the least loaded server at the

time whenthe trader first logs in. In case of severe load
imbalances, individual traders are redirected to new, less
loaded servers.If any of the servers crashes, then the client
software that was communicating withthe crashed serverwill
detectthe failure and automatically (transparently to the user)
go through a new login procedure.
User Interface Description
Overview

Thefollowing is a description ofa preferred user interface
ofa preferred Trading System. The main userinterface dis-
playis called a “Trading Station,”andit is used for all inter-
actions with the trading systembya trader, suchas analyzing
changes in currency exchange rates, reviewing the trader’s
current currencypositions, reviewing the trader’s past trans-
actions, or issuing buyand sell requests. The key features of
the Trading Stationare that: (1) it nuns on any of the popular
Web browsers connected to the Internet; (2) it displays con-
tinuously updated currency exchangeralesin real-time:(3) il
displaysall pertinent information in one window;and (4) all
interaction with the server occurs overfully-encrypted Inter-
net connections.

System Requirements
The UserInterface is preferably implemented in Java so as

to run on any browser with JDK 1.2 support, whichincludes
all Netscape Navigators versions 4.2 and up as well as
Microsoft’s Internet Explorer versions 5.0 and up. The Trad-
ing Station is preferably supported for Windows95, Windows
98, Windows 2000, Windows NT, [inux, Sun Solaris, and
other Unix-based operating systems.

Ifoperated from behinda firewall, then the Trading Station
may operate properly only if the firewall allows HTTP
requests to Port 90. Many corporations have firewalls that
restrict access to the corporate network to well-knownser-
vices such as email. ‘lypically this restriction is accomplished
by restricting the ports that may be used. For example, Port 80
is typically used for http (Web-based)traffic. Somefirewalls
inspecttraffic going through Port 80 to ensure that the port is
being used onlyfor Web-basedtraffic. This ts problematic for
trading systems that do not use http messages—it causes
users behind corporatefirewalls to be inaccessible. However,
a.preferred embodiment ofthe present invention overcomes
this obstacle by prefacing Trading System messages with
standard http headers to make them appearto be http requests
and responses, even though they are not.
Log in Procedure

In orderto log in, a trader must be a registered user. Reg-
istering is preferably free and can be accomplished byclick-
ing ona “newusers”link on a login page.I.ogging in requires
a user to provide a user-ID and password.Ifa trader forgets
her password, she can click on the “forgot your password”
link andfill in the information requested; her password will be
then be emailed to her.

If user-ID and password are entered correctly, 9 small
window appearsindicating that the Trading Station is being
loaded. After a short time, a larger windowappears with the
Trading Station Graphical User Interface shownin FIG.5.
Oncethe Trading Station is properly loaded, the contents of
the small window is changed to include a numberof useful
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links. It is important that this small window not be closed
while the Trading Stationis to remainin operation, although
it may be minimized so as notto be in the trader’s way.(This
small window is necessary due to the limitations of typical
Java implementations on most browsersthat would otherwise
not allow a trader to continue browsing the Web while the
UserInterface is active.)
Main WindowofTrading Station

‘The Trading Stationuserinterlace is shown in FIG. $. Itcan
be resized to 4 convenientsize, by using the standard resizing
mechanisms supported bythe trader's operating system’s
windowing system.

The TradingStationis preferably partitioned into a number
ofcomponents that each serve a different purpose:

(A) Actionbuttons: a vertical panel located on theleft hand
side ofthe Trading Station contains aset ofaction buttonsthat
allow a user to perform the most commonoperations.

(B) Menus: a setofpull-down menus acrossthe top allows
a userto invoke additional operations.

(C) Account summary:an area in the middle ofthe ‘Trading
Station tha( gives a summary of the user’s account.

(D) Table: an area located across the top of the Trading
Station that is used to display various information in tabular
format. The information displayed depends on the most
recently clicked Action Button. It might display currently
held instruments, current openposilions,or a hislory ofrecent
transactions,

(E) Currencyrates: anarea at the bottomleft that displays
various currencyrates. Theserates are continuously updated
in real time.

(F) Graph:located at the bottom-right comer, graphsdis-
play currency rates overtime. The graphsare also updated in
real-time as new rates become available.

Subsequentsections describe each of these componentsin
detail.
Action Buttons

The Trading Station preferably has the following action
buttons in a panel onthe left side. Clicking the appropriate
button will-invoke the described operation:

Buy/Sell: Pops up a Buy/Sell window, from whicha trader
cun issue trade requests. (See the description of the buy/sell
window (FIG. 13) for more information.)

Positions: Displays the currently openpositions ina table.
(See the description of the OpenPositions Table (FIG.8) for
the contentsofthe table.)

Trades: Displays the currently opentradesin a table. (See
the description of the Open ‘Irades ‘lable (FIG. 7) for the
contents ofthe table.)
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Connection Menu:(1) Disconnect: disconnects the Trad-
ing Station from the Trading System server. The Trading
Station will remain open, but currencyrates will no longer be
updated, andtransactions will not be possible. (2) Connect:
connect the Trading Stationto the server, so the trader is back
on line. (3) Quit: quit and exit this application.

Account Menu: (1) Transaction history: pop up a new
browser windowto display anextensivelist ofall transactions
that occurred on a trader's account. See the Transaction His-

tory section(relating to FIG. 10) for a description of whatis
displayed. (2) Clear account balance and P/L: for those who
have incurred large losses on their account, this operation
allows a traderto start over again with a cleared P/L and new
fundsin the account. This featureis primarily useful when an
accounton theTrading Systemis usedas a game—i.e., no real
moneychanges hands. (3) .Add funds to account: lor a game
account, add fundsto the account; for a real-money account,
transfer money into the account fromthe trader’s credit card
or obtain instructions on howto wire transfer moneyinto the
trader’s account. (4) Buy/Sell: issue a trade or market order
(see FIG, 13). (5) Open positions: display the open positions
in alable (see FIG. 8). (6) Opentrades: display all open trades
ina table (see FIG.7). (7) Openorders: display all open orders
in a table (sec FIG.9). (8) Recenttransactionhistory: display
the most recent transactions in a table (see FIG. 10).

Commands Menu: (1) Change passwords. (2) Graph:
specify the currency pair to be displayed in the graph.

Information Menu:(1) Interest rates: display interest rate
information in a separate browser window. (2) Market News:
display up-to-date currency market news in a separate
browser window.(3) Analysis tools: use an analysis tool in a
separate window. (4) Forum:participate in various forums
related to currency trading. (5) Rankings: see a list ofthe most
successful currencytraders using the Trading System.

Help Menu:(1) Documentation: links to descriptive docu-
ments. (2) About: display software version number and cred-
its. (3) Debug: display debugging informationin a new win-
dow.

Account Summary
The account summary display (see FIG.6 for an example)

is a small table that provides a summaryof the tradcr’s
account slatus.Il preferably shows: (1)Account Balance: the
amountofthe trader's cash holding in the trader’s account.
(2) Realized P/L: the amountofprofit or loss the trader has
incurred with the trader’s trading activityto date. (3) Unreal-
ized P/L: the amountofprofit or loss that the trader holds with
the trader’s current open positions. If the traderclearsall of
his openpositions, then this amount would be addedto the
Realized P/L amount. (4) Margin Used: the amountof the

Orders:-Displays-the-open-orders_(that-may_be-executed_so_trader’saccountbalanceandunrealizedP/Ltied_upfor mar-
some timein the future) in a table. (See the description of the
Open Orders Table (FIG. 9) for the contents ofthe table.)

History: Displays a recent history ofthe trader’s transac-
tions in the table. (See the description of the History Table
(FIG. 10) for contents of the table.)

Analysis: Pops up a newbrowser windowwithaccessto a
numberof analysis tools that might help in making trading
decisions.

News: Pops up a new browser window with the latest
currency news.

Forums: Pops up a new browser window with access to a
number of forums (sometimes known as newsgroups) that
allow a traderto participate in discussions with other traders
and currency trading experts.
Pull-Down Menus

Thereare preferably 5 pull-down menus(not shown), each
offering different operations or services:
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gin purposes.(5) Margin Available: the amountofthe trader’s
account balance and unrealized P/T, available as margin for
new trading transactions.

This information is preferably continuously updated in
real-time to take current market conditions into account.

Moreover, the information is always shown in the trader’s
homecurrency.
Tables

Thetable area ofthe Trading Station showsdifferentinfor-
mation depending onthe last Action Button selected. If can
include: (1) opentrades; (2) open positions; (3) open orders,
and (4) transaction history. The default is open positions.

Howtheinformationin the table is displayed can be con-
trolled in two ways: (1) Scroll bars are used to scroll the table
up or down,allowinga traderto see informationthatis hidden
from view. (2) Sorting can be achieved by clicking on a
column header, whichcausesthe table ta be sorted so that the
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columnis in increasing or decreasing order. Clicking once
sorts the column inincreasing order,clicking again sorts il in
decreasing order.

Forall tables except Transactionhistory, clicking on a row
ofthe table will cause a pop-up window to appear,offering
further actions for that open trade, position, or order.
OpenTradesTable

The open trades table (see FIG. 7) showsalist of the
trader's currently open trades. The table preferably has 9
columns, described fromleft to right (notall are depicted in
FIG. 7): (1) Short/Long: Indicates whether the position is
short or long.

(2) Ticket Number: a numberthat uniquelyidentifies an
opentrade. A trader can use this numberas a reference for
inquiries to the Trading System orits operators, or to search
for particular entries in the transaction history table.

(3) Currencypair: the pair of currencies involvedinthis
trade. Thefirst currency ofthe pairis referred to as the base
currency, while the second one is referred to as the quote
currency.

(4) Units: the number of transacted units for this trade,
expressed in the base currency.

(5) S/L:the trader's stop-lossfor this trade. This trade will
be closed automatically as soonas the currency exchangerate
for this currency pair crosses the S/L value. A stop-loss limit
is used to limit the loss a trader mayincur with this trade.

(6) TIP: the trader’stake-profit for this trade, This trade will
be closed automatically as soonas the currency exchangerate
for this currency pair crosses the T/P value. A take-profitlimit
is used to realize the trader’s profit as soon as it reaches the
T/P value.

(7) Rate: the exchange rate obtained whenthe trade got
executed.

(8) Market: the current exchangerate for this currency pair. 35
(9) Profit: the unrealized profit (when positive) or loss

(when negative) expressed in base currency and on a per unit
basis.

Clicking on the scroll buttons will cause the table to scroll
up or down.Clicking on a column headerwill sort the table so
that the contents of the columnarc displayed in inercasing or
decreasing order. Clicking on a row with an opentrade will
cause a pop-up windowto appearoffering twooperations: (1)
Close trade. (2) Modify trade. This is used to modifythe S/L
or the T/P limits.

OpenPositions Table
The OpenPositions Table (see FIG.8) displaysa list of the

trader's openpositions. It is similar to the Open ‘Trades table,
exceptthat all trades of the samecurrency pairare aggregated
into-one tine:

Thetable preferably has 6 columns, described fromleft to
right (notall are shownin FIG.8):

(1) Short/Long: Indicates whether the position is short or
long.

(2) Currencypair: the pair ofcurrencies the position refers
to. Thefirst currency of the pair is referred to as the base
currency, while the second oneis referred to as the quote
currency.

(3) Units: the number of units held in this position,
expressedin the base currency.

(4) Rate: the average exchangerate obtainedforthe trades
in this position.

(5) Market: the current exchange-rate for this currency
pair.

(6) Profit: the unrealized profit (when positive) or loss
(whennegative) expressed in base currency and ona per unit
basis.
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Clicking onthe scroll buttons will causethe table to scroll
up or down.Clicking on a columnheaderwill sort the table so
that the contents of the column displayed in increasing or
decreasing order. Clicking on a row withan openposition will
catise a pop-up windowto appearoffering the optionto close
the position.
OpenOrders Table

The Open Orders Table (see FIG. 9) shows a list of the
trader’s currently open orders. An open orderis a requestthat
a particular trade should be made automatically when the
exchangerate ofthe specified currencypair crosses a speci-
fied threshold.

Thetable preferably has 9 columns,described fromleft to
right (notall are shown in FIG.9).

(1) Short/Long: indicates whether the position is short or
long.

(2) Order ID: a numberthat uniquely identifies the order. A
trader can use this number as a referencefor inquiries to the
Trading System.

(3) Currency pair: the pair of currenciesto betraded.
(4) Units: the numberofunits to be traded, expressed in the

base currency.
(5) S/L: the stop-loss for this trade. This trade, once

executed, will be closed automatically as soon as the currency
exchangerate for this currency pair crosses the S/L value. A
stop-loss limitis usedto limit the loss a trader may incur with
this trade.

(6) T/P: the trader’s take-profit for this trade. This trade,
once executed, will be closed automatically as soon as the
currency exchangeratefor this currency pair crosses the T/P
value. A take-profit limit is usedto realize the trader’s profit as
soonasit reaches the T/P value.

(7) Rate:specifies that the trade should be executed as soon
as the exchange rate for the specified currency pair crosses
this value.

(8) Market: the current exchangeratefor this currencypair.
(9) Duration: specifies the amountoftime an order should

stand, until it is automatically canceled.
Clicking onthe scroll buttons will cause the table to scroll

up or down. Clicking on a columnheaderwill sort the table so
that the contents of the column arc displayed in increasing or
decreasing order. Clicking on a row with an order will cause
a pop-up windowto appear offering two operations: (1) Can-
cel order. (2) Modify order. This is used to modify the
exchangerate threshold at whichthetradeis to be executed,
or the S/L or T/P limits.
Transactions Table

‘The Transactions(or ‘T'ransaction History) ‘lable (see FIG.
10) showsa list ofthe most recent transactions on the account.
For access to.2 full list ofpast transactions, a user selects the
Information pull-down menu andthen selects Transaction
History.

The Transaction History Table preferably has 6 columns,
described fromleft to right:

(1) Transaction ID: uniquelyidentifies the transaction.
(2) Type:identifies the type of transaction.
(3) Currencypair the pairofcurrencies associated with the

transaction.

(4) Units: the numberofunits to traded in the transaction,
expressed in the base currency.

(5) Price: the currency exchangerate applied whenbuying
or selling a currencypair.

(6) Date/Time:the date and timeofthe transaction.
Clicking onthe scroll buttons. will causethetableto scroll

up or down. Clicking on a column headerwill sort the table so
that the contents of the column are displayed in increasing or
decreasing order.
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Currency Rates
The Currency Rates Table (see FIG. 11) showsthe current

exchangerate for the currency pairs supported bythe Trading
System. They are preferably updated in real time, approxi-
mately every 5 seconds. Whenthere is a significant exchange
rate movementfor a currency pair, up/down indicators show
the direction of the rate change in order to alert a trader,
should a trader not currently have the currency pair displayed
in the graph.

Clicking. on the scroll buttons will cause the table to scroll
up or down. Clicking on a currency pair’s ask price will pop
up a buy windowfor that currency pair. Clicking on a cur-
rency pair's bid price will pop up a sell window for that
currencypair.
Graphs

Graphs(see FIG. 12) show how currency exchangerates
change over a period of time, ranging from minutes to
months. All graphs are updatedin real-time, as newcurrency
rates arrive.

Atanygiventime,the difference betweenthe lowerbound-
ary and the upper boundary of the curve represents the dil-
ference betweenthe bid andthe askprice, and the difference
may vary over time depending on market conditions. Thus,
the top part ofthe curve indicatesthe askprice,and the bottom
ofthe curveindicates the bid price.

Asamouse cursor 1220 is moved over the graph, a sub-area
1230 in the graph showsprecise exchangerate information
for the target currency pair correspondingto the time instance
represented by the position of the mouse cursor.

The graph mayalsodisplay Buy or Sell widgets that indi-
cate at which pointin timea trader boughtor sold a currency
pair. Downward pointing red arrows indicate a sold currency
pair (wherea traderis hoping the rates will go downafter that
point), and upward pointing green arrows indicate a bought
currency pair (where a trader is hoping the rates will go up
after that point).

A trader can adjust what is shownin the graph: (1) The
currencypair displayedis sclected usingthe pull-down menu
1240 at the bottomleft. (2) The granularity of the graphis
selected using the pull-down menu1250at the bottomright of
the graph. Selecting « fine granularity, such as 5 seconds
(where each point on the horizontal axis represents 5 seconds
oftime),will displaya relatively short time interval (less than
an hour, in this case). Selecting a larger granularity, such as
one day, will display longer-term trends (9 months of
exchangerate informationin this case).

Scroll buttons 1260 at the top right of the grapharea allow
a traderto shift the time interval shownto the left or to the
right-(backward.or forward intime). Clicking onthe graphs’
with the mousewill hide the Buy/Sell widgets. Clicking again
will cause themto reappear.
Buy/Sell Window

A Buy/Sell pop-up window (see FIG. 13) allowsa trader to
issue buy or sell orders. The windowcan be caused to pop up
vither by: (1) clicking on the Buy/Sell actionbutton(sce FIG.
5); (2) clicking onthe bid or ask price in the Currency Rates
Table (see FIG. 11); or (3) clicking on an existing trade,
position, or order in the Table area ofthe Trading Station
display (see FIG.5).

Twotypes of orders are supported: (1) Market Orders are
orders that are transacted immediately based on market
exchangerates. (2) Entry Ordersare ordersthat are executed
whenthe exchangerate crosses a certain threshold.

Thetype ofordercanbe selected byclicking on the appro-
priate tab in the Buy/Sell Window (see FIG. 13). Market order
comes upas the default order.
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Issuing a Market Order. To issue a market order with the
Buy/Sell Windowand the Market Tab selected, a number of
fields must be filled out (although most of the fields are
pre-initialized with reasonable values):

(1) ACTION:choose between buy andsell.
(2) CURRENCY:choose the currency pair the trader

wishesto buy orsell. By default,this field will be initialized
as follows: (A)If the Buy/Sell button wasused to obtain the
window,the currency pair currently shownin the graph.(B) If
the bid or ask price was clicked to obtain the window, the
curreticypair for whichtheprice was clicked. (C) Ifa trade or
position was clicked in the Table area, the currency pair
correspondingto the trade or position. The pull-down menu
can be used to select another currencypair.

(3) UNITS: the number ofunits of the currency pair the
trader wishesto buyorsell, with units expressed in terms of
the base currency.

(4) Lower Limit: the order will result in a trade onlyif'a
price is obtained that doesnotlie below this limit. By default,
no limit is selected, but one can be set by checking the check
box. If the check box is checked, thenthe field is automati-
cally initialized with a reasonable value; however the value
can be changed either by modifying the numberdirectly or by
using the +/- buttons to increase or decrease the value,

5 respectively.
(5) UpperLimit: the order will result in a trade only if a

price is oblainedthat doesnotlie abovethis limit, By default,
nolimit is selected, but one can be set by checking the check
box. If the check box is checked, thenthe field is automati-
cally initialized with a reasonable value; however, the value
can be changedeither by modifying the numberdirectly or by
using the +/— buttons to increase or decrease the value,
respectively.

(6) Stop Loss: if the order results in a trade, then the
5 slop-loss value given will be associated with the trade. By

default, no stop-loss limit is selected, but one can be set by
checking the check box.If the check box is checked, then the
field is automatically initialized with a reasonable value,
however, the value can be changed either by modifying the
numberdirectly or by using the +/— buttons to increase or
decrease the value, respectively.

(7) Take Profit: if the order results in a trade, then the
stop-loss value given will be associated with the trade. By
default, no take profit limit is selected, but one can beset by
checking the check box.If the check box is checked, then the
ficld is automatically initialized with a reasonable value;
however, the value can be changed either by modifying the
numberdirectly or by using the +/— buttons to increase or
decrease the value, respectively.

The RATEfield is set by the Trading Station and corre-
sponds to the most recent exchange rate for the selected
currencypair.

To issue the order, a Submit button 1310 mustbe selected.
Ifthe orderis successful, anda trade occurs, then an acknowl-
edgment window(see FIG. 14) pops up witha Ticket number
that can be used for future reference. Moreover, the Open
Trades Table (see FIG. 7) will be updatedto reflect the new
trade, as will the Open positions-ions Table (see FIG. 8) and
the Transaction History Table (see FIG. 10).

Several issues are important to note:
(1) If an order is successful and a trade occurs, then the

exchangerate obtainedfor the trade will correspond to the
most current exchange rate maintainedat the Trading System
servers and not necessarily the rate displayed in the Buy/Sell
window.

(2) Anorder without Lower and Upper Limits will always
result ina trade.
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(3) An order with both Lower and Upper Limits willresult
ina trade if'and only ifthe exchangeratefor the potential trade
lies betweenthe twolimits.

Issuing an Entry Order. To issue an entry order with the
Buy/Sell Window and the Entry Tabselected (see FIG. 15), a
numberoffields mustbe filled out (although mostofthefields
are pre-initialized with reasonable values):

(1) ACTION:choose between buy andsell.
(2) CURRENCY: choose the currency pair the trader

wishes to buy orsell. By default, this field will be initialized
as follows: (A)if the Buy/Sell button was used to obtain the
window,the currency pair currently showninthe graph; (B)if
the bid or ask price wasclicked to obtain the window,the
currency pair for which the price wasclicked. The pull-down
menu canbe used to select another currency pair.

(3) UNITS: the numberofunits of the currencypair the
trader wishesto buy orsell, with units expressed in terms of
the base currency,

(4) RATE: the order will result ina trade as soon as the 4
exchangerateforthe selected currencypair crosses the given
value: that is, for buyorders,ifthe rate goes belowthis value,
andforsell orders if the rate goes abovethe given value

(5) Duration: this value is usedto limit the amountof time
an outstanding order will remain effective. By default, the
order remains effective indefinitely. However, the duration
can beset to the end of the day or for an hour.

(6) Stop Loss: if the order results in a trade, then the
stop-loss value given will be associated with the trade. By
default, no stop-loss limit is selected, but one can be set by
checking the check box. Ifthe check box is checked, then the
field is automatically initialized with a reasonable value,
however, the value can be changed either by modifying the
numberdirectly or by using the +/- buttons to increase or
decrease the value, respectively.

(7) Take Profit: if the order results in a trade, then the
stop-loss value given will be associated with the trade, By
default, no take profit limit is selected, but one can be set by
checking the check box. Ifthe check box is checked, then the
field is automatically initialized with a reasonable valuc; ,
however, the value can be changed either by modifying the
number directly or by using the +/- buttons 1o increase or
decrease the value, respectively.

To issue the order, a Submit button 1510 mustbe selected.
This results in an acknowledgment window(see I'lG. 14)
popping up with a Ticket numberthat can be used for future
reference. Moreover, the Open Orders Table (see FIG.9) will
be updated to reflect the new order. Note that a trader can
modify the parameters of an open order (including the rate
representing thetrade threshold, orthe S/L andTYP)byclick-
ing on the order in the Open Orders Table.

Whatis claimedis:

1.A methodoftrading currencies over a computer network
connecting a trading system server and at least one trading
clicnt system, comprising the steps of

(i) at the trading systemserver, determining and dynami-
cally maintaining a plurality ofcurrent exchangerates,
each current exchangerate relating to a pair ofcurren-
cies and includinga first price to buya first currency of
the pair with respect to a second currency ofthe pair and
a second priceto sell the first currency of the pair with
respectto the second currencyofthe pair;

(ii) transmitting data from the trading system server to a
trading client system, the transmitted data representing
at least one current exchangerate at the time of the
transmission;
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(iii) at the trading client system, displaying thefirst and
secondprices for each received current exchangerate to
a user,

(iv) at the trading client system, accepting input from the
user identifying a pair of currencies the user desires to
trade, an amount ofat least one currency ofthe pair
desired to be traded and a requested trade price at which
it is desired to effect the trade,

(v) transmitting the accepted input from the trading client
system to the trading systemserver;

(vi) at the trading systemserver, comparing the requested
tradepriceto the respectivefirst price or second price of
the corresponding current exchangerateat that time and,
if the respective first price or second price ofthe corre-
sponding current exchangerateat that time is equalto or
better than the requested tradeprice, effecting the trade
at the corresponding respective current exchange rate
first price or second price and if the corresponding cur-
rent exchange rate is worse than the requested trade
price, refusing the trade; and

(vii) transmitting from the trading systemserver to the
tradingclient systeman indication of whether the trade
was refused or transacted and, if transacted, an indica-
tion ofthe price the trade wastransacted at.

2. The methodofclaim 1 wherein the requestedtrade price
is derived from a respective one of thefirst price or second
price of the received current exchange rate and a user inpul
limit value defining a maximum acceptable difference
betweenthe respective oneofthefirst price or secondprice of
the received current exchanye rate received at the trading
client systemandtherespectiveoneofthefirst price or second
price ofthe corresponding current exchangerate determined
al the trading client systemat whichthe trade can beeffected.

3. The method ofclaim 2 wherein the user caninputa first
limit value to define a maximum acceptable difference
betweenthefirst price ofthe current exchangerate received at
the trading client systemandthe first price ofthe eorrespond-
ing current exchange rate determined at the trading client
systemand can input a second limit value to define a maxi-
mum acceptable difference between the second price of the
current exchangerate reccivedat the trading systemand the
second price of the corresponding current exchange rale
determined at the trading client system and the requested
trade price is derived fromthefirst price or secondprice ofthe
current exchangerate received at the trading client system
and the corresponding oncofthefirst limit value and second
limit value.

4. The method of claim 2 wherein step (iv) comprises the
stepsof:

(a) the userselectingone of the first price and secondprice
of the current exchange rate displayed at the trading
client system;

(b) displaying to the user a set ofinput fields to define a
desired trade,the inputfields including anidentification
of the pair of currencies the user desires to trade, the
amount of the currencies desired to be traded, the
selected first price or second price of the current
exchangerate receivedatthe trading client system and a
limit value, and where the input fieldsto identify the pair
of currencies and thefirst price or second price are
populated with appropriate values determined from the
user’s selection of the one of the first price or second
price;

(c) receiving fromthe user input to the input field defining
the desired amountofcurrency to be traded: and

(d) determining the requestedtrade price from the selected
oneofthe first price and secondprice andthe limit value.
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5. The method ofclaim 4 whereininstep (b) the displayed
set of input fields includes: a first limit value to define a
maximum acceptable difference betweenthefirst price of the
current exchange rate received at the trading client system
and the first price of the corresponding current exchangerate
determined at the trading client system; and a second limit
valuc to define amaximum acceptable difference betweenthe
second price of the current exchange rate received at the
trading system and the second price of the corresponding
current exchange rate determinedat the trading client system
and instep (d) the requested trade price is derived from the
selectedfirst price or second price and the corresponding one
ofthe first limit value and secondlimit value.

6. The method of claim 2 wherein, whenthe limit value is
zero, the requested tradeprice is the current corresponding
first price or secondprice of the current exchangerateat the
trading server.

7.A methodoftrading currencies over a computer network
connecting a trading system server andatleast one trading
client system, comprising the steps of:

(i) at the trading sysiem server, determining and dynami-
cally maintaining a plurality of current exchangerates,
each current exchange rale relating to a pair of curren-
cies and includinga first price to buya first currency of ?
the pair with respect to a second currency ofthe pair and
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a second priceto sell the first currency ofthe pair with
respect to the second currencyofthe pair:

(ii) transmitting data fromthe trading system server to a
trading client system. the transmitted data representing
at least one current exchange rate al the time ofthe
transmission;

(iii) receiving atthe trading systemserver input from a user
ofthe trading client system identifying a pair ofcurren-
cies the user desires to trade, an amountof at least one
currencyofthe pair desired tobe traded and a requested
trade price at whichit is desired to effect the wade;

(iv) at the trading system server, comparing the requested
trade price tothe respective first price or secondprice of
the corresponding current exchangerate at that time and,
if the respectivefirst price or second price of the corre-
sponding current exchangerate at that timeis equalto or
better than the requested tradeprice,effecting the trade
at the corresponding respective current exchangerate
first price or second price and if the corresponding cur-
rent exchange rate is worse than the requested trade
price, refusing the trade: and

(v) transmitting fromthe wading system server to the trad-
ing client systeman indication ofwhether the trade was
refused or transacted and, if transacted, an indication of

the price the trade wastransacted at.
* * * FF
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